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will continue to follow the patent policy of the Atomic Energy

Act while nonnuclear programs will follow the patent policy of

section 9. This arrangement is likely to result in some anoma

lies. Thus, the conferees believed it prudent to include a study

of the Federal patent policies affecting ERDA's programs. The

conferees believe that section 9 will establish a workable

patent policy until the study or experience demonstrates a need

for revision.

The study will also investigate the desirability of mandatory

licensing. The report resulting from that study should contain

empirical data, in addition to opinions and conclusions. It

also would be useful for the report to analyze the effects on

research and development activity of existing legislative and

judicia~ mandatory licensing provisions.

The study is to be undertaken by the Administrator with

participation of other Federal agencies. The purpose of listing

the Attorney General and the Secretary of Commerce is to assure

that the views of those departments are available to the Con

gress. If there are differences of opinion between the agencies,

the report should reflect the different views with dissenting

or individual views where appropriate. The Administrator should

also make allowances for input from interested non-Federal par

ties. One approach might be to hold public hearings from which

the Administrator can better assess the public's concerns.
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In order to assess the public's concerns and make allowances

for input from interested non-Federal parties in preparing this

study, ERDA will hold public hearings on ERDA patent policy on

November 18 and 19, 1975, at Germantown, Maryland.

The purpose of the hearings is to obtain comments from members

of the public on such questions as:

(1) What patent policy should ERDA follow in order to carry

out the purposes of the Atomic Energy Act and Federal Non

nuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974?

(2) What modifications to these statutory enactments should

ERDA propose to Congress, and why are such modifications

needed?

(3) Is legislation requiring mandatory licensing of energy

related patents needed to carry out the purpose of the

Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of

1974? Mandatory licensing can be broadly defined as re

quiring a patent owner to forego the injunctive remedy

provided by Title 35 of U.S. Code against the infringing

acts of another. If legislation is required, what should

be its essential provisions?

ERDA has published temporary implementing instructions on April

15, 1975 (ERDA-PR Temporary Reg. No.9) (Appendix A- Modification in

part of ERDA-PR Part 9-9, Patents and Copyrights) 40 Fed. Reg. 16848,
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at the hearing are requested to notify Mr. Kenneth L. Cage, Room 92,

8th Floor, Office of the General Counsel, 20 Massachusetts Avenue,

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, Washington, D.C.

20545, Telephone (202) 37-64254, before .the close of business (5:00

p.m.) on November 12, 1975. Those participants wishing to make an

oral presentation will be asked to address the interagency task force,

and respond to questions which will be limited to those from members

of the interagency task force.

Written presentations may be hand carried to Mr. Cage at the

above address. Parties participating through written presentation

at the hearing are requested to submit copies to Mr. Cage for dupli-

cation before the close of business on November 14, 1975.

Parties desiring copies of the patent provisions of the "Federal

Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974," the "Atomic

Energy Act of 1954," as amended, or ERDA regulations should contact

Mr. Cage.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this 6th day of October, 1975. For

the Energy Research and Development Administration.

U.S. ENERGY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

By /s/ Robert C. Seamans, Jr.
Robert C. Seamans, Jr.

Administrator
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members of the inter-agency task force mentioned
in Dr. Seamans· Federal Register Notice which was
established to complete the Congressionally mandated
task which the Notice described, namely to focus on
how ERDA patent policy is performing the function of
providing an incentive to stimulate commercial indus
drial development in energy fields as well as protect
the public's interest, and the desirability of man
datory licensing.

The hearings were opened by R. Tenney Johnson, Esq., ERDA General

Counsel, and variously thereafter either he or Leonard Rawicz, Esq.,

ERDA Deputy General Counsel, or James E. Denny, Esq., Assistant General

Counsel for Patents, ERDA, presided.

Mr. Johnson presented a brief overview of ERDA's present patent

policy. He explained that it is controlled by two statutes, the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954 and the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and

Development Act of 1974.

Both statutes, Mr. Johnson explained, direct the Administration

to formulate policy so as to acquire title to inventions made under

ERDA contracts. However, both give the Administrator discretionary

authority to waive the title-taking rights when it is determined

that to do so would be in the best interests of the United States

and the general public.

When ERDA began operations in January 1975 its only implementing

regulations of its legislative enactments were those it inherited
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"1. The benefits of the energy research, development

and demonstration programs will be made widely available to the

public in the shortest practical time.

"2. The commercial utilization of such inventions will be

promoted.

"3. The participation by private persons in the Adminis

tration 1s energy research, development and demonstration programs

will be maintained. II

"4. The fostering of competition and the prevention of undue

market concentration or the creation or maintenance of other situa

tions inconsistent with the antitrust laws will be maintained."

The question in each situation is whether the proposed waiver

will meet those criteria. Johnson observed that the specific require

ments for a waiver cannot be precisely categorized in advance, as the

facts in each contract situation may vary in relation to the criteria

just enumerated. However, waivers may be granted in advance of con

tracting in regard to individual inventions identified after award

of the contract.

There is also a provision, explained Johnson, that when ERDA

keeps title to an invention ERDA makes available a revocable license

to the contractor which made the invention. This will permit the

government at some later stage to license the government-owned invention
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In concluding his opening remarks, Mr. Johnson observed that the

question of background rights is not explicitly covered in the legis

lation, but that ERDA proposes to deal with it in the regulations.

Stating that the degree of rights which the government has or

should have to a contractor's background patent position is a sensi

tive matter, Mr. Johnson stated it is one or real concern to both ERDA

and industry. He recognized that in the usual situation the contractors

which ERDA will seek will be ones that are well qualified to perform

research and development work as a result of their having had consid

erable background expertise, much of which is likely to be technology

covered by their own patents. If the contractor is to use his best

efforts under the contract, it is most likely that he will be utilizing

some of the technology covered by his background patents.

This may frequently cause a dilemma for ERDA and its contractors.

ERDA must seek to avoid situations where the contractor will be the

only firm that can utilize the results of the contract because of its

background patent technology being essential to the achievement of

those results. On the other hand, ERDA wishes to respect the contrac

tor's legitimate rights to protect its own background patents. ERDA's

approach to this delicate balancing problem, Johnson explained, was

to develop a narrow background patent rights clause under which ERDA

would acquire a carefully defined right to background patent tech

nology where such technology is essential to practice the contract

results.
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"We read the Act as permitting us to make use of the

patent incentive as one of many incentives that this

country will need in its long fight to regain control

over the sources of its energy.1I

As if to request those persons about to testify at the hearings to

focus their remarks on points which were essential to ERDA's future opera-

tions, Johnson then explained that ERDA sought advice from all segements

of the public as to what patent policies it should adopt in order to

carry out the purposes of the Atomic Energy Act and the Federal Non-

nuclear Energy Act.

He asked these specific questions:

"I. What modifications to these statutory enactments should

ERDA propose to Congress? Why are such modifications, if any,

needed?

"2. Is legislation requiring mandatory licensing of energy-

related patents needed to carry out the purposes of the Federal

Nonnuclear Research and Development Act of 1974?

"3. Mandatory licensing may be broadly defined as requir-

ing a patent owner to forego the injunctive remedy provided by

Title 35 of the United States Code against the infringing acts

of another. Is legislation required to do this? And, if so, what

should be its essential provisions?
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identification and reference, the people and organizations that ex-

pressed their views (either by way of the public hearings or through

written comments) have been classified into five groups, as follows:

Group I - Patent Law Associations

American Patent Law Association

Patent Law Association of San Francisco

Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law Section
of the D.C. Bar Association

The Philadelphia Patent Law Association

Group II - Universities

American Council on Education

Case Western Reserve University

Iowa State University Research Foundation

Johns Hopkins University

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

North Carolina State University

Purdue University

Stanford University

University of California

University of Missouri

*University of Southern California

University of Tennessee Space Institute

University of Wisconsin

*Speaker represented Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights,
and Rights in Data, Committee on Governmental Relations,
National Association of College and University Business
Officers whose membership consists of 98 institutions.
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General Atomic Company

General Electric Company

Hughes Aircraft Company

Monsanto Company

Olin Chemicals

Rockwell Industries

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana

Texaco Development Corporation

The Oil Shale Corporation

TRW

Union Carbide Corporation

U.S. Steel Corporation

Westinghouse Electric Company

Group V - Individual Spokesmen

Paul L. Gomory, Attorney

Professor Irving Kayton, George Washington
University School of Law

Frank Lukasik, Patent Attorney

William A. Marshall, Attorney

John J. Pederson, Attorney

Jacob Rabinow, National Bureau of Standards

Admiral H. G. Rickover*

Philip Sperber, Cavitron Corporation

* Admiral Rickover expressed his views on ERDA patent policy
in response to a request from R. Tenney Johnson, ERDA General
Counsel. This request was made in view of the reliance placed
on Admiral Rickover's previous comments on government patent
policy by the spokesperson representing the Corporate Account
ability Research Group.
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The position of each of the five groups of witnesses will be

reviewed, in brief, in terms of each of these four principal subject

matters. If a participant does not appear under anyone of these

subjects, it can be concluded that no specific remarks were made by

that participant on that specific subject.

Title vs. License Policy

Group I - Patent Law Associations

American Patent Law Association favors leaving title with the

contractor subject to the customary government license. Contractor

should have the right to obtain foreign patents and to grant licenses

to others. Appropriate safeguards to non-use could be provided by

march-in rights or a requirement to license others after a reasonable

period of exclusivity or lack of interest of the contractor in exploiting

the invention.

D. C. Bar Association deemed it too early to evaluate title-with

waiver policy from standpoint of (1) administrative burden on both

government and contractor, and (2) impact upon incentive for competent

firms to enter into R&D contracts with ERDA. Favors policy which

would provide contractor, at the time of contracting, with exclusive

commercial rights for a limited period of years.

Philadelphia Patent Law Association declared it essenti~l that

the government acquire at least licensing rights with right to sub

license under inventions first conceived or reduced to practice in its

development contracts.
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Iowa State University Research :Foundation recommends that, with

respect to non-profit educational institutions, title to patented

inventions arising out of ERDA grants and contracts should be vested

with the institution by advance waiver, subject to an approved tech-

nology transfer program. Iowa State urges that ERDA employ an Insti-

tutional Patent Agreement (hereinafter referred to as IPA) similar to

that used by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the

National Science Foundation. It provides for (1) a non-exclusive,

royalty-free license to the United States for governmental purposes,

(2) such other safeguards as may be consistent with the legislation

necessary to protect the public interest, and (3) incentive awards to

individual inventors employed by the university.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology alleges that the ERDA

policy of vesting in the government title to inventions developed by

university personnel in the performance of ERDA-sponsored programs,

subject to a pre-award waiver of rights at the time of each individual

action leading to a con~ract or grant, or application for a waiver

at the time a particular invention is identified in the performance

of the contract or grant, would be counterproductive to ERDA's avowed

aims for its patent programe The significant additional administrative

burdens this would cause universities (and ERDA) will discourage uni-

versity participation. In lieu thereof, M.I.T. urges that ERDA provide

for IPA's.
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which would enable it to license companies to" use its inventions.

Patent rights should be vested in the inventors and their universities

and not in the government, otherwise it is difficult to promote the

commercial utilization of the inventions.

University of Southern California, whose representative spoke on

behalf of the Committee on Governmental Relations of the National As-

sociation of College and Business Officers, urged that qualified uni-

versities be permitted to retain principal rights to inventions ar1s1ng

out of government sponsored contracts, preferably under IPA's.

University of Tennessee Space Institute sees no objection to the

government taking title to patents and inventions arising out of wholly

government-funded Rand D programs. There are objections, however, when

the contractor has developed the patented inventions at its own expense.

University of Wisconsin declares that the most efficient way of

handling inventions made by universities in the performance of government

contracts is by the use of IPA's. Case-by-case determination by the

government is bad. IPA's, with HEW or NSF clause for protection against

exclusive arrangements which would tend to concentrate market power with

a small group of licensees, is much-to-be-preferred.

Group III - Trade Associations and Other Groups

Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc. declared that

the policy of taking title by the government (1) fails to utilize, and
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out of government-sponsored research; the technology would be made

available to the public through dedication, publication or the like,

and the patents would be made available to the public through non

exclusive licensing on reasonable conditions or through exclusive

licensing under highly restrictive limitations which allegedly contain

more safeguards for the public than are contained in ERDA's proposed

policies and procedures.

Electronic Industries Association recommended that ERDA seek to

restructure its statutes so as to allow contractors to retain ,title

to inventions, possibly following the suggestion of the Government

Procurement Commission's alternate recommendation that title be placed

10 the contractor with certain stipulations to assure commercialization.

Dr. H. Guyford Stever, in his capacity as chairman of the Federal

Council for Science and Technology, urged ERDA to consider devising its

patent regulations so as to establish Institutional Patent Agreements

for qualified non-profit educational institutions, at least as regards

nonnuclear research. ije pointed out that this had been the recom

mendation of the FCST Committee on Government Patent Policy concern1ng

university inventions.

Licensing Executives Society (USA) Inc. urged that ERDA adopt the

recommendations made in 1971 of Task Force No. 1 of Study Group No.6

of the Commission on Government Procurement, with minor modifications.
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Roane-Anderson Economic Council is concerned with a very special

problem, namely ways of attracting business to move into or expand

operations in the area of Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In particular,it 18

interested in having ERDA adopt patent policies applicable to privately

sponsored work performed by ERDA but paid for by the sponsor. The

Council wants a clearly enunciated policy that ERDA will not lay any

claim to such work or inventions arising out of it. How this is to

be accomplished is not stated, although the suggestion of full waivers

of patent rights in such situations is mentioned as if to imply the

government was asserting or taking title to such developments in the

first place.

Group IV - Industrial Corporations

Aluminum Company of America recommends that the administrative

regulations of ERDA, if not the legislation, be modified to provide

for title in its corporate contractors. The contractors should then

license others to use inventions which arose from research that was at

least partially subsidized by government funds. However, the contractors

should not be required to license others until after a period of three

years during which the contractors can prove the workability of the

invention.

Amoco Oil Company stated that it was fully in support of the

intent of ERDA's patent policies, and hoped that its implementation

would closely follow the intent. It made it clear that it favored

the taking of title by the government only because of the opportunity

to commercialize the inventions through the grant of waivers.
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strongly urged that a liberal policy of granting irrevocable licenses

be employed so as to give contractors confidence that they will not be

deprived of a license based on which the contractor has proceeded to

make considerable investments in money, personnel efforts, etc.

Dow Chemical sees the thrust of the ERDA regulations as being 1n

the right direction. Of course, their success depends on ERDA having

adequate flexibility and proper administration, but the company believes

that ERDA's staff can accomplish these objectives and make the title-with

waiver policy work well.

Dresser Industries is generally disheartened by the ERDA proposed

patent policies. It is concerned that the title-with-waiver policy will

work equitably. All in all, it is concerned that ERDA's policies will

discourage rather than encourage prime and sub-contractors from doing

work for ERDA.

DuPont finds ERDA's statute and policies flexible enough to permit it

to stimulate the flow of inventions and their commercialization by reason

able negotiation with ERDA's contractors.

Fairchild Industries objected to the policy that the Government

normally takes title to the invention if it is first reduced to practice

under an ERDA contract, even if substantial sums had previously been

spent by the contractor on the invention. Fairchild presented the

opinion that ERDA would not achieve active, meaningful industry partici

pation with the title-taking type of patent policy set forth in the pro

posed regulations. It was recommended that ERDA allow full patent rights
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General Electric Company sees no need for any statutory changes

governing ERDA's patent policy provisions. It is of the view that ERDA's

proposed regulations show that the statute does allow reasonable adminis

trative flexibility within its mandated requirements.

Hughes Aircraft Company stated that it clearly would be an added 1n

centive for companies to take ERDA contracts if they were always to

rece1ve patent .rights to inventions made in the performance of those

contracts. However, Hughes does not list this requiremant as one of its

pr1mary concerns. It appeared satisfied that the proposed ERDA patent

policies would at least provide for the contractor to have the right to

use technology developed in the course of the ERDA contracts, and that this

would be of practical importance to Hughes.

Olin Corporation suggests that the contractor should normally take

title (unless ERDA finds that the contractor does not have the capabilities

to commercialize any discoveries), with a paid-up, non-exclusive license

for the government. Olin also suggested that if the contractor failed to

actively commecialize any such discoveries, all patent rights would revert

to the government. Olin believes that the real reward derived from R&D is

not the knowledge or patents gained, but a chance to commercialize a new

product or process, or improvements of existing ones. In order to justify

the necessary investment in market development, construction of manufactur

1ng facilities and building of a customer service organization, judicious

management practice dictates that patent protection be obtained before such

expenditures are made.
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participation in government programs which involve work in areas relating

to that technology.

Union Carbide Corporation described the proposed policies as exceed irig l y

complex and interrelated and urged that the policy and regulations be made

as uncomplicated and as straight forward as possible on such basic i s sue s as

title to inventions, maximum rights to the contractor under foreground

patents and maximum rights to be granted the government under background

patents and data.

U.S. Steel Corporation indicated that it understood why ERDA has chosen

a "title" patent policy, but strongly urged that there should be some

provisions for permitting the contractor to retain irrevocable 't i t La to

certain classes of invention, particularly those not directly aligned with

ERDA's primary mission. It favored a multiple patent rights clause ap-

proach as used by the AEC.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation expressed the view that the ERDA Act

creates a patent policy which provides a "middle of the road" approach

between the "title" and the 1I1icense ll positions advanced by many inter-

ested groups as the best form of government patent policy. It expressed

the opinion the ERDA's waiver policy would protect the public's interest 1n

obtaining new products and energy sources to solve the present energy

CT1S1S, yet would provide industry with assurances of a patent position to

protect risk capital investment through the granting to it of necessary

exclusive rights by means of the waiver process.
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William A. Marshall, a patent attorney, pointing to a study made in

1959 about the government's investment in the manufacture of synthetic

rubber, declared that the patent policy proposed by ERDA will have similar

adverse results of deterring private incentive. The title policy, in other

words, results in the government getting less and not more for its invest

ment in research.

John J. Pederson expressed the view that the public interest is best

served by vesting patent rights in foreground inventions with the contrac

tor subject to nonexclusiv~ licenses in the government for governmental

purposes.

Jacob Rabinow strongly opposed the taking of title to patents by the

government, and particularly the granting by the government of a royalty-free

license to anyone under patents that it owns. He stressed that a free

patent is not really a patent, and that the widespread granting of free

rights to patents would have the effect of reducing our patent system to a

state where it might not any longer be a patent system. According to

Rabinow, most of the world's most important inventions have been made by

highly trained people in universities, government laboratories and small

companies, and these people need to be encouraged to continue their work

and to work for government agencies such as ERDA. If ERDA takes title to

their inventions they will lose interest in working for ERDA.

Admiral H. G. Rickover expressed the view that Congress has properly

mandated, in the Atomic Energy Act and the Federal Nonnuclear Energy

Research and Development Act, that patents developed at Government
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evaluate ERDA's title-with-waiver policy. However, it did postulate

that such a policy might impose a substantial administrative burden upon

the government and its contractors, and have an adverse impact upon 1U-

centives for competent firms to enter into research and development con-

tracts with ERDA. The Association expressed the view that there is a

widespread fear that in practice there will be no waivers because of the

exceSS1ve administrative costs and burdens within the government and

elsewhere, and that field contracting officers and others will be most

reluctant to grant waivers because it would be considered safer and less of

a hassle to deny waiver applications.

The Patent Law Association of San Francisco considered the waiver

provisions to be exceedingly complex, difficult to administer, and stacked

against contractors. The Association felt that the time to prepare requests

for waiver together with the time to process such a request, weighed against

the time pressures which would almost always' be present, were formidable

to the point of rendering the waiver provisions essentially non-operative.

The Association concluded that it would be far simpler for all concerned to

dipsense with waivers and leave title with the inventing contractor with a

license to the Government for its purposes.

Group II - Universities

American Council on Education recommends that in lieu of the title-

with-waiver provisions now in ERDA's proposed policies, there be adopted

the Institutional Patent Agreements program approved by the University

Patent Ad Hoc Subcommittee of the Executive Subcommittee of the Committee

on Government Patent Policy of the Federal Council for Science and Tech-

nology. This policy, if adopted, would leave title with the universities
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North Carolina State University expressed a preference for the adop-

tion of the Institutional Patent Agreement, such as is used by the National

Science Foundation, over the waiver provisions in ERDA's proposed patent

policies and procedures.

Purdue University endorsed the same proposal that ERDA adopt the

Institutional Patent Agreement program.

Stanford University.d~scribed the petition and wa1ver process as

bureaucratically cumbersome, stating that it generally operates to delay or

completely impede the development of research results to products and

processes available to the public. It maintained that experience with

other government agencies had demonstrated that the use of IPAs was far

superior to an after-the-fact waiver procedure, or no waiver procedure,

(i.e., rejection of waiver applications) in achieving such development.

University of California expressed a strong preference for the use

by ERDA of the IPAs (presumably in lieu of ERDA's waiver provisions).

When asked by ERDA's general counsel, R. Tenney Johnson, to explain how

it was proposed that ERDA implement the provision on educational insti-

tutions in the ERDA Act, the university's representative stated it

should be implemented as it has been done by the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. The HEW IPA was described as about 15 pages

long. If ERDA adopted it, one agreement would be entered into by ERDA

and the educational institution. The agreement would contain the

var10US guidelines and criteria, etc. that the institution must

follow in its licensing and technology developments. Such agreements,
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Group III - Trade Associations and Other Groups

Corporate Accountability Research Group made no reference to ERDA's

waiver provisions. Its representative expressed a personal preference for

a policy in which title to inventions from federally funded research

resides in the government, and the technology is made available to all

qualified applicants on a nonexclusive and nondiscriminatory basis~ The

representative disclosed another 'proposal, however ,which presumably was

advocated by the Research Group she represented, and which was in the form

of a Draft of a Patent Policy Bill. That bill stipulates that the government,

as a general policy, shall acquire all rights throughout the world to any

technology and title to any patent which should arise from research done in

the performance of contracts with the government. The bill also provides

for both nonexclusive to the public and exclusive licensing to the

contractor under stated conditions. Thus, although no mention is made of

W81vers as such, in general, or to ERDA's waiver provisions, in particular,

the bill does provide for a form of waiver of the government's acquisition

of title in that the c'on t r ac t or can negotiate for and receive an exclusive

license.

Electronic Industries Association noted that the proposed title-with-

waiver policy made necessary complicated and burdensome considerations

such as waivers, concept of revocability, exclusive licensing, etc.,

which the government has to deal with once it takes title. The asso-

ciation recommended against the government taking title, but if it does

the association urges that the waiver policy be carefully structured

so as to highlight the value of waivers to the overall ERDA program

and not constitute further disincentive to prospective contractors.
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participation of companies with substantial qualifications to perform

energy research work. The Association stated that it would be burden

some and time consuming to the Administrator to detemine "the likely

effect of the waiver on competition and market concentration. II

National Small Business Association (and National Patent Council)

did not comment directly on waiver provisions of ERDA's regulations, nor

of any other such waiver arrangements. However, it recommended that

legislation be enacted to make entirely clear the authority of ERDA to

give cognizance to a two-tier government patent policy. Such a policy

would give ERDA authority to waive its rights to title, such wa1ver

amounting to a grant to a contractor of a nonexclusive royalty free

license up to an exclusive license for a reasonable royalty for a period

less than the life of the patent with the right to sue. (The second

"tier" would be the giving of preference to small business, which mayor

may not ~e the contractor, in granting an exclusive license.)

Roane.-Anderson Economic Council is an organization of business-

men 10 the Oak Ridge, Tennessee area, which seeks to attract more private

industrial development in that region. In this connection it seeks to

obtain a relaxation of ERDA's patent policies with regard to privately

sponsored work performed at ERDA's facilities in Oak Ridge. In such

work the contractor funds all or part of the work, but of necessity uses

facilities that only are available in government nuclear development

establishments snch as Oak Ridge. A related situation is where a

private organization requests an ERDA facility operating contractor to do

work for the "outside" organization, and pays for that work. In either
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so formidable as to constitute a roadblock to carrying out the policy. The

company pointed out that the past experience had indicated that in such

cases the government ended up paying more for what was done, the job took

longer, and the results were below expectations.

Combustion Engineering was delighted to see that ERDA patent policy

included provisions for waivers, but indicated that the efficacy of those

provisions in accomplishing ERDA's mission would depend on the manner in

which those provisions are implemented. C-E suggested that there should be

a provision for automatic waivers for jointly funded projects to eliminate

the need for a complicatd wa1ver process.

Dow Chemical did not specifically comment upon the waiver provisions.

It did praise the flexibility of the proposed patent regulations, and

suggest that an expedited system be devised to provide exclusive licenses

with appropriate safeguards to the contractors. It obviously endorsed the

principle of the waiver provisions, but recommended that the contractor be

enabled to know as early as possible that it was going to receive an

exclusive license and that the license term be made as long as possible,

say ten years.

Dresser Industries noted that the proposed rules to give ERDA con

tractors relief in the form of waivers, but declared that the effective

ness of the waiver route was still to be determined. The fact that the

waiver guidelines are exceedingly complex causes them to fall far short

of assuring the contractor of reasonable hope in retaining title to his

inventions. The rules generally are seen as a "one way street,1I with
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retains "march-in" rights including the right to terminate any wal.ver 1.0

whole or in part for various reasons leaves the contractor with a sword of

Damocles hanging over his head. The company feels that no industry will

invest substantial amounts in placing an invention in production if it

is to be dependent on a right which the government can revoke at will.

In lieu of such title-with-waiver provisions Ford advocates adoption of

a patent policy such as that of the Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR).

Under the FPRs there is greater flexibility than in the ERDA provisions.

The government can also acquire title under the FPRs, but the contractor

basically retains title in most situations. There is much less risk of

losing rights, especially title, under the FPRs, according to Ford. It

stated that the greater risk of such loss under ERDA's title-with-waiver

provisions is a severe deterrent to accepting ERDA contracts.

General Atomic Company stated that ERDA's waiver policy, while

reasonable in principle, is somewhat unworkable in practice because it

provides a heavy, front-end burden on contracting and it will cause delay.

The company expressed concern that there will be many situations where

waivers will not be granted because of the difficulties involved. It

suggested that if the waiver policy and procedures could be simplified

In certain situations it would be extremely helpful.

General Electric Company stated that it found no objections to

the patent policy provisions of ERDA's statute, nor to its latitude

for allowance of reasonable administrative flexibility within its

mandated requirements. In its formal statement and verbal comments

it made no reference to ERDA's waiver provisions as such. However,
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move away from an overpowering government title-holding position. How

ever, it maintained that this move should be made to a more optimum point,

and specifically suggested that the provisions set forth in a proposed

Model Government Procurement Inventions Incentive Act, promulgated by the

Aerospace Industries Association, should be adopted. This proposed

statute would provide for title to remain with the contractor, with the

government receiving-a royalty-free nonexclusive license therein, and

the government and the public would have "march-in" rights under which

licenses would be granted in certain situations. The licenses would be

either royalty-free or royalty-bearing, depending upon the circumstances

of each case. With such a law and policy there would be no need for waivers

as in the present proposed ERDA patent policies and procedures.

Standard Oil Company of Indiana raised no objections to ERDA's pro

posed patent policies and procedures, finding them quite satisfactory.

It made no specific comment on the waiver provisions in its formal state

ment. However, in the question and answer session it indicated it could

live with the waiver provisions and guidelines for waiver. Asked whether

it regarded the administrative burden of seeking waivers as being dispro

portionate to the goal of trying to balance industry, government and public

interests in this situation, the company stated that it was net so regarded,

at least not yet.

The Oil Shale Corporation notes that the ERDA statute provides for

waivers, especially when technology has been developed at private ex

pense, and to consider the extent to whic~ a waiver is necessary in

order to secure participation by an interested party. However, in the
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Westinghouse Electric Company stated that the waiver policy adopted by

ERDA is the most reasonable policy available to assure public benefit

through the availability of new products and new energy sources to solve

the present energy crisis, and yet provide industry with assurances that a

patent position to protect risk capital investment through exclusive rights

waivers will be available to it.

Group V - Individual Spokesmen

Professor Irving Kayton made it quite clear that he is opposed to any

policy which results in the government taking title to inventions made 1n

the performance of government-sponsored research or development contracts.

As for waiver provisions, his comment was that they and a government title

taking policy just mean that everybody has to pay a lot of money for no

good reason at the front end. In other words, the title-with-waiver

policy simply adds to the costs of the entire process which could be

avoided if the law was changed so as to leave title with the contractor

in the first place. Then there would be no need for waivers and the cum

bersome, expensive procedures for obtaining wa1vers.

Frank Lukasik stated that the patent provisions promulgated by ERDA

1n compliance with its enabling statute will not serve their intended

purpose of attracting the highly skilled, innovative research community

to invest its risk capital in projects needed to serve the public needs.

In lieu thereof he proposed a substitute for Section 9 of the ERDA

statute. The substitute policy would have title to inventions and new

technology made under government sponsored R&D remain in the government
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Philip Sperber commented on the practical effects of the proposed

waiver provisions in ERDA's patent policies. He observed that the larger

contractors having in-house counsel, would know to request an advance

waiver and seek to obtain an exclusive license. Small companies, probably

without ready access to competent legal advice, will in all likelihood

not apply for advance waivers. Moreover, both large and small companies

may hesitate to seek advance waivers for fear that ERDA might tend to

select a bidder which does not request waivers. Experience has shown that

the chances are that such waivers which are granted generally will be of

a nonexclusive character. This may 'not prevent large companies from

proceeding to build on the knowledge obtained in dealing with ERDA, but

it may interfere with the procurement of needed capital so that small

companies may not be able to attempt commercialization of inventions

made under their contracts with ERDA.

Background Rights

Group I - Patent Law Associations

American Patent Law Association stated that, in view of the im

portance in creating incentives for qualified companies and others to

accept contracts with ERDA it was imperative to avoid discouraging would

be contractors by requiring them to divest their prior background rights

1n patents and proprietary data. Accordingly, it urged that ERDA's

patent policy not require that contractors yield any of their background

patent and data rights. In answer to a specific question the Asso

ciation's representative stated that this recommendation should apply

even in those situations where ERDA might wish to request the con

tractor to license its background rights for a reasonable royalty,
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Group II - Universities

Stanford University stated that it would be useful to have data

regarding actual situations experienced by the government where a contractor

has relied upon its background patents to prevent utilization of foreground

inventions (i.e., inventions made under a government-subsidized contract).

This information, it maintained, would be useful in understanding the

dimensions of the problem, for ERDA then could compare those results with

the negative effect of not getting the best contractors to participate in

ERDA research because of the possible danger of losing their patent rights.

University of Missouri stated that the idea of the government wanting

background rights sounded like the Indians trying to recover Manhattan

Island, or the Russians trying to take back Alaska. More pointedly, the

observation was made that the background rights provision was troublesome

because it would appear that the only ones who would accept government

contracts calling for the yielding of background rights would be companies

with nothing to lose.

University of Tennessee Space Institute stated that probably no

one would object to the government receiving rights to patents that are

generated under government funded R&D programs, even where there are

large amounts of contributing participation by the contractor. But, it

was further stated, it is difficult to accept the proposition that the

government should receive rights to background data and patents that the

government did not pay for, and which may be the basis of ongoing in

dustrial profit-making enterprises. The problem becomes aggravated, the

Institute pointed out, when the government's subcontractors push to try to
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Group III - Trade Associations and Other Groups

Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association stated that

it saw no need for background patent licensing and, until such need is

clearly demonstrated with supportable data, it would oppose adoption of any

statutory or regulatory policy of such licensing.

Corporate Accountability Research Group stated that, so far as back

ground patents are concerned, it would seem absolutely necessary that

ERDA's Administrator should possess the authority to require the licensing

of energy related background rights if medium-sized and smaller (irms are

to play any role in this field.

Electronic Industries Association stated that no ERDA policy should

be extended by definition or practice to invade the contractor's proprie

tary rights in background data. As for background patents, to the extent

that they are abolutely necessary to practice foreground inventions, the

Association sees no objection to such licensing but suggests that rights

thereto by the government or by third parties should be obtained by nego

tiating with the patent owners.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association predicted that the requirement

that a contracting company license background inventions and know-how it

has developed at its own expense will act as a deterrent rather than as an

incentive for a company with substantial experience in the field to partici

pate in a government-sponsored energy research project. Those companies

with the greatest capability to contribute and participate in energy

research are discouraged from doing so.
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dissuaded from participating because their background patent rights would

be made the subject of obligatory licensing provisions. Such prOV1S10ns,

observed Alcoa, may not permit a reasonable profit or royalty, when

government funding of further development is appropriate but not rewarding

beyond, perhaps, some profit on contract performance.

Combustion Engineering, Inc., sees in the background rights of the pro

posed patent policy another deterrent to the acceptance of contracts with

ERDA by otherwise qualified contractors. The company does not object to

the granting to the government of royalty-free licenses to its background

patents for research, development and demonstration purposes. The problem

it sees is the determination of terms for licensing its background patents

which would be considered "reasonable under the circumstances." In the

absence of the remedy afforded by injunctions a contractor would not be 1n

a good negotiating position, and might suffer serious economic detriment if

the party making the determination as to "reasonable terms" was making a

recommendation which the contractor felt was wholly unacceptable.

Dow Chemical suggested amendments to the procedures which would tend

to resolve before a contract is entered into whether certain of the contrac

tor's inventions are to be considered background inventions or not. Further,

amendments should be made to assure the contractor that he will have a

reasonable time within which to supply the subject matter of a background

patent or background data in sufficient quantity and at reasonable prices

before any rights to third parties are to be granted.
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General Atomic Company stated that it had no quarrel with the broad

requirement in the ERDA regulations that the government may acquire the

right to direct licensing of a contractor's background patents to 1nsure

reasonable public availability and accessibility. However, it further

stated that such a policy would be counter-productive unless acquisitions of

background rights are limited to situations where they are both ju~tified

and fairly necessary. Experience has shown, stated General Atomic, that

once regulations are adopted or standard clauses drawn, the government's

contracting officers attempt to acquire background rights in nearly every

R&D transaction. Thoughtlessly pursued, the company pointed out, this

practice can frustrate the government's wish to obtain the best qualified

R&D contractors because those firms are the ones most likely to have

relevant background which they feel they must protect.

General Electric Company divided its statement on background rights

into two parts, one on proprietary data and one on patent rights. Regard

ing data, it stated that ERDA's proposed policies and procedures need to be

amended because they do not provide adequate protection for the contractor.

The basic provision is satisfactory in that it provides that contractors

need not include proprietary data in documentation it may be required to

furnish under the contract, with the government retaining the right to

inspect the data in order to evaluate the work performed under the contract

or to verify the true proprietary nature of the data. However, certain

optional provisions call for the contractor being required to furnish the

data to the government and to third parties, and the lack of clear in

structions and guidance as to how this is to be done and how improper dis

semination for the data is to be guarded against, is what General Electric

found to be objectionable. As for patents, the company notes that many
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the issue of mandatory licensing. It recognized the attempts by ERDA to

balance the equities by placing restrictions and conditions on the manda

tory licensing provisions, but still felt that companies with substantial

know-how and capability in energy research and development would be discour

aged from becoming involved in ERDA projects because of those provisions

(including the background patent rights requirement).

Olin Corporation expressed reluctance to become involved with ERDA's

programs because of the proposed policy on background patents. The areas

in which Olin would have most interest are those closest to its area of

expertise where it holds patents to support its existing business. Olin

stated that forced licensing of background patents could prohibit its

involvement in these areas.

Standard Oil Company of Indiana stated, in response to a question

from ERDA's general counsel, R. Tenney Johnson, that it is not critical of

ERDA's regulation regarding background rights licensing provisions because

there have been built into them enough flexibility to permit Standard to

live with them, "not extremely comfortably, but enough so." The company

stated that the provisions seem to state that under most circumstances a

rather considerable amount of the patent rights owned by a contractor may

not be withheld, but should be made available in a very limited manner. In

other words, they should be made available only when there is an absolute

need to do so, only in extraordinary circumstances.

The Oil Shale Corporation expressed concern that Section 9 of the ERDA

Act gives the Administrator authority to provide for reporting, public

·notice, and hearings requirements in each waiver request, and stated that
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Westinghouse Electric Company stated that compulsory licensing of

background patents by either statute or regulations is undesirable S1nce

risk capital must be protected if we are to have growth in the energy

industry. Since the government has recognized the value of exclusive

rights when discussing the licensing of government owned patents, it

would be inconsistent not to consider this factor when dealing with a

contractors background patents. In any event, ERDA's regulations define a

background patent to include foreign as well as domestic patents. In this

area ERDA regulations have exceeded the intent of its statute. "As for

background data, Westinghouse submits that there are two classes of· such

data, one being background proprietary data actually delivered to the

government, while the other is background proprietary technical data which

have been termed "excepted items." The latter fall into two categories:

(1) proprietary analytical techniques of the contractor, and (2) propr1e~

tary manufacturing information, processes and techniques. If an excepted

item is absolutely necessary, the contractor should license the government

and responsible private parties on reasonable terms. The ERDA Act or

regulations should be amended to permit use of· terms and conditions repre-

senting proprietary information of the type discussed above.

Group V - Individual Spokesmen

John J. Pederson stated that it saw no need for mandatory licensing

under background patents, and that it expected background licenses to be

made available vOluntarily if needed.

Philip Sperber stated that if contractors are to be left with un-

certainty as to their chances of obtaining and keeping exclusive rights

(
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District of Columbia Bar Association opposes mandatory licensing,

stating that until empirical data are obtained and evaluated relative to

the effect of mandatory licensing in existing law it would be premature

for ERDA to make a recommendation to the President and the Congress with

respect to mandatory licensing. If, however, the Government should deem it

appropriate to have some form of compulsory licensing for ERDA, it urged

that the related statutory and regulatory provisions contain procedural

safeguards similar to those in the Clean Air Act. These comments are

relative to the mandatory licensing of patents. The ERDA provisions also

apply to compulsory licensing of certain proprietary data, and the Associ~

ation declared that those provisions are the most devastating in the entire

set of regulations.

Philadelphia Patent Law Association opposed mandatory licensing of

energy-related patents and for purposes unrelated to the practice of the

technology developed under the contract, stating it would deny contractors

the injunctive remedy. Mandatory licensing would result in substantial

discouragement of independent investigation in the energy field, and this

1S not in the public interest. Further, there is no real danger that the

absence of the requirement for mandatory licensing would prevent inven

tions from independent investigations becoming available to the public.

Group II - Universities

American Council on Education stated that mandatory licensing is not

needed to carry out the purposes of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research

and Development Act of 1974. To the contrary, mandatory licensing is at

odds with the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 whose objective is to provide
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amounts of money and time to transfer the basic university invention into

a commercially acceptable product. Mandatory licensing will lessen entre-

preneurial incentive rather than increase it, and may well delay rather than

hasten technology transfer. It should not be incorporated into the ERDA

patent policy.

Stanford University stated that the proposed mandatory licensing pro-

visions would appear on its surface to be a dangerous precedent to the

integrity of the U.S. patent system. It postulated that a small emerging

energy company with a novel patented energy conversion method could not

compete with the present energy oligopoly if, it was required to license

competitors by ERDA, even with "reasonable royalties". The university

queried whether there are actual, documented situations where the absence

of mandatory licensing provisions has prevented another government agency

from carrying out its program.

University, of Missouri expressed mixed feelings about mandatory licen-

sing, stating that the Licensing Executives Society reported on a poll it

took in which some said it was all right and others said it was not. The

university representative stated that personally he had a little trouble

with it. Calling attention to the Constitution and the fact that it says

those rights shall be exclusive, he postulated that for the government to,

make them nonexclusive would be in effect to revoke the Constitution.

He also expressed resentment for the presumption that appears to be

present that patentees are not exploiting their inventions to the fullest.

More to the point, he expressed concern as to the future effect on private

R&D if the government is going to step in and claim title in such situ-

ations. He referred to the proposition that mandatory licensing may be
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would then be willing to invest its capital funds in the commercial

development of a nonexclusive license to an invention. Moreover, the

public's interest would suffer, since many worthwhile inventions could

not be commercialized. The university spokesman concluded by urging the

exclusion of mandatory licensing of energy-related patents from ERDA's

rules and procedures.

University of Tennessee Space Institute discusses the problem of

background rights in patents and data, and what should be done about

their possibly blocking technology needed in the solution of one of

ERDA's problems, and this has been discussed above under that subject

matter heading. Nothing w&~ specifically stated in the formal comments

about mandatory licensing as such. However, in the question and answer

session the issue was raised by ERDA's general counsel, R. Tenney Johnson,

who observed: "We have yet to find a case in which any of the compulsory

licensing provisions in the government contracts, march-in rights, and so

on, or even the Clean Air Act, which is the only current statutory manda-

tory licensing provision, have actually been applied. We have just not

found concrete cases where there was a requirement to utilize this au-

thority. While we are on this topic, I would like to go back to your own

philosophical bit about the utility of patents and possible impediments

they bring. Would you feel that there ought to be a statutory ability in

some federal agency, let's say ERDA, to require the licensing of privately

owned patents where under defined conditions--we will say in dog in the

manger attitudes--do you think that would have a loosening effect and cut

away this blocking effect that you find sometimes?" To this query the

university representative replied that he did not think so. He added that
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purpose of defining parameters within which a contractor should be required

to license background patents. Such licensing would be required only to

the extent absolutely necessary to reproduce the end item developed in the

government contract under which the invention dominated by the contractor's

background patent was made, and the licensing provision would provide that

the contractor be equitably compensated. AlA maintained that any broader

requirement to license a contractor's background patents or the mandatory

licensing of privately owned patents would have a significant adverse

impact on the participation of industry in the attainment of ERDA's goals.

It therefore urged that Congress be advised that there is no demonstrated

need for such incentive destroying statutory provisions as mandatory

licensing.

Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association stated that

compulsory licensing of contractor's patent rights and proprietary data are

extremely detrimental to the contractor's position and should not be used.

As for patents, until such need is clearly demonstrated with supportable

data, the Association opposes adoption of any such regulation or legis~

lation. As for data, the Association is against its adoption under any

circumstances, but suggests that the matter be made a negotiable clause to

be used only in certain situations.

Corporate Accountability Research Group observed that a stated purpose

of the hearing was to assesS the desirability of mandatory licensing of

energy related patents. So far as background patents are concerned, the

representative stated it would seem to be absolutely necessary that the

ERDA Administrator possess such mandatory licensing authority if medium

sized and smaller firms are to play any role in this field. Patents held



tives emanating from the patent system.

National League of Cities enclosed a copy of a certified copy of a

the general public, while at the same time preserving the economic incen-

Resolution of the Common Council of the City of Milwaukee calling on ERDA
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productive to the basic objectives of energy research legislation.

intended purpose of the constitutional provision for a patent system, deter

to give strong consideration to the use of mandatory licensing of patent

private industry from investing capital in energy research, and be counter-

rights as one option for making energy conservation technology available to
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The City of Milwaukee has gone on record (by means of resolution file

number 74-211) in support of mandatory licensing of patent rights as one

option for making energy conservation technology available to the general

public. It recognizes that patents are an important part of this country's

economy in that patent rights provide an inventor with an incentive to

engage in r-esearch and development. The City of Milwaukee stated that

mandatory licensing was one means (in addition to the powers of eminent

domain, refusing to grant an injunction, and granting a prohibitive in-

junction) that the Federal government has to prevent gross misuse of patent

rights where the rights granted to a patent holder would do great harm to

the public welfare.

National Small Business Association (and National Patent Council)

stated its cas~ against mandatory licensing by pointing out that without

exclusivity many government sponsored inventions would lie dormant, thus

benefiting no one. Small business depends on patents in order to be



the research and development of needed energy related technology in a

Whether applied to all industries or selected technologies, such a

manner inconsistent with the stated objectives of the 1974 Energy Act.

would have the effect of virtually destroying the patent incentive for
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No such requirements or needs exist in the field with which ERDA

is involved. If mandatory licensing Were to become law in this field it

statutory requirement would dilute the incentives provided by the United
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States Patent System, and lead toa decrease in the amount and quality

of the technology being sought.

One reason given for having mandatory licensing is to overcome the

suppression of patented technology. The Association denies the validity

of this argument and says no proof of such a charge has ever been presented.

Moreover, it suggests that compulsory licensing will tend to 1ncrease

rather than decrease the likelihood of suppression as innovators would

consider the desirability of relying on trade secrets rather than patents

to protect their ideas.

Other "tr-ad i t iona l " reasons often advanced for compulsory licensing

I
were discussed and strongly rejected as invalid by the Association. One

such reason is the need to avoid abuse or misuse of patents. To this the

Association replies the judicial system has proven time after time that

it can deal most effectively with such situations.

,I
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does not exist.

market an invention itself or, if this were not feasible, make the

invention available by voluntary licensing. In effect, it holds,

mandatory licensing seems to be an extreme solution to a problem that

C.1-8l

Dresser Industries sees in ERDA's proposed policies and procedures
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provisions which will discourage the taking of contracts with ERDA, not

the least of which is any of the requirements for background rights

licensing to third parties.

DuPont stated a strong belief that mandatory licensing of energy

related patents would effectively deny the benefits of the patent system

to inventors of such subject matter and eliminate much of the incentive

of industry to participate in such work. It recommends against adoption

of mandatory licensing as being counterproductive to achievement of

ERDA's objectives.

Fairchild Industries was of the opinion that ERDA, through a proper

utilization of 28 USC 1498, could authorize the utilization of patented

technology if a contractor should impede development of energy related

inventions through the use of its patents.

,
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Ford Motor Company urged that ERDA's statute not be limited by

regulatory policy with regard to patent provisions, otherwise it could

destroy flexibility which is built into the statute to allow for nego-

tiation of license rights, etc. It would further be regrettable, the
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company stated, if statutory provisions or procurement regulations were
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licensing.

General Atomic Company opposed compulsory licensing, stating that

there has never been.identified a specific patent situation in which

compulsory licensing has been needed, and without such evidence no

meritorious claim of real need for such authority can be advanced.

It is wrong to suggest, as some have, that there is no harm in having

available a compulsory licensing provision, particularly if it 1S

fenced off by safeguards such as a requirement to prove necessity,

unavailability of the invention to potential licensees, no reasonable

alternative means for achieving the results, reduction of competition,

etc. The company believes this is not a reasonable position to take.

Compulsory licensing will have a harmful effect on our patent system.

Besides, it is not needed, for in genuine cases of government need it

can exerC1se its right of eminent domain to take over the patent for

a genuine public use and give the patent owner some just compensation.

In view of this fact, to go in for compulsory licensing would merely

have the effect of downgrading the patent system, tend to dilute the

incentive for invention and investment, and divert some people away

from a system to a policy of trade secrecy.

General Electric Company stated that as a general proposition it

believes that mandatory licensing is not in the best interests of the

country, for it encourages companies to be followers rather than leaders

1n doing research. The country needs a strong technical effort stimulated

by competitive research, and mandatory licensing works in exactly the



been sought. Yet, the mere presence of such provisions can have an

since inventions will become available in many cases merely for the

asking. No real need for mandatory licensing has been shown, and in

channeled by industry into other areas where a proprietary position
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Available research funds are bound to be

the few instances where there are provisions for some they have rarely

energy-related research.

will be diminished to keep pace with others in research and development

may be attainable. Another danger is that the competitive necessity
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adverse impact on the interest of needed would-be contractors to accept

contracts with ERDA. The idea has been advanced that mandatory licensing

is needed to protect the public interest, but this is also an unnecessary

concern for in such cases where needed the courts have not hesitated to

grant relief, e.g. in antitrust matters where necessary to reestablish

competition.

Olin Corporation views the concept of mandatory licensing with

alarm. The patents it holds were obtained at great expense and are

the foundation for a large investment. Because it engages in an active

licensing program and there are few, if any, ideas of commercial value

that are not being developed because of patent interference, Olin

concluded that there was no need for mandatory licensing legislation.

Standard Oil Company of Indiana did not comment on mandatory licensing

as such. In response to a question from a member of the interagency

task force panel for comments regarding ERDA's background licensing

provisions that had been criticized by others who had testified earlier,
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application is not unduly prejudicial to holders of valuable existing

technology. The corporation listed several such safeguards, and further

pointed out that the responsibility to offer licenses on reasonable and

nondiscriminatory terms should be stated broadly, and the actual terms

of license should be left to private negotiations, subject to prescribed

criteria for determining reasonableness.

TRW expressed the view that mandatory licensing of energy-related

patents is unnecessary and would represent a major obstacle to parti-

cipation by private industry in the national energy program.

Westinghouse Electric Company stated that it is against compulsory

licensing of background patents by either statute or regulations because

such practices negate the protection needed by risk capital to have growth

in the energy industry. The result will be that it will stifle invention.

If, however, we are to have compulsory licensing, it urges that it be

confined to U.S. patents and not include foreign patents as set forth 1n

the proposed ERDA regulations. The proposed regulations define background

patents as including foreign patents, and in this respect the company

believes ERDA's regulations have exceeded the intent of its statute and

have gone too far.
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system of licensing so as to compel outsiders to license Israeli compan1es

which would manufacture the items in Israel. Germany, said Rabinow, has

a mandatory licensing system but in not one case has it been invoked.

Philip Sperber presented a personally authored small treatise on

the subject of energy independence and compulsory licensing. He covered

such subjects as "The Quickest Way to Energy Independence;" "Why Compulsory

Licensing?"; "How will Enactment of Compulsory Licensing Affect Energy

R & D"; "Will Compulsory Licensing Retard or Promote Suppression?"; "Will

Compulsory Licensing Reduce or Increase the Cost of Energy Solutions?";

and "Is Compulsory Licensing Sanctioned by Our Constitution?" His con-

elusions are that our energy survival needs all the help we can give to

our energy efforts, and we must avoid anything which will discourage

anyone from getting in or staying in the energy-related fields. In the

compulsory licensing of patents he sees a subtle negative incentive that

may act to discourage tomorrow's entrepreneur from discovering new forms

of energy. Rather than concerning ourselves with the remote possibility

that America's inventors will suppress their patented solutions of our

energy problems, our first and mos.t; important concern should be to discover

those solutions as soon as possible.
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Tuesday, 18 November 1975
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NEl~1;.·1:<:I ~~ i15~Q;r;gEl Kj"mball, who ,i.e representing
1;.hEl Assistant Administ~!\ltor for NuclElar Energy~

I" ! '·

1\
i

;Fqr1;.~r dotm is *. ~Pert Rj,t:r;Jgann, who
rEjlp~Sliln~ng 1;.h19A,ssililtant AdJninistrator, Office of
~tate!\lnd Ipcal<;ove1"nlllent Relations.

is
Industq,

I llJII glad we haVEjI wide atte.ndance.

!
I

I must saY, RQbert. it was
enabled us to get QU1;. the 300 letters
do fortnismeetinq.

YO\1r kindness that
that we were able to

"
I would like tobeCjin·by asking Pro Betsy

Ancker"'JoAAsOn for· ...fe" words.

. Her time ,i.s quite lWted, and I am awfully glad
she was herE! tQl!!peak wi1;.h ;You.

:PRo AN.C:KER.,..JQlIWSON I Thank )"ou vEjlq mUch, Tenney.

I ~VE)lr~rpl~ulsEjld 1;.ho\l1;.Ic:anpe he,l::'e 1;.his morning.
It .i.s JII;Y., 1;>r~Y+:L~gf! 1:<:1 rEjlprel!!~~1;. ..~f! .. Sec;r;EjI1;.!\lrr of ..CQmmerce .
an<1tQ C;onV.Y to You both b,is !\lDd DIY wa:rIl\ appreciation at YO\1r
patz:o:lctj?a.1oiotl, AAthis meeUng tb,ismorning. It is an 1mportant
hea.dng.

A )"eilr ago 101l,e Dep!\lrtDlE)lnt of Commerce was <1eeply
involve<1 ~ithnego1oi..tions with the Sen!\lte rElspecting the
s~st!\lDce of the ERDA patent policY.

ifeente;r;e<1 thesll nego1oia1;.i,ons not by choice
;J,est you m.:lsundt;t;r;s1oand anyt:l1:lng Mr. JoAAson had to say at
thel:>eginning - but, rather, py necessity.

Wl1l pref$;';"Eldt;1l,en, as we prefer now, that the
content of t;1l,i,s .lElg':ll!!;J,at,i,<m .1)e 4rawn from 1oh$ forge of
prac10ical e~erience ra,1oher than from the fountain of
poli1olc;!\ll e~diency.

WePElrcelve<1, however, that e~diency was 1.n
the ascendeney.

Gi~n !\l f$hq~ period of 1;.ime Wlli,ch rem!\l1.ned
before thEl lil~i;r;at:lon of the ll3r<1 CQngrlilsS, and given the
!tJ\ow1edCjEl1;.!l,a1;. the 94th c:ongrlilf$S wou1<1 pe more he!\lvUy
~crll.tic,tllEl J'+dJn:ln:lSt:r;!\lti,on detElJ:1lline<1 to enter the
fray with !\l com.p~ise On one hand.
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J; a,sSure you 1;J1Cit, yo~ ·su99E!El1;;i.0~£1 W1UPE! f~lJf

an4 Ca,1;Elf~lY consJ,de;rE!d an.4 E!va,luat;ed~ not onlJf ~ the con
text: Qf poss! IliLe Cban9ElS ~ the ~RPA le,9i.slat:i,(m~ ».ut: also .!,Il
t;b.El fQX'IIl\lJ,ati,o~Lof ,'.~~dlni.ri;i.£It,:J;"at:;i.on,l?rOl?O£la~ lCloki,~9 towa:J;"dS
the estabHslunent of a unlfoJ:RI. pa,tEln,t polley fo;r: aU federal
agenc1es.

J; ShCI~d ve;l:JfmUgh enjoy »e:i,ng a,ple to r~1n.w1th.
yqu t;hi.s mo~j,Jl9an.d,~ ;in fCl.ct;. t,h;r:OU9hout thE! enUre headn,g ~
I would Uke t,oh!!laryCl~ c~nts personally. .

Un£6rtuna1;eJ,Jf, my sghE!d\l.le ;r:a;r:ely peX'llli.t£l my ha,ving
t;hCit m\l.chfun. I ClJIIscl\edl:ll,tad t:o lI\E!e,t: w1t;h 1;J1e SElC:X:tat,~;r:y;i.n .
just: ~\l1;t,hta 1;j,me It;'\£Igo;ingto ta,ke ~'to get bCiCk1;o t;he
maUi co_rce BuHding in. WCiS:h~gt,on.

B\l.t IIlElIIIbe.rlil of my sta,ffwiJlbta he;r:e t;hroughout t,he
enU:J;"e pro.cee4~g aM w1.llbta dEili,ve;r:1ng 1;J1E!1rx:eport~ 1;0 me,
Cilong· wit;h. .the...'t;x:'an.sqr;i.ptqf 't;hehE!a,ri,ngs.

It; is my hQpe and mye~E!g1:a.ti..cm.tha"taYtaCl.X:· froll\
nQw ~ Will ~·a.ble.to look, bClc:kon today's heari.n9£1 as t,hEl
true. beginn.i.p.g oia ma,jo;r: adYllDoe Ln 1;heh1stoq of Q. S.
government patent poUev.

T:hank YClu veq muCh.

CJUU~o10aNS(>N; Thank YOu veq much.
Dr. AnckElr-.:rO~Son.

We are glad Mr. ~dEln will be representing YO\1
dur:l,ng t;hes;e sessi.ons.

~adies a,nd g:ent;.en,I welcOll\E! you on J:>ehalf of
the Administ;rator of ERDA, Dr. RObert C. Seamans, Jr.. to
thesElP~lichearingsOIl.~RDA~~atent,PoJ,i.ey.

WEI a,rE!genulnely pJ,eased w;i.t;h Your response and
inwrestas demonstrated by yo~ Cit;tendance today.

As.;youareaware,t;he s\l.J:>jectof t;heSlehearings
hall brough1;·.controversyforaJ..mos1;1;hree deca,delil.

{:i()ve~n1;PCi1;entpollcy ~s a oompJ.ElxElconomlc,
soc;i.a.l, pol:1t1cal, andlt5gallss~whlchprovldes for t;b.t5
alloca.ti.on Of pa1;Elnt ,r.t.9111;s betwlilt5n t;he· gQvernment: and 1ts
cont rac1;orSl· . .
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~be b~5~C pbjec~~ves in ma~in9 s~ch a ~ete~in~

tion '. in Iil~h c~se ax-e as fo).;l.ows:

(1)liH ~hlilpend~ts of thlil,E:nergy Rese~rc:h Devlillop
1llen~~dDeJnonliJt:l:'at;l,Q;q ,P:l:'Q!1:l:'¥\ w;l,ll, J)e ma~e wi~ly ~vaj,lable
to ,1;4e.pW?).;I,c in t1}e ShQJ:t;Sst praC:t;l,c~;I. t~. '

~o: ~he (lo~erci~l ~ti;l.~zation of s~ch inven
tions will ,l:lIilP;J;'Q~ted.

Tj:l"rfile :'.J.'1\e par1;;I,cipa~on by private persons in
~~e AQ1lli.n1st;-atlo;n'sEne:l:'gy Researcb Deve;l.op1lle;qt and De1llOn
5t;:l:'ationPr0I1;J;'¥\·wUl,l:le e;qCQQraged.

~Qrr ~e fosterin90f(lQXllpe~ition ~d the
PrfilV.~t1(m. Q# ~d~mar;klilt; conce;qtr~t10n Or the c:reation
Q:l:' ~in1;.E!n~ClIil()f,othlil,r liI;Ltuat;ions incQns;l,st;ent witl:1 the
~nti~'l;. ).awlil.

'.J.'1\~ ~eq;l,#1Creq'Uir~nt;s for a waiver cannot
beP,T:Etc;l,~~y.catego;r1:i;I!l<lin'~dv~ce inali!1ll~ciha5 thlilir
app:J;'Qp;r;'iatenesliI,'w1lJ,dtj!pend ''Upon '!;.he •factlil s'Urro'Ul).ding
eac1l4<mtrMta.;nds;l,tuati<>n a.s they rel~te t<> these
qpjectives I ~vej'Ust re~d.

For' ex:a.1llp:J.e, ",t1P1Cla,;l.wa.iyer dt~a.tions arlil to
J)ee~ctedinqqst-1iJ1l~inl1,contracti;q9a.C:t1,VJ,t¥,in
liI~ppqrtlj'll1 o;qgQi,ng p;r;l,yate R a.n~<Peffq;rt;s where ;ERDA
facgi1:ililllare l1Sed Pyo1;l\en a.t:re~Qrsa.ble costs, a.n~
wllere ~e. equities of 'l;.J;1eCOnt;;r;'ac:tOr a.re So 1i!W>llIt~tial

thatwa~verisapPJ:OP;J;'iat;eto<>ptain contr~ctpr P~rtici-
patJ,on.· ,

l'la;l,~:l:'II' undlllr.E:Rpll.' $I,' autl\orit¥, lll8.¥ J)e I1r~ted
i;n ~dv~CIil qf,qont:J:'a.ct:l,nl1. a.n~,lll8.Y ,pe9:1:'anted in reg~rd to
indivtd11A;I.:l.nvent;l.onlil :I.<leZl-tif.i,eli atter awa;rd <;If tAlil C1mt:l:'a,Ct;.

'.J.'lllll:l:'l'l :i:sa.;J.sq,~P:l:'ov:i:lillonthat when ERDA lI:eeps
title to an :l.nventi,on ERDA maltlilS ava:I.:J.able to tne contra.ctor
which_de the invention arevoca,l:lJ.e UCEil.qSEi\.

ThEil pq:l:'POSEil of~hb is to PIilr1llJ,t;, t;ne 9qvernJlllllnt
at; SoDle. J.a~e:l:'st;age t011cense the c;JOVEilrnJllEiln,t-owne~ inven
t10n to sOIl\EilQnEilelsEil on an El.:x:cJ.qs1VEil pas,.i,s wnen '!;.hat is

o ' " • _ , ,. ,

nec;el$.sary to Il\EilElt; '!;.he oj;);),ec:t:ives, qfearl¥qt;iU,aation.

9

We w1J.lnot ;fevoke oJ:' navetne poweJ:' to revoke
~nEil con,t:racto~'s :I:':l.l1h~ or license to 'USEil his ,o~ :l,n,vention
1n an~ fielq of 'Use in wqic~ '!;.he contractor is! c~:I:'cial:l,lin9



l!:lmA,'s approac:h, t.o th,i,s de,li,cate issue is to
de~lop a ~arrowpac:~groundpatent xigh,ts clause under wh,ich,
:ElmA,wauld acqu:lreacarefu1,1.y def:lned r:lgl1t to background
patent.ed teobnologywhere such technology is essential to
prac~ice tbe COn~aotresults.

':J:h,at .right1s not ownership, but the power to
provide fortbel1cens.1ng of1;.h1rd parties at :ElmA,' s request
on reasonaPle ooJ\lll\e:l:"cJ.a:t terms, but onlY 1n the field of the
contracteffort;onlywhenit.i,s absolutely necessaq to
p:l:"aeti,c:e the:ElmA,-de~loped technology, and onlY when the
contrac~or andh,i.s lic:~msees are nOt. meet1ng the conunerc1al
n~d••

Th,ese a:l:"e the lIIain outlines of our law and regu-
lations.

We bave issued the regulations for pUblic comment
and immedht(l Pe~a.1ve use, and we are hop1ng to· get publ1c
comment tn·de1;.al1ed written form as we set forth in the
Federal :Registe:l:".

~ fullY realize that th,e a~nistration of tbis
POlicy w.i,ll ult;l,m;1tely dete~ne its success or failure.

W(ll recognize OU:l:" pol1cj,es will become hollow wO:l:"ds
wJ.tho\lt sUbs1;anc:e M:J.ess an enlJ.ghtenedA,~nist:l:"at.i,onunde:l:"
takes to ~lementthe sPJ.:I:"1t of the two legislat.i,ve enact
ments.

lean state (lmphat1callY that J.t is the intention
of the A~~tStril.to:l:" of:Ji:m>J\. t9 lllake prudent use of the
autho:l:"J.ty whJ.ch hasbeell gxanted to h,J,m, consbunt, of
course, wtth the unde:r:1ying ~st of tIlEl A,et.

We :l:"eadtl1eA,c:t as permJ.tt1ngUS to make US(l of
the patent tncentive as one of the ~y .tnc:enti~s that; th,1a
count:I:"Y w;L1,1.· need in its ,long ,fight to :l:"ega1n eont:l:"ol OVer
tbe Sourc:es of J.ts energy.

11
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liIliIgqj,A1;~q~~9~ ~p oJ; ov~r 4,(}(}(} lawY~rlJ ll<hll,i,t1;E!d 1;0 practj,ce
;~ t;!1Ef :t>,i,s 1;;r;,i,qt; o~ColUlll1)j,Il'a, l,a,rgE! ~~!Ilr of W110~ reprelJent
cUent!!! bclt;p,·lllrge and~U.• loQllted in all pa,rts of t;p,il;l
COUl\try.

~y',o,ftl1elilEl! cl,i~~tS!1llVe Ilad E!xtenlJ1ve deal1ngs
<i:Lrect;l,y a,n!i,iAQi~ctl,Y w;'tIl tilE! gove~nt. The ownership
orllcq~;s1tio~·gtftit1!1lt;g u"VElntignsmadE! and propr1etary
<ia,tll·u,1JE!4;'~ tl1ElQou,rlle qfpEirforming R·and D services foX'
tllegove~E!nt .af~E1ct;s a lArgE! number of our c1ientlJ.

T~,Aslilociat:Lgn liIu"cerEl1Y a,ppreciatelJ t!le oppor
t~1tyto qOIlllllAAt on tilE! 131U>A patent pol:Lcy. In IJUJllI\Ulry,
Qu,r posi1;S,on is aliJ f9U.gW~: .

1. ~he Assoc~a,tJ,on 1;>e1.J,eves t!1a,1; a tm:Lform Pllten1;'-".-,'- _.... -. -,

P9l,;I;qy ,wJ1.;l,c::h wgu,1,4 p;r:ov;l;d.~ th,e contractor at. tile t~ of
qont;raQt;I;ng,.iwitl1 .. e:lCQ1u,!!!j,Ve QO~rQ;I;lll r1gl1ts for a l~ted

per;l,040fyellrlJ,w,f,1.1. $na,!J1etlle gove~t to opt;a1n the
ma:lC,i;JllqJl\ 1;>enef;l,t .foritliJ Ranq D d.01J.ar andprov1detlle
necessa,ry~QElIl1;.:i,VE!liI t;O.cop,1;rllctors tOlJeek gove~ent

ll. and lJ QOntrilctlil·

. 2. WElQ.o· nOt believe tile l3RPA t1tlEl"'Wll1ver
po1:i.Qy W111· p~v:i,d.El tlle neCElSsary u"centivEl becauee of :i,1;S
tm¢ert;au"ty anClitlil aQln.i.nililt;rlltive bu,rdElnlh

3. TIlEl ~liIociat:i,on QOntinu,es to 0PP9li1e the QOncept
of maACla,torylicenllJ.Ji,q);M:lcaUllEl of .the die:i,ncentivei!J tIlereby
,i;JllPOi!JElI,i, on :l.ndElPElnClen1; relilear¢b anddE!velopment.

4. We oppose~nci,Jnent of tile nonnuclear R. and D
st;a,tl.'.tEltO .rEl~~!?a,c;$;ground patent lln4 p;r:opriEltary data
;L:Lc::enlilS,Il'1, and. weoPPOSea,C:CO~plishing thEl Sll1\le objective
by regulation. .

Int;he report; of .the comm,i,liIe10n on Governmep,t
P;r:oQu,resnent, ll·. P9;J.:l.oy wai!J 1,lrged generally allowing cont;l;'a,ctore
to o:bt;a,J.A.~clu~iVl$Q~rc;l,a,lr:l.gllt;l!!fora,pedod of yeara,
liltt;~ t~q~ OQn1;.raot;:l.ng,J,n patentl!! oovedng 1nventione
deve;Lope4U1\de;r qove~tcoJ!,trlilCt;.

Tile gove~t,of ·OQureEl, would ba.iVe tile rigbt
to use any l!!u,bjeQt :l.J!.~J!,t~on fOr'19vemmenta1 pu.rpo~s.

'l'her!l!,t,1iI eye;l;'y J:'El~I!IO~ to be;l,,t,.Vl$aJ!.Q ~ect t:AAt
auoll anlilp~roa,cA 8bo1,l:Ldmin~"e a.Qminj,lItr~tiVl$ burdeni!Jand
oosts fOl;botbtbEl9'ove~J!,1t;aJ!.Qt!lecoll1;raQtor anc1,. 1;.1l.:I=.
fore. would mean J,ow.r QOlilts to tile taxPa.yer. Furthermore,
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information, and after all of this, the uncertainty of being
granted a waiver.

However, if ERDA decides to recommend continuation
of the present title-with;"waiver policy, we have, in the more
detailed statement already submitted to you, proposed some
amendments which we believe will improve the statute. These
appear on pages 4 t<l 8 of our statement, and I will not treat
them in detail.

One recommendation is that the Administrator in
his determination on the waiver application should consider
the extent to which the contractor, as well as the govern
ment, intenda to develop the results of the contract effort
to the point of commercial utilization.

Another proposal we ma~e is that the contractor
who has developed the invention should be entitled to a non
exclusive license revocable only under specific circumstances.

In addressing the problem of mandatory licensing,
we understand that term to mean the licensing of patents
which do not result from a government R and D contract.
Such a law would serioualy diminish the incentives provided
by the patent system to invent, innovate, and commercialize
technology. Mandatory licensing of privatelY owned patents
w<luld ma~e inveators even less willing to invest private
funds in high-ris~. Rand D.

If, however, Congress deems it necessary to enact
mandatory licensing, we recommend that the legislation con
tain procedural aafe~ards aimilarto those in the Clean Air
Act. And we further recommend that such licensing not be
required if the needs of the public are being satisfied by
the patent owner or his licensees.

Until empirical data can be obtained on the effect
of mandatory licensing provisions now enacted, we believe it
would be premature for you to recommend to the President and
Congress that a mandatory license law is desirable or neces
sary.

We appreciate that this hearing is not directed
to discussion of the proposed patent, data, and copyright
regulations. Nevertheless, we must comment on the re~la

tiona which require bac~ground patent licensing and proprie
tary data licensing because of the policy inherent in those
provisions.
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practice the contract results.

What methods are availaple to us to prevent this
result?

Or should this resuli; be prevented?

MS. NIES: I am going to answer the question
obliquely.

Undoubtedly, one can t;bink up very hard situations.
But the objective of the regulations should be to insure over
all incentive. If I may suggest, we need to look at the broad
spectrum and handle the most unusual situation specifically,
rather than design the regUlations for the unusual situation,
therellylluild1ng in the disincent,ives which we think will
result.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you.

Are there other questions from other members of
the panel?

~. Witt?

MR. WITT: You made a reference to the need for
empirical data.

Uow long a time do you think we need to collect
empirical data and how much do we need? Is there a quanti
fication you can supply there?

MS. NIES: I know the difficulty in trying to put
together the empirical data. You are referring to mandatory
licensing?

MR. WITT: Yes.

MS. NI.ES: One of the matters that our group
discussed was that at one time we were asll;ed to put together
such empirical data and we just didn't have any way to do it.

There have· been studies in the past. I l!;now there
was a study made by an independent organization a number of
years ago. It might be that is the only way you can come up
with the empirical data.

,As to how lOng a time, I think definitely one year
has not been enough time here. I really cannot give a specific
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~. N:IES: That is what J.; reca;U from o~r

discussions.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mrs. Nies ~ we thank you very
much on behalf of the Task Force.

since you indicated you would take back something
to your members, :I. wo~ld ask. that they look over very care
fully the provisions on backg~ound rights because theY have
been extremely caref~lly drawn to attack only the problem
that we think needs to be attacked. We will pay careful
attention to the detailed criticisms that yo~ have given us.

We tl1ank you for your appearance.

MS. NIES: Thank you.

CHA.:IRMAN JOHNSON: Our ne:ltt pCU"ticipant is
Mr. Mark owens, Jr., Cha.irman. 13oa.~d of Pa.tents, univer
sity of California Systemwide Administration.

Mr. OWens, it is a pleasure to hear your presenta
tion at this time.

MR. OWENS: Thank you, Mr. Johnson, members of
the panel.

I have already, as you know, filed a paper with
this gr0l.lp and will not repeat that material. However, I
would lilte to make a few very general comments, if I. may,
in behalf of the university of California. While we are
not a ~ique institution insofar as patent programs are
concerned, o~r record demonstrates we have more than
average ability, capacity, and experience in transferring
new technology to the private sector for its consequent
use and benefit to the general pl.lblic.

As tl1e paper indicates, we have in excess of 100
commerical licenses in effect with private industry. Licensed
Technology covers~ for example, plant patents, electronics,
pharmaceuticals, agricl.lltural hardware, etc. -- just a.bout
every field of technology within the university. A great
many licenses are with fOreign firms, Which bring money baclt
into this co~~ and back to the University of California.

J.;n view of the University's extensive patent
aotivity, we are vitally intereSted in the legislation whioh
is the subject. ofthEl d.iscussion today. It is important to
the University of California a.s well as to other educa.tional
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In the ciJ:'cums1;allQe$, we sh.o~ldbe perIn1.t1;ed to
use wh~tever l,~~~ge would convey the bro~d, gener~1 cri
teri~of thElGovernment ~d not be req~ired to ~se ~ny
particular words.

I t~i,nk t~is pretty much coveJ:'s what I intended
to say.

I wUl, be ~appy 1;.0 ~sweJ:' ~y questions, J.f there
~re anY from the Pallel,.·

CHA,;nU(AN JO~SON : Mr. OWens, I have not had the
OPPOr1;.\1JlJ.ty 1;0 re~d your statement.

Woul,d yo~ Care to discuss ~ow you we~ld propose
t~at ~RDA implement ~e provision on educ~tion~l instit~t

tions in the 2\ct1

~. OWJ::N,S: In my p~peJ:' it is suC]gested th~t it
be impl.ement.. ed ~s the Dep~rtment of Health, Educ~tion, and. .

Welfare imp;l,ements it$ ~Uth,ority to issue institution~l

p~tent~greE!ments.

~he DaJi;W inlStitution~l, patent agreement is some,
as I rec~l1, 15 pages l,ong. :l;t is entered into once between
DaJi;W ~nci.· the inlSti1:;ution, ~ciit sets for~ the v~riOIlS guide
J,ines ~d criteda ~d $0 fort~ that t~e in$titution must
follow in its l,i,qensing of tec~ology developed \1Jlder the
nllEW contr~qts ~dgrants.

:l;t woul,d be our proposal, t~t a similar type
agreement be entered in1;o between, in my case, the Univer..
sity of California ~d. ERDA.

CHA,J:;RMA,N JO~S01ll': l$ there something particular
about univeJ:'sities that qualifies them for a speqial agree
ment of ~i$ ki,nd?

~. OWENS: Of course, J: am prejuciiced in ~is

~re~.

:I; ~i,nk there are tWO thi,ngs, ~t least. One,
in the legislation under con$ideration there i$ ~ parti
culu provision which makes reference to educ~tional insti
tlltions or nOnprofit i,nstitutions with approVEld p~tent

J,icensing activity.

':rwo, ~d perhaps morEl broadl,y anci generallY, the
reason why I feel we are qualified. for speqi~l COnsideration
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MR. EDEN: What percentage of the patents owned
by your University are actually l~censed?

MR. OWENS: Here again! I am not as close to it
as I used to be. I would say it is about 50 percent of the
inventions. I may be wrong. It is about 50 percent. We
try to be careful not to seek patent protection on those
which do riot appear licenseable.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Fumich, who has just
joined us.

MR. FUMICH: You say if you could keep title to
the invention! you could add to your incentive of trans
ferring the technology.
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How would you propose to do that?
of our problems in dealing with universities.
bridge that into the private sector?

Let's take one
How would you

. i'

MR. OWENS: I think again, the incentive for us
is the royalty ~ncome which we hope to generate from the
licensing ot the invention. We actually have a department
within the University of Californ~a which spends all its
time in licensing new technology and also in handl~ng the
various administrative requirements under government con
tracts. But it I understand your quest~on correctly, I
think 1;he incentive again is, One, the monetary incentive,
and second! we do have an existing entity to handle this.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Itill.

MR. HILL: This question may not require an
immediate answer, but it concerns basically the hundred
commercial licenses you referred to in your statement.

The immediate questions that came to mind were
what kind of money are we talking about? Who does the work?
Who pays their salaries? Where does it come from? Who
receives the money that COlll$S from the license? Does it
go back to the individual; does it go to the University for
laboratory work?

It might perhaps be bette:r or easier for you to
res,POl1d later.

HR. OWENS: I can do that!
answer your g;ueliltion very generally.
the University last tiscal year, if I

though I 1;hinkI can
The royalty incoXlle to
recall t;he figures
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MR. OWENS: ~ think I would argue with you on
that, Mr. Johnson, because the conference report, as you
know, indicates that there is no intention for other -- and
they are speaking of those without the approved programs -
other nonprofit or research institutions to meet any lesser
standard than required of other applicants. I would submit
that means that, if we have an approved program, we do not
have to meet the other guidelines or criteria. As a matter
of fact, we really can't, We don't have, for e~ample, a
commercial position,

CHAI:QMAN JOHNSON: Mr. OWens, thank you very
much. We appreciate your comments,

$. OWENS; 'J:'hank you.

CHA~:QMAN JOHNSON: Mr. smith, are you present?

We were s~ightly behind our schedule before; now
we are slightly ahead of it,

Is Mr. Smith present?

Mr, Ohlson, can you jump into the breach here?

$, Om,SON; Sure.

CHAI:QMAN JOHNSON:· Our next p~rticipant will be
Mr. Franz Oh~$on of the Association of Aerospace Industries.

If you wi;Ll introduce your colleague, we will be
delighted to have your statement.

$. OHLSON: J: am Franz Ohlson, Vice President 'of
the Aerospace J:ndustries Associaion of America, Inc. By-way
of background, I have been involved in patent matters for
about 30 years, all of which have involved interfacing with
federal agencies on matters of federal patent policy.

On my left, I have with me Mr. Daniel T. Anderson,
who is Chief Patent Counsel with TRW, Systems and Energy.
Mr. Anderson brings to the table the experience of direct
rela~ionship with ERDA and the operation of ERDA's patent
and data policies.

Our statement is relatively brief; and as the
Chairman has indicated, we will be very happy to answer
any quest,ions YQu may have at ~he concfuafon of it.
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strengthen the benefits derived by the public from that
System. Accordingly, from time to time we have expressed
views to the Congress and Executive Agencies on existing and
proposed federal patent policies and procedures. These views
have consistently stated that a "title" policy under which
the government acquires title to inventions made under govern
ment contracts, e.g., those set forth in the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958,
(1) fails to uti~ize, and in fact negates, the incentives of
the Patent System founded by the Constitution; (2) inhibits
the investment of private risk capital and skilled manpower
in research and development in areas of specia~ or unique
concern to the government; and (3) reduces competition by
highly qualified firms for government contracts to which
such policy is applicable.
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These conclusions, as well as recommendations
pertinent to the iSsues here being examined, are set forth
in a study "Inventions and Patents on Government Contracting"
conducted by AlA and provided to the Commission on Procure
ment. A copy of that study is attached with a request that
it be considered and included in the record of these proceed
ings.

As to theaforenoted issues of this hearing, the
first two, namely the policy ERDA should follow and any
required revisions, are really one and are treated accordingly.
AlA has studied these issues in depth with respect to ERDA as
well as other Executive Agencies.

From the combined experiences of our member com
panies, AlA has concluded that a "title" policy such as now
imposed upon ERDA by statute negates patent incentives and
inhibits the investment of private funds in research and
development as well as competition for government contracts
by the firms most apt to make inventions.

AlA has also concluded that to make optimum use
of the incentives inherent in our Patent System and recognize
the equities of the government, its contractors, and the
public, thereby encouraging private Rand D efforts and ful~

competition for government contracts, a Federal Patent Policy
should provide for the contractor to retain title to inven
tions with rights in the government to practice such inven
tions for government purposes; and in the pub~ic to obtain
licenses thereunder in certain situations, including where
the contractor is not satisfying public needs; such licenses
being roya~ty-free or royalty-bearing, depending upon the
equities of the situation.
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~et's assume for the sake of discussion that the
patent incentive is an appropriate and required vehicle to
bring the inventions to commercial use. The contractor-owner
does not want to make it available to others.

ERDA feels it has to be made available to others
in order that it be practiced commercially. But if ERDA
would make it available to all comers, would that not destroy
any incentive to seek licenses in the first place? In other
words, if ERDA is going to require licenses to be given to
third parties, where does that cut off in order to preserve
some incentive for the patent in the first place, and does
your proposed legislation deal with that rather esoteric
problem?

MR. OJl~SON: I really don't know, Mr. Johnson.
What we tried to do within our Section 7 was, as far as
background patents are concerned, to write in the current
state of the law.

Patent lawyers generally deal in equity. When
they seek to enforce a patent, they are on the equity side
of the court and are subject to all the equitable defenses
and equitable doctrines. Accordingly, the state of the case
law, as we understand it now, is that where a contractor
produces an end item and also controls a dominating patent,
it would be difficult for him to seek enforcement of that
patent by an injunction in any court of law.

Therefore, what we are seeking is to put appro
priate parameters around the extent the courts can go in
mandatory licensing.

directly.
Government

I don't know whether that answers your question
As to the question of exclusive licensing of
patents.

Our difficulty, number one, with the government
acquiring title is the doctrine of merger. When the govern
ment does acquire title, does it in fact get title; or are
the patent rights extinguished by merging in the superior
right of the grantor?

Secondly, we look at exclusive licensing as
putting the government in a very queer position. Public
funds are used to bring an invention into being; additional
pUblic funds are used to create an exclusive right in the
government to preClude use of the invention by the very
public whose funds were used to bring it into being. Then
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in jeopardy tAeir packground data rights and backgro~d patent
rights,

It is negative in the sense that I can advise what
I have lea~ed fromta~king toind~stry peop~e and,personally,
when I was in ind~stry, I have advtsed my management against
bidding a particular contract with a particular agency because
of the title pOlicy, I had ~eveloped a proprietary position
WAich I didn't want to put in danger by taking an ~ and D
contract from a federal agency with a title policy,

MR. WITT: You don't have results of a surveyor
anything of that type. Nothing substantive can pe placed in
the record?

MR, OHLSON: The only substantive proof I can offer
you is the Harbridge House Study, which was conducted at the
request of the Office of Science and Technology in about 1965
or '66, which came up the conclusion, which You will find in
our report here, that a title policy inhibits the investment
of private risk capita.l in areas of concern to the. government.
In short, there is a study.c:ond~cted £,or the federal govern
ment which indicates our conclusion on this point.

MR. WITT: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. DennY.

MR. DENNY: Mr. Ohlson, the government is going
to wind up owning the patents. We own patents under a
license policy when the contractor decides not to file;
we own patents from our own government employees.

Are you suggesting, let's take for example,
in the employee patents, that these be dedicated to the
public, or shou~d we give e;xc~~sive rights to the govern
ment employee,or do you belilllve such inventions have no
need for exclusivity?

MR. OHLSON: That is a q:uestion beYond our pur
view, we believe, to appropriately answer. Yo~ are talking
now of the relationship of the government with its employ""es,
and that relatiOnship should be determined between such
parties. To the extent the government acquires titles to
a patent, yes, we believe there it should be dedicated. But
as to the personal relationships between the government and
the employee-inventor, we be~ieve that is an internal matter
for the government to handle within its wisdom.
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By way of background, I believe it is necessary
to consider for a moment the unique nature of the university
as it functions within the fields of technological develop
ment. The university has always been one of the primary
sources of creative thought in our society. This is under
standable because gathered within the university one finds
the many and varied educational disciplines, which in turn
are the natural and traditional breeding grounds for inven
tion. Emphasis on fundalllentals and on creativity is at
the core of a university's educational philosophy. This
relationship between the search for fundamental causes and
the resulting incentive thought that necessarily follows
therefrom is particularly true where the university is
technologically oriented and where research and development
are significant and varied.

The university by its nature, however, is oriented
to basic and fundamental research. It is not, and does not
purport to be, a business or commercial entity. It does not
sell goods or conunodities. It is not and should not be
production-oriented. The so-called "end product" of a
university is the graduating student, the thesis, the journal
article, the computer program, or, in the case of research,
what we hope to be significant, novel, and intellectually
stimulating ideas.

Inventions arising out of university research
are usually incidental to the end objective of the research
being sponsored. Sponsors, including the government, do
not fund a university specifically to invent, but rather
to extend man's knowledge in given areas that are of pri
mary importance to the conununity, such as in the develop
ment of sources of and uses for energy. The sponsor does
not fund a university to bring end items to the marketplace,
but rather to explore the many ramifications of a problem
in a way that will suggest fruitful solutions. Universities
solve, or at least try to solve, basic problems. They do
not market conunodities.

Consequently, to transfer what has been developed
at the university into something from which the public can
directly benefit calls for a considerable amount of further
development, testing, de-bugging, marketing, and the like.

It is a fact, and at first blush a startling one,
that it costs orders of magnitude lIIOre to transfer a basic
invention to the marketplace than it did initially to invent
it. This is because the report or the program or the bread
board model developed at the university, however interesting
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The magnetic core memory developed at M.I.T.
through government funding (and for whicn the government
received a royalty-free license) is another significant
example of the need for government, industry, and the
university working together within a PrQgram of patent
licensing that encourages commercialization of useful
ideas. (It is interesting to note in passing that the
core memory which revolutionized computer technology was
not the prime objective or goal of the research contract
as funded.)

The ERDA policy proposes that title to inventions
developed in the course of ERDA-sponsored programs be vested
in the government and that the university desiring to
acquire title to such inventions either apply for a pre
award waiver at the time of contracting for each individual
contract or grant, or apply fora waiver of rights at such
time as a particular invention is identified within the
course of the sponsored program. We believe that such a
policy insofar as it relates to the universities will prove
to be counterproductive to the avowed aims of the ERDA patent
program.

The policy, as proposed, we believe, will impose
significant additional administrative burdens on the exist
ing patent structures of universities and of government.
It may well tend to discourage university invention and
will, it is feared, interpose an unnecessary and possibly
fatal obstruction between the ultimate licensee who is
expected to commercialize an invention and the university
and its inv4!lntors from whence the idea originally came.
In many cases the direct interaction between the inventor
and his university on the one hand and the commerical
licensee on the other hand, allowing as it does for the
free flow of know-how and data to strengthen and support
the licensed patent or invention, is an absolutely essen
tial ingredient to technology transfer. The uncertainty
created by the government's policy of retaining title and
requiring waiver applications will in many cases signifi
cantly affect potential interest from licensees. It may
well work a depressing effect on the possibility of
university/industry/government cooperative research pro
jects since industry will be unable to obtain a quick,
clear, and certain definition of potential rights at the
initial contractual stages of suchan undertaking. This
policy will also add a significant element of delay and
uncertainty in the technology transfer process while the
university seeks to convince governments of its capability
to manage an identified invention. It may dampen, if not
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Under an approved IPA, universities would be
allowed to license inventions at reasonable royalty rates.
The royalty income earned on the invention would be returned
to the university. Some of this income would be given to
the individual inventor in recognition of his contribution
and as an incentive for future inventions. Most of the
income would .be returned directly to meet the university's
twin commitments .of teaching and advancing research. The
government would, of course, retain a royalty-free license
to use the invention for governmental purposes. But of
equal importance, the government would have acted as the
catalyst for technology transfer, thus ensuring that the
requirements of the Presidential Statement of Patent Policy
have been met. By proper and effective use of IPAs, the
government will best meet, in our opinion, its obligations
to the public by becoming the primary means for ensuring
the effective interaction of university and industry.

M.I .• T. recognizes that there may on occasion be
particular research projects that must be exempted from an
IPA due to their peculiar nature. It also recognizes and
accepts the need for certain restrictions and limitations
on IPAs in order to ensure that government funding in this
area is not wasted.
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Institutional Patent Agreements under a properly
administrated and controlled program meet the government's
need for ensuring that its funding is most effectively
utilized for the development of technology; the university's
need for title and for flexibility in licensing the tech
nology; and industry's need for incentives in developing
technology, access to the source of invention, and certainty
as to its rights and obligations from the outset.

I would like just for a moment to turn to the
regUlations as presently proposed and as appearing in the
Federal Register dated October 15, 1975. We note in there
the requirements which the Administrator must specifically
include as considerations in granting waivers to a contractor.
It ·seems that if these considerations are taken at face value
and interpreted literally the university is placed at a
greater disadvantage and has a higher burden of proof than
an industrial contractor in applying for waiver. I speci
fically refer to Section 9-9.l09-6(b), which sets forth
thirteen considerations to be included by the Administrator
in determining whether to grant a waiver at time of contract
ing. Apparently, a university must meet allthirteen.consid
erations, which include an approved technology transfercapa
bility, but an industrial contractor must meet only twelve



universities, and the exclusion of mandatory licensing
provisions.

Thank you for your attention.
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Smith.

I would like to as~ you a general question. In
addressing the university's need for special provisions,
you put tremendous weight on the need to provide exclusive
licensing to firms in order to given them incentives to
commercializing inventions. Is there anything special
about the university's position in this that distinguishes
it from private firms in the same category{

Private firms make inventions that also require
funds and capital. Is there anything particular about a
university that distinguishes it from a private firm?

MR. SMITH:
I think the nature of
different.

Yes, I think there is something.
the invention itself is very much

,I

~~

I think you would find that at any university,
and certainly I know at M.I.T., that an invention is in
such a rudimentary stage relative to commercialization
that it is going to take an enormous amount of time,
effort, and money to transfer that prototype in a labora
tory, at the professor's workbench, into something that
is in fact available to the public.

I think that is why we believe that exclusive
licensing is sometimes, although not always, necessary.
I don't want to leave the impression that we are in favor
of exclusive licensing under all conditions. We are only
saying that on some occasions and sometimes some form of
exclusivity is necessary in order to give a company the
incentive to invest the money that will be needed for
commercialization.

The exclusivity we think in terms of, by the way,
is a limited exclusivity, not a 17-year.term.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Do you have a time peri9d that
you wish in use, or, are there criteria used to determine that?

MR. SMITH: We try to follow generally the guide
lines set forth by HEW, 3- to 5-years, somewhere in that
area.
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say we license more than half of
limited term exclusivity, trying
the HEW guidelines.

we have licensed, I would
them on some form of
to follow, as I said,
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I can provide you, by the way,
an exact set of numbers for the last five
I will be glad to send that by way of Mr.

if .you like, with·
years or whatever.
Denny.
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON! Mr. Blackman.

MR. BLACKMAN: It strikes me that at M.I.T. you
must have a vast reservoir of experience in working with
different agencies which do in fact have IPAs and those who
don't. I wonder. if you could quote case histories where
the IPAs have, in effect, enhanced the transfer of tech
nology or not. Do you have data on that?

MR. SMITH: Yes, sir.

We have IPAs now with HEW and NSF. We have just
acquired the IPA with NSF, I think, a year and a half ago.
The number of invention disclosures in those areas has
increased. The number, therefore, of patent.applications
filed has definitely increased. Of course, we have to
comply with the contract in disclosing inventions whether
there is a title clause or IPA.

But there is a difference between inducing an
inventor to give us a disclosure when he knows there is no
incentive to go beyond that versus the incentive generated
when he knows he has at least a chance of trying to license
it as soon as possible. This makes a difference in the
extra time he puts in, his outlook on it, his effort, and
that sort of thing.

As far as NSF, it is too early to say anything
on licensing because we have only had an IPA about a year
and a half. We are in the process of attempting to license
those patents which have come out under the IPA.

MR. BLACKMAN: You indicated the effect was to
enhance invention disclosures. I was wondering, did this
simply stimulate the number of applications that came in,
or did it in fact stimulate the number of applications that
resulted in a successful filing?

Did you just screen out a lot of ideas that
weren't any good?



is that you do have that.march in right reserved by the
governroent if you can't show you have taken effective steps
to transfer the technology. The government does have the
right to march in and take the invention back.
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the amount
inventor.

There is a limitation in the NIH-HEW one as to
of royalty income that can be given to the
That is not true on the NSF IPA.
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MR. KIMBALL: Has the government ever exercised
the right to march in?

MR. SMITH: ~10.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Ritzmann.

MR. RITZMANN: In your statement you cOllUllented on
the need for universities to license. Do you believe the
universities are in a unique position to do a better job
of licensing than the government?

MR. SMITH: To do a better job than the govern
ment? I think the. university is in a better position to
license those inventions made at the university, in a better
position than the government, yes.

MR. RITZMANN: Can you elaborate on that a bit?

MR. SMITH: Yes.

Right away, you start with the fact that the
inventor is there at the university. The group from which
the invention came is at the university. Therefore, the
transfer of know-how between the licensor and the licensee
is a one-on-one relationship. There isn't any middle broker
involved.

Secondly, I believe that the licensor has a very
clear understanding, or clearer understanding, of the nature
of the invention and what it will require on the part of
industry than the government does, only because the inven
tion, again, was worked and invented in his laboratory by
Professor X and his colleagues.

And, further, we are talking now, obviously,
about universities that have some sort of a licensing capa
bility. In order to receive an IPA, you must qualify, and
you must show that you a.t least have an in-house capability
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starts at 35 percent for the first $50 thousand of gross
royalties, 25 percent for the next $50 thousand, and 15 per
cent for gross royalties in excess of $100 thousand.

The reason for this is that we are trying to
encourage small and medium type inventions because, unfor
tunately, you cannot rely on million dollar inventions
coming along every year. So we are trying to create more
incentive at the $50 thousand or even up to $100 thousand
gross royalty.

MR. HILL: Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Smith, can you think of
any instances where an invention was made at M. I.T. which
did not require licensing, exclusive licensing, in order
to become developed to the point where it reached the
commercial marketplace?

MR. SMITH: Oh, yes, very definitely. In fact,
one of the ones I mentioned, core memory. Core memory was
not exclusively licensed. I used it as an example to show
an invention that was not the direct end item of a contract.
Core memory was also a little different from other inven
tions, however. It was in a more finished stage of develop
ment at the university than many of the others were.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: That particular invention was
able to be transferred relatively easily?

MR. SMITH: I am not sure it was relatively easy.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Without the need for exclusive
licensing?

MR. SMITH: Yes, it was not a candidate for
exclusive licensing.

I don't want to leave the impression that we
are indicating that we expect all our inventions must be
exclusively licensed. We don't. It does depend upon the
nature of the invention.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON:. HoW dO you choose these
inventions in texms of whether they need eXClusive licen
sing or not?

MR. SMITH: We have a number of procedures for
contacting licensees. We do not automatically insist that
they be exclusively licensed.



there are a number of cases where new products develop in
fields with absolutely no patent protection.

Have you given any thought as to this tradeoff,
as to what the relative effects might in fact be?

MR. SMITH: Again, I want to make one point
before I answer the question. I think I used the word
"exclusivity" once. I said sometimes. You are absolutely
right. There are some times when that invention, I suppose,
is just so undeniably of value that everybody wants it and
they are willing to go on that basis.

We have done no study that way. The only thing
we have realized from our experience is that if we have an
invention that is really rudimentary; that is, not, I
suppose, what you would call one of the top "million dollar"
winners, but, rather is an invention that will require con
siderable work and mayor may not have a large market, and
we are really not sure of that, in order to induce somebody
to come in and do something with it, we find we have to
offer them some exclusivity.
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Smith.
We appreciate your presentation very much.

Our next participant will be Miss Irene Till,
economist with the COrPOrate Accountability Research Group
here in Washington.

We will be delighted to have your testimony.

MS. TILL: As you may know, Mr. Chairman and
members of the Committee, the Ralph Nader organization has
been involved in the whole issue of the disposition of
rights to government-financed research since 1971. In
the energy area, we strongly supported the Senate bill
passed on December 7, 1973, providing that the patents
and know-how resulting from the expenditure of public
funds should be made available by the government to all
qualified applicants on a non-exclusive and nondiscrimina
tory basis.

We supported H.R. 11856 which contained a similar
proposal. we opposed H.R.U857 which authorized the grants
of exclusive .rights to private COrPOrations, thu~ enabling
them to secure monopoly positions on inventions developed
at p~lic expense.



contracts both for the Atomic Energy Commission and the
Defense Department at the same time.

As early as April, 1960, he was testifying before
the Congress that "patents should generally belong to the
government where government money is used to develop them."

Ashe put it:

"The American people are spending their
money for the research and development; there
fore, the patents should belong to them."

These statements are contained in Conference on
Federal Patent Policies with senator Russell Long, and I
should like to include the entire exchange in the published
record.

Vice Admiral Rickover pointed qut that almost
every area in industry is currently subsidized by the
government and said that corporations "naturally desire
patent rights also because this further helps to subsi
dize them."

He added:

"Now, the companies apparently take a
different stand toward the government than they
do to their own employees. Their own employees
must sign an agreement providing that the company
takes title to the patents they develop. Apparently,
the companies desire better treatment from the U. S.
Government than they accord their own employees."

But, he stated, government research contracts in
themselves, without reference to patent rights, are very
attractive to private corporations. To use his words, when
they get R and D contracts:

" ••• they thereby get large additional
sums to do such work. In this way they enhance
their competitive position without having to use
their own money. You will find many large corpora
tions where the level of government research and
development they do is considera1:>ly more than they
spend on their own research and development. In
essence, government-financed research and develop
mentcsubsidizes and au9ments their competitive
position."
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title to inventions to Rand D contractors. At that time,
he stated:

"The firms who receive grants are a
relatively few huge corporate entities already
possessing great concentrated economic power.
They are not ailing segments of the economy
in need of public aid or subsidy. Nor is there
any real need to offer patent give-aways in order
to induce them to accept Defense Department
research grants or contracts. I think it; needs
no special proof to say that government con
tracts are and always have, been highly lucra
tive and much sought after. To claim that
agencies cannot get firms to sign such con
tracts unless patent rights are given away
strikes me as fancifUl nonsense."

As you know, the statute setting up the Atomic
Energy Commission placed restrictions upon that agency with
respect to its assigments of title to patents to private
contractors. Yet Admiral Rickover testified as follows:

"I have never had a single case where
the patent provision of the Atomic Energy Act
influenced a company not to undertake govern
ment Rand D work. In fact, many of the very
same companies who operate under the Department
of Defense provisions, which ,are far more liberal
to them than the AEC rules, not only accept
research and development work under the Atomic
Energy Commission patent rules, but even urge
us to give them more such work."

Later, in the same statement, he remarked that:

"Our problems in the atomic energy
field is we have too many contractors who want
to do work under our patent conditions, and
not the other way around."

Another argument, particularly popular in recent
years, is that exclusive rights are warranted in order to
induce contractors to make the necessary investment to bring
the inventions to practical application for civilian use.
Yet, when specific cases are called for to illustrate this
point, no one up to the present has been able to produce a
single example.
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wouldenii\ble them to have the patents struck down and permit
them to enter the field.

Under these circumstances, it is obvious that the
Administrator, in the interest of expediting his statutory
functions, should have full authority for mandatory licensing
of proprietarily held patents.

Under the present statute, ERDA must submit a
study to the President and the Congress by the end of
December; " •••concerning the applicability of existing
patent policies affecting the programs under the Act," and
to make "recommendations for amendments or additions to the
statutory patent policy."

As Vice Admiral Rickover has trenchantly pointed
out in the past, the issue of a government policy for the
handling of rights on research funded by the public is of
the utmost importance. As he put it:

"The real issue is whether patents, the
development·of which is paid for by the govern
ment, belong to the people or belong to industry."

He went on to say:

"Furthermore, there is here involved a
matter of broad national policy. At present,
instead of Congress examining the patent situa
tion, we are permitting each agency to decide
for itself.

"I do not believe Congress should abdi
cate its constitutional rights and duties and
permit any individual agency in the executive
branch to set up its own rules which by perpetua
tion over a period of many years finally assume
the force of law and then are used as precedents."

"The tendency of government agencies is
to let things continue as they are. It is easier
for them this way; they don't have to think or
hurt anyone's feelings. It is alSo easier to have
a simple rule such as the Department of Defense
has, rather than to judge items Oft a case-by-case
basis.

"I believe the application of our patent
law should be considered as a general policy matter
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and are included with the submissions in the report to be
sUbmitted to the President and the Congress on December 31,
1975.

(Complete documents follow.)
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(i) "Disclosure" means a written statement describing

Foreground Technology j,n sufficiently complete form as to

technical detail to convey to one skilled in the art or arts

to which the given Technological Advance pertains a clear

understanding of the nature. purpose. operation. practice.

utilization, and characteristics of such Technological Advance •

• (j) "To ~Iork" a Technological Adyance, means to utilize.

sell. offer to sell. or otherwise make it (or the results of

the process. or any products produced therehy) available com

mercial1yto the pUblic in the regular course of business. at

terr~ reasonable in the circumstances.

(k) "To the point of practical application" means to

manufacture (in the case of a composition.or product), to

practice (in the case of a process), or to operate (in the

case of a machine), under such conditions as to establish that

the Technological Advance is· being worked.

(1) "State" means the States of the United States. the.

District of Columbia. the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. the

Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands.
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§ 3., !lonexclusive Licensing

(a) A Government Agency shall license all Foreground

Patents to all qualified applicants therefore, on nonexclusive
r

and non~d1scrlm1na:tory terms and under: reasonable conditions,·

.subject to the 'terms enu~erated 1n this section, and exce~t

as provided

(b)

in sections 4,5,and 7 of this Act.

,Terres of Grant of NoneX1usive License Made Pursuant
~

,I

;II

I'i'I

to this Section.

(i) The duration 6f'the 'license shali be for a

period as specified therein, ~rovided that the license complies

with all the terms of the license.

(2) The license shall require the licensee. to bring

the patented Technological Advance to the point' of practical

application within the period specified in the license (hereinafter

referred to in the Act as the "Reasonable Period ,for Practice"),

or such extended period as may be' agreed UPO~t and to continue

itself to work it.

(3) After termination of such Reasonable Period for

practice, or such extended period as may be agreed upon, the

Government Agency may restrict the license to the fields of

use and/or geographic areas in which 'the licensee has brought the

,patented Technological Advance to the,point of practical application

and continues itself to work it.

(4) The license may extend to subsidiaries and af

tilates of the licensee but shall not. be sUbject to further

license of assignment without approval of the Government Agency,

. except to the successor of that part of the ,licensee's business

to Which the patented invention pertains. Any approved sUblicense

'or assignJ:1ent shall be granted subject to tlie rights retained by

the' Government AGency as provided in the original license, and

a copy 'thereof ~hall be ,furnished to the Government Agency.

(5) The license shall be granted to United States

citizens and United States corporations on a royalty-free basis;

however, the Governtnent Agency may require other consideration

therefor.
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(F) The services of ~he Contractcr are not for the operation

of a government-owned research or production facility, or for

coordlnat~ng and directing the work of othersj

(0) -The contract Is not In a field of science ·or tie cbnoLcgy

1n which there has been little significant experience outside of work

funded~yany Government Agency, or. in which any Govern~ent Agency

has been the principal developer In the fieldj and

. (H) A principal purpose of the, Contract Is not ~or exploration

into fields which directly eoncern the public health, public safety~

p~bllc welfare, or public environment.

(2) The. -Government Agency may thereafter grant such cr-eques t for

a Prospective Exclusive License, if it determines on the record

after opportunity for an adversary, public hearing in which any

interested person shall be permitted to p~rtlcipate, that:

(A) Participation of that particular Contractor 1s eS3ential

~o the Government Agency's progra~ (1n the light of the Contractor's

experience, expertise, and capabilities);

(B) Participation of the Contractor may only be secured

through .the grant of a Prospective Exclusive License;

(e) A reasonable effort was made to secure a proposal of

equivalent merltfrom other potential Contractor~;

(D) lJo other potential Contractor is reasonaly qualified for

such ·Contract (in the light of such other potential Contractor's

experience, expertise, and capabilities); and

eE) The Contractor has made the showings r~qulred by

'~aragraph (1) 'of,~his subsection

,(0)(1) At the time a Foreground Patent issues that falls

within the scope of a Prospective 8x~lusive License, the

Govern~ent A£ency shall, upon request of t~e Contractor, license

suCh patent to the Contractor on a limited exclusive or- partially

exclusive basis, subject to the terms enumerated in this sUbsection t

and except as provided!n section 7 of this Act.

(2) Terms of Grant or Limited Exclusive Grant Made Pursuant

'to th1s SUbsection.

(A) The duration of the license shall be for a period as

specified therein, pr-ovtde d that the licensee complies \'11th all

the terns of the license •.

(H) The license shall state the 11cen~ee's intention3 nnd
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5. ExcLus f ve Lfc ensLng -:-- after Foz'e gr-ound Patent Exists

"(a) A Gov~rnment Agency may license Foreground Patents to any

qualified. applicant the~efore on a limited exclusive or partially

exclusive 'oas f c, subject to the provisions of this section" and

except as provided in section 7 of' this Act.

(b) (1) The.Government Agency ~ay grant such a l~nse, If.lt

determines, on the record after opportunity for an adversary, pUbl~c

..hearipg in Which ~ny interes ted per-son .aha.L'l, be .,ermi t ted to partl

·c.1pate, that:

(A) The patented Technological Advance has not been, or

1s not being, brought in fact to the point of practical application;

(B) The patented Technological Advance ha~ been available

for nonexclusive licensing pursuant to sc~tlon 3 of this Act after

adequate pub Lf c notice thereof for at least six months) and no

application therefore ha~ been received.

(C) Nonexclusive licensing ~ill not provide sufficient

incentive to call forth 'necessary risk capital and -expenditures

necessary to bring the patented Technological Advance to-the point

or practical application;

-(D) ~he ·public interest will be served by brinGinG the

patented Technolocical Advance to the point of practical application)

in view of the applicant's intentions) plans) and ability itself to

:bring it to the point of practical application; and

"(E) The proposed terms and "scope of exclusivity are not

~ub5tantiallY greater than necessary to permit the 2ppllcant to recoup

its costs (and' a reasonable profit therefor) ,·for bringing the

patented ?echnological Advance to the point of practical application.

(2) For.the r~rposees of paragraph (1) of this subs~ctlon) adequate

pUblic notice of the aval1ablility of a Foreground Patent for non

exclusl¥e licensing shall be deemed ·to be satisfied by the pUblicatlo~

~n the Federal Register) the Official·Gazette of the United States

Patent Office, and at least one other publication that the Governoent

Agency determines would ,best ~erve the public interest, of a l1st of

~h~ Foreground Patents available for licensing. The list shall be

revised r-eriodically· to include directly, or by reference to a previou.

published list, all inventions currently available for licensinG.

Other pub j f.cat Lons on Por-e zr-ound Pabe rrt s available for Ltcens t ng are

encour-aj-cd , and mav Lnc Lude ab s t r-acus , when app r-opr-l at c :Ii ac vc Lj. <:3
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(c) Terri,s. or Grant of Limited Exclusive License made- pursuant

~o this SUb5ectlon.

(1) The duration of the license shall be for a per~od less

than the terminal portion of the patent, the period remaining being

sufficient to make the patented Technological Advan~e reasonably

a~a11able ~or the grant o~ a none~lus~ve license; a~d such period of

exclusivity shall not be substantially greater than necessary to

perml~ tQe ,app~icant to _re~oup its costs (anQ a Reasbna~le profit

there~or" rOT br~g1ns the patented TechnologIcal Advance tu the point

or practical application; prov~dedJ however, that the licencee complies

with the _terms of the license-.

(2) The license shall state the licensee's Intentlonsand

plans ~tse~f to bring the patented Technological Advance to the point of

practical application.

(3) 'The license shall z-equt.re the licensee to bring the

patented Technological Adv.anc~ to the point or practical application

wi th:1n a neeaename Period o:f Pract:1ce,. and to continue i tse If to

work-it.

(4) After ter~nation Dr such Reasonable Period for Practice,

the Government A£ency involved Day restrict the license to the fields

or use and/or ge1,)~h:lcareas :in wh:1ch- the licensee has b r-ought; the

patented ~ecbnolng1calAdvance totbe ~olnt or practical application ~~d

cOltlnues itsel:f to ~7ork :it.

(S) 'The ].:1t:-ensc shall reqmre the licensee 'to expend a speclf1cc

Edn1mum sum o:f money~ and ~o tak~ ~her specl£led actions, if necessary,

wlth:1n indicated p~riods after the eTr-ective date of the license, in an

.errort itselX tD aecQmplish the ~t€ntlonsandplans stated therein, or

otherWise to acb~~7e pTact~eal app~~cat1on or ~he -patented Technological

Advance ..

(6} The 1icense shal~ be taken subject to an implied right to

pract~ce the pat~n~ed Teennolcbleal Advance ~n any person who had

brought ~t to the point 1,)X pract~cal application, and was continuing to

work ~t, s~x months prior· to the eTrective date or the license.

{7} 'The lleens-e may extend to subsidiaries and arfiliates of'

the licensee but sbali not be sub3ect to rurther license or a~siGO~ent

without approval Dr the G~vernrr£nt A£ency. except to the succe5sor of

that part o~ th~ l~censee1s bUSiness in which the patented TechnolOGical

Ad".ance per-t a Lns , Any appr-o vc d s ub Ld.cunae or ans Lgnmen t shall be £::·a;~i:.!..
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§6. contracts where. t'ur-t t.o t psrt Lcn of' the Gove r-nnc nt; i'"gency·ls

Limited to cospcnscr-sb i.p , Cost-Sharing, Loan, "Loan Guarantee, or

Other Form of Joint Venture.

(a) If a conur-ac t or- has made a 25 per. cent or greater contribution

in money at other value toward the costs of a Contract, the Govern~ent

Agency shall agree to license to the .Contractor any or all Foreground

Patents to be issued as a result or such Contract (herelnafte;' re

ferred to 1n this Act as "Shared Foreground Patents") on non-,

dlscrim~nato~y, ~nre~trlcted, roya~ty-free, anp.at l~a~t nonexclusive

terms and under reasonable conditions, sUbject to the terms en~T.erated

1n this section.

(b)(l) As a condition of licensing a Shared Foreground Patent,

the Contractor shall agree to grant a nonexclusive, nondiscriminatory,

unrestricted license to any qualified applicant for such Shared

Foreground Patent at a royalty rate to be determined in paragraph (2)

of this sUbsection.

(2) The royalty to be charged for such Shared Forebround

Patent shall be determined by the formula R :> A x Q, wherein -
m

R = the royalty to be charged ro~ such Shared Foreground
Patent;

A = the contributions by the Contr~ctorto the tota~ cost

of the Contract (and any related Contracts in the same rleid of

technology, as determined by the Government Agency involved) as of the

time the license 1s to be granted to such Shared Foreground Patent;

B c the contributions by the Government Agency to the

total cost or value of the Contract (and any related Contracts in the

same .field of t-e chno Lcgy , as determined .by the C!.?vernment Agency) as

of the time the license 1s to be granted to such Shared Foreground

.Patent; and

Q = a royalty, reasonable in the circumstances, as

determined by -the Government Agency.

(c) (1) Provided the Gover-nment; AGency· charges the royalty de tie.r-mfned

pursuant to subsection (b) af this section and reimburses the Contractor

t~erefor, such Government AGency may grant a nonexclusive license to

'any Shared Foreground Patent pursuant to section 3 of the Act.
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(3) such other terms and conditions as the Government

Agency. in its discretion, determine are necessary or appropriate

to effectua~e the purpo3es of the program of the Govern~ent -Agency I

or oeaerwr.se "as may be in the 'public interest ...

(b) Any limited exclusive or partially exclusive license

granted pursuant to sections 4 and 5 of this Act shall provide for --

(1) the reservation of an irrevocable, nonexclusive,

royalty-free, nontransferable, unrestricted right. throughout the

world to make, have made, use~and sell the patented "Technological

A4vance, by or o~ behalf of th~ United States (including any

Government Agency) and State or subdivision or instrumentality

thereof, and any foreign government pursuant to any existing or

future treaty or agreement of the United States;

(2) automatic termination of the limited exclusive or

partially exclusive (and, if necessary or appropriate to comply with

subsection (a) (3) of this section, the nonexclusive) rights of the

licensee three years after the grant of the license (or the Reasonable

Period for Practice specified therein, whichever is sooner), and

at any three year interval thereafter, unless the Government Ag~ncy

has previously determined, on the record after opportunity for an
adversary, public hearing (upon thirty days notice to the Attorney

General to enable him to participate in such hearing) preceding the

expiration of such three year (or other) period --

(A) that the licensee took effective steps to

implement the i~tentions and plans stated in such license;

(B) that such pinns have in fact resulted, or

within a reasonable time thereafter will result, in bringing the

patented Technological Advance to the point of practical application

and in having" it continue to be worked; and

(C) that the grant of such exclusivity to the

licensee (or any further licensee or assignee thereunder), upon the

terms and condition specifieJ in the license, has not tended to

create a monopoly, or unreasonably to restrain trade and commerce,

or substantially to lessen competition, or to maintairr or increase

concentration in any section of the country in any line of cornmez-ce

affected by the grant of such license (or any further licensee or

assigr~ent .~~ereunder) :
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§8. Exception to Licensing Pel icy

Subject to any ·outstandinG licenses, nothing in this Act shall

preclude a Governm~nt Agency from granv~ng additional non

exclusive licenses to Foregro~nd Patents when the Government

Agency deteTInines that to do so would provide:

(a) consideration for the settlement of an

interference;

(I:» consideration f.or a- rie.Le as-e of. a claim of

infringement; or

(c) exchange for or as part of the consideration for

a license under .adversely held patents.
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§ 10. Litigation

A limited exclusive licensee of an entire right in a patented

Technological Advance shall be granted the right to sue at his own

expense any person who infringes the rights set forth in his

license and covered by the licensed patent. The licensee may join

the United States upon consent of the Attorney General as a party

complainant in such &uit but without expense to the United States,

and in such event the licensee shall pay costs and any final

Judgement or decree that may be rendered against the United States

in such suit. The Government shall nave an absolute right to

intervene in any such suit at its own expense, and file a statutory

disclaimer pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 253 of one or more claims of

the licensed patent, where appropriate. The licensee shall be

obligated to furnish promptly to the United States, upon request,

copies of all pleadings and other papers filed in any s uch suit

and of evidence adduced in proceedings relating to the licensed

patent including, but not limited to, negotiations or settlements

and agreements settling claims by a licensee based on the licensed

patent, and all other books, documents, papers, things, and

records pertaining to such suit. If as a result of any such

litigation the patent shall be declared invalid, the licensee

shall have the right to surrender its license and be relieved

from any further obligation thereunder.
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Testimony of

THOMAS E. KAUPER
Assistant Attorney General

. Antitrust Division

before the
Subcommittee on the Enviro~~ent

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
House of Representatives

February 1, 1974
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I. DISPOSITION OF GOVERNMENT-FINANCED n!VENTIONS

For approximately 20 years, controversy has existed

over the proper disposition of rights to inventions and

patents resulting from federally-financed research and

development work. On the one hand, advocates of what has

been called the "title" policy have proposed that title to

government-financed inventions should normally be retained

in the United States, with subsequent dissemination of

these rights on a nonexclusive basis to all qualified

applicants. On tIle other hand, advocates of what has heen

called the "license" policy propose that the private con-

tractor should be given title to government-financed in-

ventions, while the government is to be given a royalty-free

license to practice the invention for its use; under this

arrangement, there would be no obligation on the contractor

to let other qualified applicants have access to the products

of the government-financed research. Advocates of an extreme

"license" policy propose to have the government agree to give

~~e contractor rights to government-financed inventions even

before the government has any reliable information as to what

2
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follows neither a uniform title pOlicy nor a uniform license

policy. A Presidential statement of Government Patent Policy

was issued in 1963. It set forth general guidelines

applicable to all federal agencies, including in general terms

the conditions where federal agencies would normally tak~

title to government-financed inventions, and those conditions

where contractors would normally acquire rights to exclude

competi tors from government-financed rp.search. Because this

pOlicy statement reflected a compromise among the positions

of many different federal agencies, and was designed to deal

with a wide variety of different patent programs, it necessarily

spoke in generalities and left a good deal of leeway concerning

its interpretation to the various agencies that were to operate

under it.

At tihat; time the Department of Justice acquiesced "in

an experimental. use of the pol Lcy as outlined" -- recogni zing

that tIle experience gained in operating under that policy state

ment would be most useful in making sound policy judgments in

the future. y With some changes, this Presidential statement

of Government Patent Policy was reissued in 1971. The De-

partment of Justice, for reasons to be discussed below, then

y Department of Justice StatPfiant on .Governmp.nt Patent Policy.
To the Senate Subcorrmittee on Patents, Trade-marks, and Copy~

rights, July 16, 1965, p. 2.
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Senate committees. 2! Also -- again in the context of cOmmenting

on legislation -- this Department has assertel that waiver of

this right should generally occur only after identification of

the invention, after evaluation of its public and commercial

significance, and after review of the circumstances then existing.

As you can see from my previous remarks, both the Congress

and the Department of Justice -- in cases where specific legisla-

tion has been proposed that deals with the issue of ownership of

inventions arising out of government-financed research have

normally accepted a title-oriented approach. Analysis of the

actual operating experience under the two qovernmen t.-w.i.de policy

statements is insufficient, we believe, to justify deviating frot

that approach, particularly in the context of a research effort

as critical as the one proposed in these bills. The reasonS for

this are simple. First, if public monies are used to purchase

something, then h~e public as a whole should benefit from it -- ot

one contractor to ~~e exclusion of his competitors. Having bougrt

technology at taxpayers expense, the government should disseminare

it as widely as possible to maximize its use a~d implementation.

Suppose, for example, that the government ener-JY contractor is a

large oil company. If that contractor is working on a wide enough

range of projects, it may be able to accumulate crncial future

patents involving nuclear energy, coal utilization, or

7/ E.g., Testimony before Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trade
marks, and Copyrights, April 21, 1961; Testimony before House of
Representatives Special Subcommittee on Patents and Scientific
Inventions, February 1, 1962; TE!stimony before l1onopoly Subcommi ~:tee
of Senate Small Business Comnittee, March 26, 1962; Testimony
before Senate Subcomnittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights,
July 16, 1965.
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from the fLuits of the research. But do we need to offer

this incentive where the government has assumed the risk?

We think not. If a contractor is given patent rights in a

government-financed invention, the public pays him twice

the first time through the governmental research support,

and L~e second time thrQ~gh the monopoly surcharge in thQ

marketplace, which is reflected in the price the public

pays for goods subject to that surcharge.

Third, we do not believe -- as a general matter -- tJ,at

contractors need to be granted exclusive rights in governf.'cnt-

financed inventions to induce them to accept government

R&D contracts. Participation in governrnent-fin&nced research

confers many benefits uron contractors. They can train key

personnel, expand research facilities, develop know-how

all with governr:tent aid -- and apply these assets to further

their mvn cotunercial objectives. Also these contractors may

receive government data and know-how inaccessible to their

competitors~ As a result, contractors participating in

government-funded research prograns C2~ acquire a long&nd

significant lead over their actual or potential competitors.

As the role of 'Jovernment-financ~d research expands -- as it

generally. has since l'Iorld Nar, II, tIle. competitive .'iigni.ficance.

8
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also serve to help the Nation realize the goal of self-sufficiency

85

First, large sums of public money are involved, and the

potential commercial value of. the new technoloqy that ~le all

The new energy technology willnope will be produced is vast.

r\
\

\
!

in energy. We believe it important that Congress make clear

from the outset that this critical energy technology not he

blocked off from general utilization in any way. Consolidating

"- control of government-financed energy technology in private

hands may encourage concentrations of economic power that

will be difficult later to undo. The experience of the

Antitrust Division has been the litigation to break up existing

unlawful aggregations of patents and know-how is frequently

difficult. Moreover, such relief is ineffective in the sense

that it comes only, after considerable injury to the economy

has already occurred.

Second, as. I indicated above, the government-wide policy

statement necessarily deals in broad, general terms with all

types of government patents. It does not focus upon the

specific concerns that are peculiar to the new energy technology

we need to meet the present emergency. Experience shows, as

I also mentioned earlier, that the very generality of the

10
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The study identifie,., for example, categories of firms to

whom patent rights are not a significant factor, either in

inducing participation in government work, or fostering

commercial utilization of such pat.oncs , ~lany government con

tractors, it appears, make marrke t.Lnq decisions without serious

regard to patents. Under the exis::ing governme:lt-wide patent

policy, however, such companies arc nonetheless unproductively

granted.exclusive .rights to substantial nunbers of government

fina~ced inventions. For example, the Harbridue House study. .

describes as "low utilizers" of government-financed inventions

two firms in the field of electronic and communications

equipment, each of which had over tl loillion in annual sales.

Yet, in ~~e two sample years surveyed, these tvo.companies

received exclusive rights to some 250 government-financed

inventions, 202 by grants at the time of contracting, which

of course preceped the time when the inventions were made.

Of these 250 inventions, only 10 were utilized at all, an~

only one sUbstantially. The grant of exclusive rights to

companies like these, therefore, served to b Icck others from

competing effectively with these contractors, making their

preferred status in important technological fields even more

12
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It is possible, however, that in a few exceptional

situations a case may be made that the government should

waive title in government-financed inventions to encourage

participation or commercialization. But in the context of

these energy proposals, it is wholly unexplained why it will

be difficult to find contractors or to provide for the

commercialization of the results of their energy research. In

this field, I believe that such a result is unlikely. Billions

of dollars of government research r.ioriey will attract man:'

firrrs. A profitable market for nev technology related to

energy conservation or production is nationwide and assured.

Both bills indicate the government will be directly sponsoring

by demonstration projects, or full-size commercial enterprises

complete developments in this area, through to the final con-

sumer product. Because of the critical subject matter of the

envisioned research, there is simply ,10 justification of which

we are aware to give the private contractors the right to

exclude other businesses and competitors from the fruits of

this government-sponsored energy research. Only by controlling

the title to these new inventions can the government assure the

broadest possible dissemination of this technology throughout

the economy. As an editorial in the February, 1<)74 iss ue of

14
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equivalent or alternative method that will serve; and (4) thtlt

the unaved Lab.iLd tiy of t.'1is right may tend to lessen competition.

of the patent right is reasonably necessary to develop or

demonstrate an energy system; (2) that this technology is not

otherwise reasonahly available; (3) that there is no reasonably

(1) that such utilizaticnthis official make four determinations:

matter to an appropriate federal district court. The subsections

provide, 13/ as a precondition for ~uch certification, that

I

I
I
I
I
I

''-
If the district court upholds this determination, presumably

on the basis of ordinary administrative law s.tandards,· then

the patent becomes subject to mandatory licensing on' reasonable

and nondiscriminatory terms and conditions.

These provisions are substantially equivalent to section

308 of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. § 1857h-6), on which they

appear to. be patterned. The Department of Justice and the

Environmental Protection Agency supported section 308 over

two years ago, 14/ and the Department of·Justice has already

13/ There are differences in specific language between H. R. J.l, R56
and H. R. 11,857. Subsections (c) in these two bills are, ·he-wever,
essentially similar in structure and effect.

14/ Letter of June 4, 1971, to Senator John He Clellan, Chairman,
Senate s ubcomrrd, ttee on Patents I Trademarks, and Copyrights.

16
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essential energy technology \vill not be required to license

others if they are making this technology "othenvise reasonably

available." In light of our energy problems, we believe that

developers of energy-related technology should be prepared to

license any qualified applicant on reasonable and mutually

profitable terms. Moreover, a finding of a refusal to license,

for example, as well as of the three other conditions required

to trigger subsection (c), would be subject to review both

by appropriate energy Officials, and the Attorney General, 17/

a procedure that likely will have the effect of limiting the

use of L~is subsection to cases of critical inportance.

Nevertheless, absent a mandatory licensi:1g provision

like subsection (c), a private patent holder ~ould interfere

with the purposes and objectives of these pro>osed energy

bills -- which are the maximization of output and utilJzation

of energy-related technology. Speaking in eccnomic terns,

rational monopolist holding a critical patent on energy

technology, would, in deciding how much to manufacture,

maximize his profits by restricting utilization and output to

gain a maximum monopoly surcharge (or "economic rent").

17/ Sec footnote 12.

H'
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applicable to use by the government (or its contractors)

for any legitimate governmental purpose. For example, the

Post Office once copied the patented design of an ornamental

stair railing, and was held subject to royalties under section

1498. 19/

As a result of section 1498, we assume that any joint

Federal-industry corporation to be created by these energy

bills would automatically benefit from the mandatory lic~nsi~g

provisions of existing law. Indeed, this wouln be true as well

for any government contractor working on ener~I problems or for

government-run energy projects. Consequently, in this context,

subsection (c) of these two patent licensing provisions is in

95

fact very narrow in scope. It only deals with possible competitors

of L~e joint Federal-industry projects or other government con-

tractors. It simply permits these possible competitors to have

equal access to American technology, so that they may compete on

equal terms with these government-sponsored and financed projects.

rt has been suggested that specific legislation is

unnecessary because in any critical situation involving an

energy patent, a federal court may refuse to grant an injunction

against continued patent infringement when, in accordance with

19/ Blumcraft of Pittsburgh v. united states, 372 F.2d 1014 (Ct.
C!. 1966).
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The procedures of subsection (~) do not go beyond this

body of case law -- they simply permit the responsible ener~'

officials to suggest, on a uniform and generally applicable

basis (subject to further intragovernmental review, as well

as that of the Federal Courts), when such a patent is so

critical to the federal energy program that injunctive relief

should not be made available. The administering agencies,

for example, will have an informed perspective as to what

ener~x technology is or is not reasonable available, and

what the reasonably equivalent or alternative methods of

achieving the same end might be. These agencies can be

expected to seek to formulate a consistent general policy in

the area. Given the structure of these energy bills, the

conclusion seems inescapable that subsection (c) provides a

procedure that is more orderly and reasonable for mandatory

licensing, than sale reliance on the eXlsting general

statutes and the present case law.

III • OTHSR HATTERS

Let me now touch briefly on a few other mat~ers. We

discussed the specific language of section 113 of n.R. 11,8515

in our December 10, 1973, letter to S'9nator .rackaon , Ive won Ld

like, however, to make the following additional comments

22
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hand, any contract requiring the licensing of background

technology should provide for a fair return to the developer

99

of that background technology. This is the way we would

<,

expect the background technology provision to be administered.

Third, we note that section 113 was originally pro-

posed by Senators Hart, Long and Nelson as Amendment No.

776 to S. 1283; Part of L~at amendment, section 114

of H.R. 11,856, is not found in H.R. 11,857. Section

114 provides that no individual, corporation, or other

business organization.is granted immunity from the applicability

of the antitrust laws.

1'U"1 effort to s uppre s s an t i ooLj.ut.Lon technology wh i ch

threatened existing firms' 6~rket positions resulted in a

case by the Antitrust Division. That case resulted in a

consent decree on October 29, 1969, 22/ prohibiting such

~fforts to suppress important technology. As a result, we

are concerned that these bills not be construed as granting

any antitrust immunity. ~'le do not believe that immunity fClr

such conduct is intended by these bills. In the interest

of clarity, and in order to forestall the pcssibility of

arguments that the bill constitutes an exemption from antitrust

liability, we reco~end incoroqrationof s~~tion 114 i~to

energy bill this Subcommittee adopts.

anv. - .

22/ United States v. Au t omobi Le Hfrs. Assn., r n c , , 1969 'rracl(!
Cas .•: 72 ,907 (c. D. Cal). .
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PATENT POLICIES OF GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
AND -AGENCIES, 1960

. Subject: Conference of Senator Russell B. Long, Chllil'mlln,·Subcom
mit.tee ou Monopoly, Senate Smull Business Committee, with
Vice Adm. H. G. Rickover, U.S. NllVY.

Place: Office of Senator Long.
Thue: Fridav, April S, 1960, 9 a.m,
Present: Senator Russell B. Long; Vice Adm. H. G. Rickover; Ben

jamin Gordon, economist, Senate Sn1all BusinessCOlumittee;
Robert. Hunter, administrative assistant to Senator Long;
RichurdDaschbach, research assistant to Senator Long.

Senator LO~G. Adrnirnl Rickover, I want to know your views in
general on the issue of whether you believe thnt when the Government
buys research-and development, the Government should take the
patent rights or should permit the rights for commercial usage to go
to the contractor.

Admiral HreKOVEll. First, Senator Long, may I thank you for
giving me Ute opportunitv to discuss this matter with you. I appre
ciate test.ifvinz in your office-where there nrc beautiful southern girls
and the ('ofl'cce-is flavored with chicorv, It, is verv unusual.

Second, I have no prcparcdstatenlent.. •
Third, I am not a. patentlnwycr or any ot-herkind oflnwyor. I can

only give you my views as they hnve developed over" period of about
20 years in the conduct of research and development. for the Depart
ment. of Defense and the Atomic Energv Commission.

The patent, situation today is quite different from what it was in
1789 when our Constitution was adopted. At that time, a patent was
a-rnnttor thntprimul'ily concerned the- individual; individuals were
developing single items in a proiudustrialnge. Today, the' develop
mont of pntonts generally involves largo corporutions and organiza
tions. The U.S. Government alone is currently spending, in fiscal
year 1960, nearly $8 billion for research and development. To grasp
the significance of this sum bear in mind that the total expenditures
of the U.S. Government for the l l-year period, 1789 to 1800, was
less than $6 million. And in modern times the level of U.S. Govern
merit expenditures did not. reach $8 billion until 1936.

Over the years I have frequently wondered whether in this modern
industrial age patents arc as important for industrial organizations
as would appear from the stutements made by patent lawyers. It
lTIay be that the patent lawyers are overemphasizing the present-day
value of patents. It. is quite possible our industrv would not be hurt
very much if we restricted the items that arc patentable. I believe
the important factor for -an industrial organization is the know-how
developed by it-s-tha trade secrets and the techniques; these are not
patentable qualities. They arc something that are .inherent in 11

company, in its methods, in its management: the kind of machine
1
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venerable jurist bitterly opposed this on the grounds that, since tor
ture had been used for more thana thcusa.id years, it must be good.
Apparently, this man believed that anything that hns existed for"
long time HUlst be good.

However, we arc not discussing the patent law per so. Noone is
arguing that we do away with our pate-Ill. law. \Ve are, merely dis
cussing application of thn.tIaw when the Government spends most of
the money for doing the work. This is the real issue.

Senator LOXG. "DOYOlt believe diut the'hillipns of dollars the Gov
ernment is paying for rescnrch and devolopment of now items are
adequate incentive on the purl. of Government contractors to develop
those items to the best of their ability?

..A..dmiral Rrcxoven. Yes, sir, I believe a most important factor
motivating a company to seek out and undertake research and
development for the Govemmeut is the realization that, instead of
spending its own money, it now obtains these funds from the Gov
ernment. One frequently hears it said the- Government doesn't pay
enough profit to companies performing research and development:
that whereas the Government allows, say, only 5 percent profit on
'research and development contracts, the -companies ran make 10
percent or 11101'e on ordinary commercial 01: Government business.
But that is not a valid argument. A company may spend, say, 1 to 2
percent of its gross income on its own research and development
work; but when they do Government research and development they
thereby get large additional sums of money to do such work. In
this way they enhance their competitive position without having to
use their own money. You 'will find many large c-orporations where
the level of Government research and development they do is con
siderably more than they spend on their own research and develop
ment. In essence Government-financed research and dovelopment

, subsidizes and augments their own research and development effort,
and so enhances their competitive position. These compauies
realize that in order to stay in business, to be healthy, to prosper,
they must do research and development work.

The very fact they constan tly keep Oll urging the Governmont to
give them more research and development contracts despite the
supposedly low profit rate is ample proof of the great value they
attach to obtaining such contracts, Our large corporations are more
aware of the desirability' of doing Govcnunent research and develo1'
ment than the small companies,

1Ye have had no difficulty in the Atomic Energy Commission getting
contractors, large and small, _to do research and' development work.
In fact, many of them are constantly urging us to give them such work.
Further, a number of companies have built their own facilities, with
their own money. Many businesses want Government research and
development work in order to develop a strong position. They now
wish to extend this to the 'atomic energy and the space fields.

Senator LOXG. Contracts themselves are profitable, but those con
tracts, even if they do not have private patent rights, ,,180 lead to
additional products if these companies are forward-looking, C01n
petitive companies developing produets of their own outside those
Government activities. Would you agree with this statement?

Admiral Rrcxoven. Yes, sir. They develop many ideas and skills
from this Government-financed work; also, their people are being
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information faster than we. They probably lead the world in the
thorough and rapid dissemination of scientific and engineering infor
mation. I believe this is pretty good evidence there is little to the
argument that unle-ss we give industry full rights to patents where
the Government has paid for the work, our economic system would"
be hurt. I doubt that very muck Perhaps the)"!' arc too many patent
lawyers in the United Stutes. \ -~~

"-SeihltOrL03.fG-~·IIei;(;."i~"another problem that concerns Inc, Admiral
Rickover. It seems to HIe that if I had a company working on sorne-
thing that could conceivably be of Immense value-s-for example,

.suppose I was trying to develop a new fuel that might be the fuel of
the future; perhaps the fuel that could put a satellite into outer space
or do thiugs present fuels will not do. If I were able to achieve it
first and to obtain a patent on it, that patent would be of enormous
value- in future years. Now, on the other hand, if THy competitors
were. working on something similar to that, it seems to IUC that there
would be an incentive .on my part, looking after Illy pocketbook and
stockholders, to tell my engineers: "Fellows, don't tell auyonenbout
this thing. Hold onto it until we are able to get, a patent on it,"
Does it occur to you that that. logic might from time to time operate
on work under Government R. & D. contracts?

Admiral RICKOVEIL Yes, it could, except in the case of AEO nnd
NASA. work. In these fields the law places ownership of patents
initially in the U.S. Government. This gives the Government the
opportunity to make them. available to everyone. In uny opinion,
this is a good system because it makes new information available
quickly. Otherwise, there is the possibility of withholding informa
tion. All of our industry benefits greatly from free usc of Government
patents. As you have stated, it is essential in the race with the
Russians. that we do not handicap ourselves by delaying the emergence
of new developments. The Russians have no such handicap.

The object, of the patent system was to further human welfare and
happiness. . Take the medica! profession, for example. As far as I

. know the medical profession.rarely patents anything. New proced
ures, techniques, and inst.rumonts developed by doctors and medical
resenrchors nrc free to be used by anyone. This is n noble nttitudc by
II noble profession, and I have never heard it said that our doctors are
loath to increase human health and happiness because they would not
receive exclusive right to their inventions; And toiIlustratc the
human misery that can result from undue secrecy there is the famous
case of the first, practical obstetric forceps, It. was invented about
1600 by Peter Charnberlen, an English obstetrician. It. was kept by
the Chamberlens as a family secret for nearly a ccutury. They
wouldn't let anyone else know about it. So here we have a ease
where countless·mothers were subjected to needless pain-e-pain that
could. have been avoided had that knowledge been made public, But
the Ohamberlen family kept it to themselves jn order to retain a
monopoly; they enriched. themselves at the expense of human misery.
This illustrates in a homely sort of way, away a man-can't understand
but a woman surely can, the importance of not withholding informa
tion. Today I believe it would be considered unethical for a mnn in
the medicalprofession to try to patent something of that sort.

Senator LO"G. As II matter of fact, isn't it true. that when most
doctors develop a new procedure for operations, they are anxious to



Senator LONG. Now, isn't, it also true that, a great. amount of basic
.resaarch and development, is not. patentable fit all until it hns been
·developed into a practical application?

Admiral H,ICKOVEIL Yes, sir. And that is why we have so many
companies C-QIne to the Government, urging they be given Govern
ment funds to do research and development work; this win give them
a better competitive posture in industry.

Ahnost every area in industry is now subsidized by t-he Government
.and since they have become accustomed to subsidizn.tion, they
naturally desire ·patel.lt rights also becaftse this further helps to sub
sidize them.

I believe that patents should generally belong to the Government
"where Government money is used to develop them. In special cases
'where a great deal of prior work has been done by a eompany, an
exception could be made. An exception could also be made in the
case of small business if this is considered necessary by Congress to
preserve our free enterprise system. But, aside from these exceptions,
when the Government pays for the work the patent should belong to
the Government.

Senator LONG. Now, Admiral Rickover, where you have several
contractors working on similar problems for the Government, each one
of whom has more than a hundred scientists and engineers working in
their employ, isn't it to the advantage of the Government that every
time one group or one team of scientists and engineers discovers
"Something new that. is useful, it should be immediately made available
to all the others so that they can start working forward?

Admiral RICKOVER. Yes, sir; I definitely believe it should. 'This,
(If course, is the' intent of Congress in appropriating Government
funds-that they be spent efficiently find effectively. Such inter
change of information will add to the efficient and eHer-tiye way of
'spending Government money. Isn't this oxactly what our indust-rial
corporations do? Do they not immediately muke available to all of
their divisions what each division invents or learns?

Senator LONG. W'ell, would there not be an incentive if a contractor
could see the possibility of large profits for himself by holding back
on this information until he can patent it? If hundreds of millions
or billions of dollars are involved, wouldn't there be some incentive to
hoard and to conceal what he knows, until hc is in a position to protect
hinself with patent rights?

Admiral R'CKOVER. Yes, it might be, and I believe there have been
eases-these are a matter of record-where organizations have held
inventions back in order to protect their future compotitivo position.

Senator LONG. I believe one of the witnesses of the Defense Depart
ment, one in charge of patent matters, who had been with industry as
a patent lawyer, mentioned that some concerns find it advantageous
when they have something very good, not to patent it, but, to hold on
to it, feeling that when they patent it,it becomes available and other
people then start finding out how to achieve the same thing by a
method which would get around that patent.

Admiral HICKOVEI<. I believe we should reevaluate our patent
policies in the light of the present situation-c-where we arc faced with
an implacable foe who uses every means to achieve decisive military
strength as fast as possible. It is important in this crit.ical stage in
our history to reconsider the patent policies and procedures from the

I
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Admiral RICKOVER. The scientists and engineers? 'Yhy, I don't
believe they have en.'!' given this matter serious thought. It makes
no difference to them anyway. As cit.izeus, they probably would
prefer that the patents belong to the Government.

Senator LOXG. Well, as far as they are conr-omed, thev are smartt
enough to realize whether they arc working for it contraotor 01' for a
Govcunmcnt agency directly that they are working for the Govern
mcnt,

Admiral RICKOYEH.. Yes, sir. This is similnr to the question I am
.asked about our nuclear snbmarines-c-whether we have a morale
problem with t.he sailors because they are submerged for such loug
periods. I answer that we don't; since there are no psychiatrists
aboard these submarines, the sailors haven't found out that there is
a problem, so there isn't any. Possibly, if there weren't. so many
patent lawyers, we wouldn't have so much of n patent problem, either.

Senator LOXG. Admiral Riekover, have you given any thought to
the problem involved in S0111e of these contracts where it is provided
that. the Government, in letting a contract to develop some item, will
accord the Government a royalty-free license to use this item for the
Government, but. tlmt in no event. will the Government be permitted
to use this development. to provide services to the general public?

Admiral R'CKOVEH. 'I'hut, of course, is the system used by the
Department. of Defense, but not. by the Atomic Energy Commission.
Now, industry, for example, gets a great. deal of benefit from the
Government-owned AEC patents because they are rapidly made
available to everyone. Many new developments in the atomic energy
field are expedited because industry is able quickly to learn everything
that has been developed find to build on that: This is a good way
to get things done fast. It could even be tha t. in this revolutionary
and rapidly spiraling seientific and industrial- age this is -[i"fuster· way
todevelop our country industrially than is possible under the present.
patent system with its restrictions. Perhaps our patent laws should
be investigated to see if they serve the intended purpose well.

Senator Loxc. It has come to my attention that in a certain con
tract-e-I do not. believe this was the usual case, but. an exception-
concerning the development of weather control systems, an attempt
to develop weather control, one. contractor. was able to obtain a con
tract with a provision that, anything developed under this contract
could not- be used to provide general services to the public. If we
areever able to develop some system to cont-rol weather! can you see
much usc that the Government. would have for weather control.cxccpt
to provide general services to the public?

Admiral R.ICKOVICR. I deflnitolv believe we should not. turn over
any element of weather control to a contractor.

Senator LOXG. Well, the Government. is working on weather control
methods, Admiral Rickover. Assume that we eventually find a sys
t-em whereby seeding the clouds might. mako the rain fall in the area
where we want it and to prevent it from falling somewhere else.
Would it, not. be rather extreme for us to have a. provision in t-hose
contracts t-hat. the device which the taxpayers have paid to develop
could not be used for their benefit?
" Admiral RICKOYER. Such a provision I consider wrong, sir, because
it is tantamount. to the taxpayer underwriting somebody to get a
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Senator LOXG. Do you have knowledge of auv companies who take
the attitude that. they arc not-interested in doing' work for the Govern
ment unless they call keep private patent right's?

Admiral RICKOYEn. I personally have never heard of any, sir.
There may be SOIue, but I have never encountered one. If ~1 COlnpllUY
attempted to do business with me that way I'd go elsewhere without
a moment's delay. If we have to depend on HUy one company in the
United States to do Government work we are in n, pretty bad way.
vVe had better sec to it without delay there is another. This issue we
arc discussing also touches on the problem of national interest versus.
group; interest.. 1. l).eltevc too much. of group 1111..o1'('l"t obtains, in the
United States. At this critical time in our national lire we should not
permit any group interest to predominate over the national interest.
Because if our country is not strong, neither will-any of the groups in
our country be strong. They all derive their strength from our Nation.

Senator LONG. Thank you very much, Admiral Rickover, You
are always frank, and you give us your best advice.

o
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their immediate actions, This is evidenced in many ways, but it is
vividly demonstrated in thai!" treatment of patent rights.

'Vhcn the Defense Department awards a contract for research, it
turns OV0r to the contractor the patents to any inventions whichare
conceived or first reduced to practice in the course of the contract's
performance, despite the fact that the American taxpayer has usually
footed all or nearly aU of the underlying costs and has thrown in a,
fixed fee to boot. (This is the so-called license policy and is to be
contrasted with the title policy, employed by the AEC, among other
agencies, in which the Government takes title to such inventions, and.
licenses the ~o.lltrnctors to use-them on" a r~Y:llty-frob basis.) 'I'rue,
'DOD docstakeback a license to use the pertinent invention for Gov
ernment (but not for commercial) purposes. However, as ft. practical
matter the developer usually continues to monopolize sales of the
product to the Government because of existing procurement policy.
And in civilian markets the contracting cOlllpuny has sole rights un
derthe patent. The result. is th at the contractor is enabled in c,rect to
levy a toll on the public for the use of inventions which t.hey have
already paid for. Let l11C draw an analogy to the construction of a
bridge. across a river in which tho Government pays the full costs, plus
a profit, for the project. 'Wouldn't it be absurd if the Government
were then to give the bridge back to the contractor and permit him to
set up toll booths to charge motorists a fee for orossing the bridge 1
Would it be any less objectionable if the Goverument.'s own vehicles
were exempted as long as all other motorists could still he taxed by the
contractor? I think not. Yet that. is essentially what now happens
where the Defense Department finances research and development,

And now we Jearn that. NASA, the second biggcst research spender
in the Federal Government. (in fiscal19G4 it will payout $4.2 billion
for this purpose), which sinee1958lms followed a ,.nodified title policy,
IS gomg to change to the Defense Department policy. Why 'I On the
declared ground that by giving the contractor a patent on the inven
tion he made at Treasury expense development is likely to take place
more quickly. As subsequent discussion will indicate, that claim is
supported neither in logic nor in the history of economic develop
ment. The real, though unexpressed, reason is probably that NASA
feels at a disadvantage in competing for the attention of contractoi-s
who also m"y transact research for the Defense Department. In
both cases costs are covered and a comparable fixed fee is paid-so
why not deal with the agency that adds a fat bonus in the form of
patent rights on any inventions that are discovered If this, as I sus
pect, is the aetna1 reason for NASA's radical shift in policy, then the
proper corrective step is to alter the Defense Department's policy,
not the other way around. After all, if we found that one department
was giving away public property it wouldn't make sense for another
department also to start p:iving away property just so it wouldn't be
at a competitive disadvantage-and yet this seems to be exactly what
NASA. now plans to do.

Actuallv NASA's new patent policy is at odds with the spirit of
the President's own recent declarations on the subject. In his eco
nomic message to the Congress on January 21, 1963, he acknowledged
that in meeting the challenges of defense and space;--
we have paid a price by sharply limiting the scarce scientific and engineering
resources available to the civilian sectors of the American economy.
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I. THE CIU..IL\OTEH. OP COYTEMPOlL\HY It. & D.

Before undertaking u more carefu1«xaminaaion of the Government's
patent policies and tlwir implications for the economy and the society
generally, we should first sketch out, SODle of the main contemporary
characteristics of R. & D. in the United States. Wk,t emerges is u
picture of considerable imbalance: :Mo:~t of our research money "is go
ing for very limite-d purposes and is being awarded to 2" comparatively
small number of largo privat-e- corporations whose fueilities aro 10:
cated in two, principal geogl'a-phic an;f!S, the west, coast (especially
California.) 'an<J. the Northeast (Massachusetts and New York most
notably). A pattern of intense coueentrntion in the expenditure or
Federal research 'funds thus already exists. Unless this characteristic
is deliberately offset we can expect, over tho years to come, still further'
maladjustments.. In my estimation, it is imperative that the fruits of
taxpayer-supported research he diffused throughout the economy,
promptly and with the least possible additional cost, so that an busi
nesses and our entire citizenry will share in the benefits rather than
the few finns'that actually do the research.

Outlays for R. &. D. ill ·the United States constitute one of the most
dynamic forces in the entire economy, capable of substantinl good or
much evil, depending on the care with which they are adnunistered.
Between 195a ancl1961, hI' example, while the GNP was rising only
4.a percent, outlays for R S: D. from all sources, public and private,
rose by.about 200 percent. In the more recent years, n. &;D. has been
expanding at a faster rate than virtually any other sector of the
economy: From 1957 to 1961, the GNP advanced 17 percent, R. & D.
by about 50 percent. In t.he year 1961--62, approximately $15 billion
was spent on research ill. this country, a figure which compares with
a little over $14 billion in the previous year and with only$1f} billion
as late as 1957. 8111C<\ the Federal Government provides "bout two
thirds of all funds for tho performance of R. & D. (privnto firms do
about 75 percent. of the actual work) and since currently the Govern
ment is spending for research purposes a.t, an annual rate in excess
of $12 billion, it-is reasonable to sug-gest that research may now run
to as much as $20 billion a year (not far from tho $2-1 billion being
invested in residential housing); Table 1 shows the. relative impor
tance in R. & D. of the various sources and performers.

TABLE 1.-IntU1"sBcto1·aZ transfers of funds used, for performance ot 1'eeearch anti
aevewpment. bv source ana oertormer, 1961-62 (preliminary)

. [Dollar amounts innrillfnus]

Federal Collet;cs Otucr I I"""nt dis-sector funds torperform- Govern- Industry and unt- nonprofit Total trfbutfon,
encc of R. &-D. mont varsities tnsutu- R;&D.

tiona sources

Funds provided by:
Pedcral Government, __._ $2,090 1$13.310 1$1,030 1l!j200 $9.650 "Industry_____ ~ __~~_.______ __ d __U~ ___ 4,5eO 55 so 4,705 as
Colleges and uatverstucst, --_ .. ~-_.. _- _u __._u.. _

'"
_._.____.n_ 23O ,

Other -nonprofit Iustitu-
trona ' __ ._.u _______~~ __ __nn_n~ __ nd ___~nn OS '0 HiS 1

Tot·al.~_d~~n~_u __•. 2,090 110,870 ~ 1,400 1350 14,740 100
- -

Percent distribution, R. & D.
performance____n __ n_ nn_ 14 74 , .s as 100 __h~.~U__.

1This amount includes funds from tho Federal Government for research centers sdminlstered by
-organlzatlona under contract with Pederal .azcnctes.

I Data include! State find local government funds spent lor research aud development. .All data are
based on reports by the performers.

Source: National Science Foundation, Data. Sheet on neseeeeu and Development, February Hl1J3.



Third, most of our research attention is concentrated on national
security and the conquest of space, as 18 reflected in Out' allorat.ion of
Government It. & D. oxponditures by industry. Obviously we are
rnerelv responding to th~ intornutibual cha.llenge rather than uniluter
ally seeking out new scientific frontiers. In 'UH30, as a consequence,
two industries, electrical equipment and communications, and aircraft
and parts, accounted for more than three-fourths of Federnl rescarch
expenditures (see .table ,i$') . • Meanwhile, @other industries of great
civilian interest are starved. In the years to ccme this may increuse
our problems in world markets ; Germany find Jnpun, :r:or instance,
devote about 85 percent. of their research to civilian problems.
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Mil1irrllfJ
Q/llullctt'8..

1%0

.Jfillio'ns
oj l1ol_l(lrll~

1959Inullllf-rv ancl {Jizc of com,pany

TABLE 3.~-:Pederall1J financed. rcsearcti an(l a.cl:clopm-ent performance, bv
ind.ustry and· size of compa.ny, 1959-60

64
103
1M

9
8
3

(')
182
128

4
49
28
37
16

2
14
38

372
1,61'1

89Z
725
211

3,187
202
138

296
310

5,511

$6,11"

50
94
89

5
6
2

(')
151
114

3
34
25
39
14

1
12
43

413
1,597

810
7St
222

'2,769
166
116

284
263

5.091

Tot~l_~ $5,638

Distribution by industry:Food and kindred products . _
Textiles and appa rel., _
Lumber, wood products, and. Iurulture _
Paper and allied products _
ChemicaIS and allied products _

J 11d 11Stria1 ellem ien1H ." _

Drugs lwd medlclnes ." . _
other chenilen 18 ..; _

Petroleum refining and extrnctlou __
R 11bbel' p rod ucta "~ _
Primary metals '"- _

Prlmnry ferrous products _
Nonferrous and other metal products _

Fabricated metal products _
Mach i ncry_." _
Electrlcnl equipment and commuulcatton; "-_

Comtnunlcatlon equipment and electronic compo-
11en ts . -'" _

Other electrical eqnlpment., _
Motor vehicles and other transportation equlpment., _
Aircraft and mlsslles _
Professional and scleutfflc Instruments _

Sclentlflc and mechnnlcul measurtug Instruments__,__
Optical, surgical, phccographic, and other tnstru-ments . _

Other manufacturing tndustr-les _
Nonmanufact11ring indust rt es _

Distribution by size of company (based on number of em-
ployees) : .

Less than 1,000 (5 percent of-total funds} _
1,000 to 4,D\)9 (5 percent of total funds) _
5,000 01" more (90 percent of total funds) _

1 N(,t separately available but included 111 total".
Bource : Na tfo nnl. Science Foundation (NSF 63-7), "Funds for Research and Develop

ment in Industry, 19GO," tables IV, A-ti, and A-G.

Fourth, not only is the main thrust, of our research effort largely
confined to defense and space, but as between the various fields of
scientific endeavor we are concentrating primarily on engineering
and the physical sciences and doing very little especially for the
social sciences. It is paradoxical that we are willing to spend $20
billion to reach the moon, but practically nothing to increase our lim
ited knowledge of how the economy functions or how earthbound
transportation might be made more efficient or how education might
be improved or how the problems of juvenile delinquency could be
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expenditures. That report showed that one State, Cnlifornia, re
ceived 41 percent of the total, New York another 12. percent, nnd
Massachusetts B percent, Tlw rest of the Nation got what was Ieft
over. This has had H, pnl'i'.jeuhrly severo eireet in th3 Middle "\Vc;~{;

with its lnagnific{-:'nt universities cxportinrr the bulk or their scientists
to the west coast (of thn 2[>0 Ph. D.'s produced in the Aiitldlc '\Vest in
1961 th::~t went into industrial work. ull hut 2· went into research work
in othe:1'"F11'tS'of:tho country) .. '.1.\;.XftS, too, has ;Cn]{; the pinch t in
fiscal 1981 it '\TtS awarded barelv over 1 percent of tho Defense I)&
partment's research funds. It Is worth emphasizing that. the geo
graphic distribution of J;;'. <.\:; D. awards by the Defense Department
is even ]1101'8 unbalanced than it is in the ease of hardware procure
ment, thongh even here a marked unC\'-::'\TI.UfSS is ovident, In fiscal
1962, for example, Cali fornia concerns received about 25 percent of all
defense prime "wards (t. figure which is not reduced when subcon
tracting is taken into account}. NASl~ doesn't help to alleviate this
situation; in fiscal IDnZ, 47 percent of itsprocurement was in Cali
fornia.

Recognizing the marked degree to which Federal research awards
are now conceit-rated in a. YGrJ~ few geographic areas it is of the.utmost
importance that the advances made in the process of this research be
spread widely throughout the country. 'Ve must take measures to
insure that. companies situated throughout the United States} not just
in a few favored Iocations, fire free and able, as a practical as weiI as
a legal matter, :,0 use this knowledge and the relevant inventions in
both military and civilian applications.

Unquestionably the preceding characteristics of Federal research
expenditures can hnve serious longrun consequences for the CeOl101ny

and for the entire society. They can accentuate the impacts of old
problems and create new ones, or with wise and enlightened adminis
tration, research outlays can be harbingers of proi,>Tess. If properly
distributed, research awards can, as an instance, modorate the power
ful existing trend to concentration by deliberately favoring qualified
smaller businesses (between HH7 and 1958 the 100 largest corporations
increased their share of value added by manufacture from 22, percent
to 30 percent). In any event, it, is incoutrovertiblo that. om present
research effort will lead to the discovery of many new products and
processes that will increase efficiency and make lunnan life safer and
more rewarding. NASA-sponsored work has already led to mere
than GOO inventions. Accordingly, in light of the scale and nature of
our governmental research activities we must make every effort to
insure that they work to the good of the public generalIy ruthor than
to the advantage of the few. Many improvements should be made, but
here let me urge particularly that steps be taken promptly to guarantee
that the technical information we are amassing in the course of our
huge Federal research effort be exploited to the maximum extent.
This is now not the case. As I see it, it can only be done if the Gov
ernment retains title to inventions which it ge.nerates and if a special
agency is established and charged pointedly with the mission of
patent development.

II. CONCENTRATION IN THE AWARD OF GovER,afENT R. & D.
CONTRACTS

As the earlier discussion has indicated, there is now a pronounced
imbalance in the distribution of Government funds for R. & D. As



Moreover, -these same 'corporations playa. major role in civilian
markets, with their positions likely to be improved through their
Government-supported research programs. .

If the mammoth corporations that currently receive most of the
Government's research outlays are also pcrmitred to seize and control
the inventions which they muke with taxpayer support, their leade-r
ship in both Government and commercial fields will be. stl'c>ngthened
and, indeed, actually promoted. Today's research provides nn"inside
track;: on tomorrow's manufacture » , ').'11i8 isprecisely why 1l10~:t cor
porations eil.gcl'fy seek 'out Government. research contracts, for they
recognize that· this is little more than a prelude to production pos
sibilities and to civilian applications, The "l'jsk" of actual 10:,8 is
virtually nonexistent since the Government typically covers all the
costs incurred and adds a fixed fee to boot, The probabilities are
very great, however, that a. given research effort will produce some
useful discovery, one that may very well lead to Government. follow-on
sales and subsequent civilian uses. Boeing's experience with the 707
jet transport is illustrative, as is also North American's new Sabre
liner. .In both instances Government research contracts led to the
development of planes that now are being widely sold in the civilian
market. Boeing gained a valuable lead in the commercial jet pas
senger market, and now North American is striving for fL similar
position in the sale of jet passenger planes for private use. Indeed,
a North American ad in the February 1963, issue of Fortune (p. 187)
proudly declares that :

Morn than 90 Snbr-cltners have already proved themselves in military servtce.
Now this remarkable twin-jet aircraft is available for purchase. The Sabre
liner has over 23,000 hours flying time to its credit. It has a cruising speed of
500 m.jxh. and flies at 40,000 feet, above weather. A six-passenger, all-weather,
IFR Sabreltner has a range of 1,835 statute miles.

These two cases are by no means unique, for military and SpncB
resea rch inevitably leads to the birth of new products and techniques
that have substantial civilian value. The development during ';Vorld
War II of nuclear power, blood plasma substitutes, various drugs,
new high temperature alloys, and a number of plastics sU.Q'gest the
ra.nge of possibilities and show the close relationship bct'\\':cnn the
military and civilian sectors. On February 11, IDG3, XASA let a. COJl

tract t.o the Marion Co. for the development of a huge piece of earth
moving equipment designed to transport, the Saturn rocket; obviously
this piece of machinery can have civilian applications in the 'moving,
say, of oil drilling rigs or in the mining and construction industries,
A pressure suit designed for use by men in snace and financed by
NAS.A. has already been found to be of immense, and unexpected,
benefit to those sufferiug from heart disorders and other afflictions
that. might otherwise require their remaining immobile.

Research projects directed to the development or new types of
light, warm, all-weather clothing call. surely lead to civilian benefits.
The work on new fuels and engines may have profound effects in
the automobile, petroleum, and related industries. Military experi
ments with radiation in the processing of food have broad potential,
as have the VTOL projects. Many of the new paints and epoxy glues
now being commercially sold in the civilian market am the result of
basic research done on the coating for nose cones or space vehicles.
It is actually hard to think of an area of endeavor not affected by,J
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available on terms that may be inimicable to the public interest, will
nevertheless advance the gene.r~l welfare by stimulating risk-taking
and accomplishing disclosure of new discoveries.

However, in the case of inost Government-financed research, the
argument breaks crown, for hera the crucial element of risk-that is,
the possibility that the expenditure of time and money involved will
lead to an actual financial lifoS-is absent. Virtually all Govern
ment resea.rch- contraots are on a. cost-plus-fixed-fee basis and nor
mally there is no substantial chance of economic harm. The only
"risk"-mvolved isthatu t;iven research undertaking will be a total
failure and produce no useful results (a rare event, though the product
may not take the form originally contemplated). Even in the latter
case, it isimportant to note, the fixed fee may represent a. sizable profit
since the contractor makes little, if any, investment, the Government
covering the variable costs and also frequently providing much of the
necessary equipment. Corporate spokesmen are prone to point out
that the fee may represent only a modest ratio of the costs incurred;
but in measuring the rate of profit the only proper base. is invested
capital. So judged, much of Government-supported research appears
highly profitable. In 1961 several major defense contractors earned
excellent profits, after taxes, .on their net worth-as with Lockheed
(19.8 percent), North American (12.1 percent), General 'I'ire-Acrojet
(14.6 percent), Boeing (13.8 percentj ; and Martin-Marietta (13.6
percent). That year.the median return for the country's 500 largest,
industrial corporations was 8.3 percent.

'With the clement of risk of financinl loss removed, the case for
patents and for the acquisition of .patent title collapses, for there is
then simply no reason to confer a monopoly {'Tant. Moreover, con
tractors have additional reasons to undertake' Government research
that. in themselves provide a strong creative impetus without regard
to the locus of patent title. A stream or research programs emanat
ing from and paid for in full by the Federal Government leads to the
development of products in whose manufacture for military and
civilian markets the 'developer gains a marked advantage. Typically,
the Government returns to the inventor for follow-on production con
tracts, awarded on a noncompetitive basis, on the ground that the
developer possesses know-how in respect to the relevant product or
process that means lower costs and faster delivery. Any informed
contractor is well aware of this, and realizes that. these benefits go hand
ill hand with research. ,Vhat is involved, therefore, is a sort. of
snowball process in which research leads to the accnmulation or ex
perience that, in turn, generates production awards which provide-still
more experience and put the firm in a position to obtain further
research work, and so forth. In addition, a great deal of the expe
rience which is so amassed can be effectively kept. see-retso that other
firms, even though conceivably they might be licensed to manufac
ture the pertinent. item for Government purposes, cannot compete on
an equal footing with the original developer,

Research projects afford still other benefits, quite apart from the
vital experience they provide in relationship to possible production
opportunities. For one thing, they permit the assembly (at large
salaries) and retention of a trained technical staff and by covering
variable costs and also offering a fixed fee t.hey make a valuable con
tribution to the reduction of overhead expenses,
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of aU the patents. issued in ~J:~ United. States, t.hey, of course, do not
invent-c-humans do that (including many individuals who are not
associated with the big corporate laboratories and who continue to
make numerous importantriiscoveries). And it is these very indi
viduals who must, if they make an invention, turn over the applicable
patent rights to their employer. Private firms hence require of their
inventors precisely the sort of nrrsngement which they so vehemently.
insist will be technologically ineflicient and unfair if asserted by the
Government. They ean't have. it both ways.
. Perhaps the IrrowtJ' .ofJarge i,istitut.i;;n·"I·laboratories that demand
of their scientific employees the assignment. of any inventions they
make suggests tho need for some. sort of novel means by which the
Government would seek to encourage inventiveness by offering re
wards directly to .inventora. 'I'his is done l10W in \Vest Germany, and
bills have been introduced in the Congress that would set up a similar
system on a limited basis in the United States.. Other approaches
might also be considered. For example, legislation might require
that all companies demanding assignment of patent. rights'from their
workers establish a meaningful rewards progralu. Many companies
already have such programs in operation, but frequently these offer
the employee litt.le more. thnn a pittance; and a good many concerns
have no special form of compensation whatsoever. This entire prob
lem warrants close attention, though I will not pursue it any further
on this occasion. .

~"'
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WILL Il\~OCATION OF 'I'HE TITL~· THEORY HAMPER DEVELOPMENT?

The grant of a patent confers a monopoly, a legal and, perhaps,
an economically limited one-but a monopoly nonetheless. Roth in
theory and in historic fact this circumstance st.rongly urges that de
velopment.will be retarded rather than stimulated.

A noted economist, J. RHicks, once said that monopolists-i-
are likely to exploit their advantage much more by not bothering to get. very
near the position of maximum profit, than by straining themselves to g~t very
close to it. The best of all monopoly profits is a quiet life.

In the case of patents, a monopolist, of course, moty aggressively
develop the applicable invention, but the crucial fact is that he is not
compelled to do so since.he is sheltered from the hostile winds of com"
petition. Moreover, the monopolist is likely to undertake development
of a new invention, or .other technique which lies within his range of
control, onlv when he foresees a· profit return that is at least equal to
that which "he is already receiving on existing investment (a. return
that, because of his monopoly, generally will be well above the going ce"
coveryon investment being earnedin the. economy}, Take an example,
In the late 1950's the largest steel companies elected not to invest in
certain types of new steelmaking equipment on the ground that the
estimated profit was beneath the (high) rate of return which they
were then earning 011 their invested capital. Other steel producers,
however; many in foreign countries and some smaller ones in the
United States.viewed the problem differently and undertook the perti
nent Investrnent, Competition thus led to the inaugurntion of new,
more efficient. techniques that. would not have been made until much
later by the bigger firms in the industry.
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This is why in the case of cellophane, Du Pont was able to realize
an extremely high average return on investment, after taxes, of over"
24 percent between 1924 and 1950.· Henry Ford once put it this way
in speaking of patents: "They don't stimulate invention-i-that is an
exploded theory. But they do exploit the consumer, and place a heavy
burden on productive industry."

By conferring a patent. on its contractors, existing DOD (and the.
proposed NASA) policy promisesgreatly to hinder the development
of new products discovered at taxpayer jixpense and to allow the firms
involved to impose a surcharge for making commercially available
that for which they have usually already been compensated. If these
new scientific discoveries are to be diffused rapidly throughout the'
economy, the Government must put itself in a position where it can
achieve competition in respect to both the pertinent Government and
civilian markets. That means taking title.

WOULD A TITLE POLICY MEAN HIGHER PRoeUREMENT COSTS AND LEAD TO
OTHER DIFFICULTIES?

Probably the most. honest answer to this question is that no one
knows for sure. Those who favor the license policy contend that.
costs would soar fantastically if a title policy were inaugurated.
Admiral Rickover, among others, arzues to the opposite effect. All
factors considered, I am inclined to believe that any increase which
might result would be minor, certainly much less than supporters of
the license policy allege. My reasons for drawing this inference stem
largely from the fact. that most corporations engage in research ror
the surrounding advantages it promises-subsequent production op
portunities and the chance of securing a leading position in related
commercial markets, not basically to obtain patents. These motives
still would remain even if a title policy were invoked. Most firms
that perform the research which leads to inventions obtain invaluable
experiencefat taxpayer expense) which gives them a long lead in
production and civilian applications whether or not they obtain a title
to the applicable patent. A writer for Fortune concluded that-
given the size of the Government budget for R. &: D. it should be obvious that
a lot of corporations are able. and willing, to live within (the limits imposed
by the license policy) on their patent rights. No matter who gets the parents.
it is still possible to use H. & D. funds so that young scientists can be trained,
research departments upgraded, and the production techniques of-nuclear energy
and space science learned at Government expense.

It is relevant to note that in January of 1963 more than 2,000
contractors came to Washinl;-ton in the hope of obtaining contracts
from NASA, even though most of this agency's awards are for re
search and even though it had not yet effected a change in its regula
tions that would give the contractors a patent on inventions which
they might make during the performance of its contract research
work.

It is also essential to squelch the impression, advanced by many
corporate spokesmen, that Government representatives must, hat in
hand, beg private business firms to take on research projects. This
is just. so much hokum. Every alert firm has agents in Washington
and at other contracting centers whose mission is to search eagerly
for any research projects that it might undertake. Again, the reasons



ernment retention of patent rights. The I-louse bill that was passed
contained provisions adapted fr0111 the title-retention clauses of the
Atomic Energy Acts, modified by the Administrator's right to waive
the agency's claim. in what, it would appear, we-re intended to be ex
ceptionalcircumstances, Comparablelanguage was written into the
Senate bill, although upon pa\;sage these portions were deleted so as
to give the committee of conference greater discretion. From this
-committee came the present section 305, which, though it varies from
the pertinent House ~nd Senate bills, still reflects the original con
gressional spirit since i't' presumes th~,t the patent to an invention
made in the performance of the NASA contract belongs to the agency.

In its original set of regulations NitS..:\. itself seemed to have ac
cepted the argument that Congress in setting up the agency intended
that it possess the title at least to "those inventions which pertain es
sentially to advancing the technology of space flight." (I quote
here from the testimony of ,!ohn A. Johnson, .N..A..SA~s General Coun
sel, who appeared before this subcommittee in December 1959.)

Now NASA has changed its mind. Section 1245.103 of its proposed
regulations expresses-a bias in favor of ;'private retention of exclusive
rights." 'Vhile certain classes of inventions still will be kept under
N...':\.SA's title, the dominant theme favors patent giYea..wuy. Larg-e,
·entrenched firms that have already gained a strong nosition in the
relevant industries are especially fa,~red since one ~c;tegory of pat
ents to which title will be relinquished includes inventions-
in a field of technology in which the contractor has an established commercial
interest and in which, prior to such contract, it had acquired techntcal compe
tence demonstrated by factors such as know-how and patent position.

This means that title will generally pass to the well-established
companies, bolstering their position and insulating them more secure
ly from the forces of actual and prospective competition.

The reasons for NASA's abrupt shift in policy are not at all clear.
One claim made hy the agency, namely, that by giving exolusive-«
that, is, monopoly-e-rights for development to the contractor exploi
tation will take place more quickly, is so unconvincing that the search
must continue for more valid arguments, Perhaps, as I have sug
gested earlier, the real explanation lies in NASA's belief that it is at a
competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis DOD (because of the latter's pat
ent giveaway) which may make its operations more difficult, I see
no concrete evidence to support such a thesis, but if it is true, then,
the proper solution is to alter DOD's patent policy, not to conform
NASA's to it. Here, as elsewhere, two wrongs don't muke a right.

IV. PUTTING GOYERNME~T-FINANCEDINVEXTIOXS TO lISE: THE NEED
FOR AN- INVENTIOXS DEVELOPl\IENT .A.UTHORrfY

18 PROBLEMS OF GOVERNl'<fENT P.~TENT POLICIES 135

By taking title to inventions conceived or first reduced to practice
in the performance of tax-supported research, the Government will
be in a position where it can exploit the relevant scientific discoveries
if basic changes are made in our institutional arrangements for the
utilization of latent inventions. As things stand now neither the agen
cies of, Government nor the various private developers are making any
broad-based effort to apply the new knowledge we nre'uccumulating,
Admittedly, some of the products and processes are heing put to use
by their monopolistic titleholders. But the simple fact is that most of



significant portion of their attention to the broad social use of the
inventions which they inspire, aside, thn tis, from such immediate
relationship as they may have to defer.se and space. '1'0 compensate
for their lack of interest in this problem, it is imperative that there
'be established a new agency charged pointedly with the development
of inventions.

To date only very limited efforts have been made to collect and
distribute the information originating in Government research proj
ects. A few Government units-most notably the Armed Services
Technical Information 'Agency and the ,C.olnnler.ce Department's Of
fice of Technical Services-are now provided with comparatively
small sums of money to prepare and publish abstracts of research.
Hnt the reporting standards are low (employees of the Defense De
partment and RASA who monitor these documents are not concerned
with their adequacy or style) ; many reports are never submitted at
all, in spite of contrnctunl requirements ; and most are written in
a, fashion suggesting that the researcher wished to keep his findings
secret (which, no doubt, is a common objective). Not unexpectedly,
therefore, the abstracts based on these reports are of limited utility
of more help in any case to engineers than to businessmen (and it is
the latter who must sense a possible use for a new discovery before
it can be placed at the disposal of the society). In short, no carefully
considered, systematic effort is being made to process and exploit the
ever-expanding Dowof technical information.

New technical discoveries do not automatically come into use, as
if guided by some benevolent, unseen hand. 'I'his is particularly true
where the 'information originates in the course of Government re
search programs which are not primarily intended to generate prod
ucts for civilian markets, Nevertheless, from this process come in
ventions which have definite commercial applications; a great deal of
the knowledge so acquired has some sort of potential value in the
civilian sector. However, neither the Government nor the respective
private companies will, as things now stand, engftge in the kind of
large-scale program needed to employ this scientific knowledge pro
ductively.

Accordingly, some sort, of new agency-an Inventions Development
Authority-must be created to take on the responsibility, As I see
it, the Authority would be charged by statute with the task of ox
ploiting, to the fullest possible extent and with the least delay, all
Government-owned patents and tho associated scientific knowledge,
In some cases this would require additional development work-for
example, the construction and demonstration of prototypes. Further
research of other sorts mig-ht frequently be essential. No doubt some
experimental work would be required simply to devise better tech
niques for the collection, processing, a-nd dissemination of informa
tion concerning' products and processes available for commercial ap·
plication. (In this, regard the President's proposal or a Business
Extension Service, analogous to the Department of Agriculture's
highly successful Extension Service, is a step in the right direction.)
In some instances the Authority would perhaps have to engage in a
deliberate sales campaign to generate interest in a new discovery
among private concerns. Actual application would, of course, be
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: !1'hanlt you very much, Ms. Till.

I am sure we have a number of questions.
i

Mr. Blackman.

MR. BLACKMAN: I guess I have a little trouble
with the analogy of the bridge across the river that ,you
quote from Professor Barber. It seems to me that the more
appropriate analogy would be a case in which the government
actuallY spends for the R and D portion of a bridge maybe
10, 15, 20 percent.

Then the rest of this tOtal is to induce the
private sector to put up the rest of the span.

I wonder if you would comment on that, please.

l~. TlLL: Yes, of course.

It seems to me that in that k~nd of situation,
a quarter of the bridge is put up by the goverIlJl\ent, and
three-quarters of it is left to private industry -- Is that
your point?

"

MR. ~LACKMAN: Yes, that is rougli~~ the breakdown
of Rand D costs versus the total commercializa:tion cost.

MS. TILL: At the outset one has to recognize
that only very large corporations are going to be in a
position to put up the money for the remainder.

So, in effect, the federal government itself
becomes the instrument for the strengthening and intensi
fication of corporate size and monopOlY.

It seems to me that is a pretty lousy kind of
public policy.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Fumich.

MR. FUMICH: Getting away from that, but strictly
in the area of research, what if a company puts in 50 percent
of the research money itself along w~th the government? HoW
would you treat that example? Would you still put all rights
in the government sector?

139

MS. TILL:
question like that.

It is very difficult to answer a
Does the contractor have an established
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MR. DENNY; Following up on that, if we had com
pUlso~ p~ovisions, ~ assume it would be applicable to large
as well as small corporations.

I was wondering about your opinion on the effect
it ~ght have in giving advantages to large corporations
over small.

MS. TILL; Well, as a matter of fact, until quite
recently the Department of Agriculture engaged in the prac
tice of granting licenses on its develo~mentsto.all comers.
And both large and small firms participated, and the small
firms seemed to have dOne quite well.

It was not until just before ~resident Nixon's
patent poliCY memoranda was issued permitting exclusive
licenses of gove~ent-ownedpatents that the Department
of Agriculture.chanqed its pOlicy.

And in hearing after hearing before the ·Congress,
Agdculture officials stated.that, where there was a useful

i invention, there was absolutely no problem in finding-__+ li.P_en_SJilJil-SL _
,
j

In fact, many firms, knowing the Department of
Agriculture's policy, would go right ahead and start making
the product, feeling that there was no need to secure a
formal license.

Both large and small seem to have survived.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON; Mr. Eden.

MS. TILL; I beg your PClrdon?
'

ii,
ii:j

r.;
!

MR. EDEN,
Admiral Rickover will
himSEtlf, respond --

I certainlY share Your hope that
be here this afternoon sO he can,

,!

,~~,

MR. EDEN; YOu exprellsed.the hope that
Admiral Rickover would be here to give us his views.
share that. hope. I have difficulty in thClt if he is
here to res~ond to question$ on the remarks you have
from his prior testimony --

I
nOt
lifted

U\dmiral Rickover has ~resented his views on
ERDA patent policy in respOnse to a request f~om

R. Tenney Johnson. The letter containing Admiral Rickover's
views is included at the end of Ms. Till's testimony.)
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Of co~rse, there is tha~ q~estion of how ~sef~l

and val~able are ~hese inventions.

I recal:i. a statement of Admiral Ric~overls ~o

the effect that really only a very small por~ion of the
inventions that he had been fami:i.iar with under the ~c

and DOD were commercially ~sable.

MR. EDEN: We have a sit~Cltion where approxim<ltely
~6,000 government-owned patents are availab:i.e for licensing,
but only about 5 percent are licensed.

Le~ me agree with you that the remaining 95 per
cent are probably ~se:i.ess and have no value.

Would yo~ have any objection, then, to allowing
us to offer excl~sive licenses on those use:i.ess patents,
i.e., the 95 percent Which have not been licensed in the
past ~wo years?

MS. TILL: Well, th<lt seems to me clear that
every patent sho~ldfirst be offered on a nonexclusive,
nondiscriminatory basis. The problem to me is that once
the Administrator of an <lgency has the authority to grant
exclusive licenses, the thing gets out of hand.

Take for example what happened in HEW back in
abo~t 1970.

A firm, under a Federal research grant, developed
a method of handling the sol~tion in kidney machines so that
the solution could be reused. The company which did the
research applied for an exclusive license ~o exploit this
invention.

Another companY moved in when they heard about
it, and asked for a nonexclusive license. The request was
denied by HEW. The firs~ company received the exclusive
license.

I think that sit~ation can become rather frequent.

MR. EDEN: Is it your feeling that indeed the
firm which app:i.ied for the nonexclusive license should have
received a nonexclusive license?

MS. TILL: It seems to me that the agency should
certainly first offer it on a nonexcl~sive basis.
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MS. TI~~: I am suggest~ng that ~t would be a

far better pol~cy for the government to carry through the
research to complet~on. If there ~snoth~ng useful there,
drop ~t. If there is something valuable, proceed.

Now, after that, ~t seems to me that ~f there ~s

st~ll someOne who wants ~t, why, possibly, w~th safeguards
for the protect~on of the Public, exclusive grants would be
warr~ted if no one is interested in taking a nonexclusive
license.

We keep hearing about these things, but it is
always in the abstract.

MR. EDEN: I think I c~ supPlY you with a list
which ~dentifies the 95 percent of those 26,000 patents
that aren't being Used.

I think we would find ~hat indeed the agencies
wh~ch were responsible for their developmen~ had no inten~

tion of bringing them to the marketplace themselves on
account of funding difficulties, ~r becaus~ it was no
longer within their mission and so on.

Would you have any objection if any of these
were offered for licensing on an eltclusive basis, having
first been offered On a nonexclusive basis for a period of
two or three years in the hope that they would be commer
ciali~ed and brought to the marketplace?

would you allow any of them to be licensed
exclusivelY?
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MS.TIL~:

nate implications and
by a more intelligent

I think the result has very unfortu
should be avoided and can be avoided
government policy.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Is it your position, Ms. Till,
that ~he government shoUld develop every idea and every
invention to its ultimate commercial realization, because
many inventions are made as by-prOducts of government work
and are not developed by the government, but they are made
nevertheless.

If they are going to be brought to pUblic use,
somebody has to develop them. In many cases, the only
way to do that is expend private funds or expend public
funds.
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allocated to smalle~ firms in a distinctly competitive
mode.

We aze t~ing to develop a numbez of new
app~oaches to the sola~ heating and cooling p~oblems at
the same time and then, afte~ we get initial ~esults, we
t~ to feed them pack and stimulate mo~e ideas.

We want to get as many firms as possible
involved in this. We a~e ce~tainly not neglecting any
of the la~ge~ firms, put we a~e funding a substantial
numbe~ of the smalle~ ones.

What should we do with ~ega~d to the patents
that may be developed o~ may be made under such ~esea~ch?

Should we requi~e the smalle~ firms to give them up as much
as you woUld want us to ~equire the la~ge~ firms to give
them up?

MS. TILL: That is, by the smalle~ firms giving
them up, the la~ger ones will sei~e the oppo~tunity and
steal the ma~ket away; is that your feeling?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: That is possible. That is
a conceivable ~esult.
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MS. TILL:
one is going to have
a free-for-all.

In gene~al, it seemS to me that if
a competitive economy, it should be

On the othe~ hand, I concede that there may be
some protections that should be afforded for small, strug
gling firms that need to get on their feet. If exclusive
rights are to be granted, I have a p~oposal here containing
p~ovisions designed to protect the interests of the public.

CHAIRWIN JOHNSON: Mr. Denny.

MR. DENNY: Mr. Eden made a suggestion I would
like to second, Mr. JohQson. The example that Ms. Till
has utili~ed on aEW o~ NIa invention ~n the artificial
kidney machine area, I believe we have testified to before.

I am not totally familiar with all the facts,
but I think if we do ask for that to be clatified for the
record, we will find out that the firm which was asking
for the nonexclusive was the p~edominant firm, if not the
only one Which SOld such equipment in the market.
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UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

January 20, 1976

R. Tenney Johnson
General Counsel

ERDA PATENT POLICY

Your memorandum dated December 30, 1975, invited my comments on
ERDA'~ new patent policy. Attached is a copy of my 1961 .
testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on this subject.
Nothing I have observed in the past 15 years has changed my view
that patents developed at Government expense should belong to
the Government.

In the field of nuclear energy, the Atomic Energy Act requires
that the Government take title to inventions made or conceived
in the course of or under any contract, subcontract, or arrange
ment entered into with or for the benefit of the Commission (now
ERDA). Although the Act provides authority to waive these
rights when deemed appropriate, the Atomic Energy Commission
granted few waivers.

In the non-nuclear field, the Federal Non-Nuclear Energy
Research and Development Act of 1974 similarly directs the
Government to take title to inventions made or conceived in
the course of or under any ERDA contract. The Federal Non
Nuclear Energy Act also provides waiver authority and specifies
certain considerations that should be taken into account in
determining whether a waiver should be granted. However, the
Joint Conference Report on the Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Act
indicates that a relaxation of waiver rules is not contemplated.

Specifically, the Conference Report states:

"Government patent policy carried out under the
NASA and AEC Acts and regulations, and the
Presidential Patent Policy Statement with respect
to energy technology, has resulted in relatively
few waivers or exclusive licenses in comparison
with the number of inventions involved. The
conference committee expects that similar results
will obtain under section 9."
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sufficient inducement in nearly all cases to obtain industry
participation in ERDA programs. Industry lobbyists, in opposing
unwanted regulations, frequently threaten that their clients
will refuse to accept Government contracts. They used the same
argument in opposing the establishment of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board, the continuation of the Renegotiation Board,
and other forms of regulation. Yet many of these very same
contractors continue to lobby extensively to get new contracts.

b. To make the technology 4eveloped at Government expense
available for public use, tends to enhance competition, not
restrict it. In this way, any firm can use and expand upon
Government financed technology.

The transfer or application of new technologies is furthered
when the Government makes publicly financed technology available
for general use. Some contractors have complained that the
Atomic Energy Commission policy of retaining title to Inventions
developed at Government expense is too restrictive. In the
Shippingport reactor project the Government published the
technology, and any firm so desiring could use it. That project
was the forerunner of the pressurized water reactors now being
used extensively in the civilian nuclear industry. Contractors
were willing to accept contracts without the promise of getting
exclusive rights to the technology. Public disclosure of the
technology did not impede the development or the commercialization
of nuclear energy. To the contrary, had the contractors involved
in the Shippingport project or other AEC projects been given
exclusive rights to the technology, it would not have been as
rapidly or as widely disseminated. Nor would there be as many
firms as there are today participating in the nuclear industry.

For the above reasons, I recommend that the new ERDA patent
regulations be r ev i sed so as not to encourage contractors to
request waiver of Government patent rights, and that ERDA
personnel be not encouraged to grant such waivers. Waiver
al1thority should be reserved for those rare cases where essential
work could not otherwise be obtained or where the Government
elects to participate in an on-going, contractor-funded program
in which the contractor bears a substantial portion of the cost.
In such case the Government's rights to patents should be
commensurate with the amount of the Government investment. The
former AEC policy with regard to rights in inventions developed
under allowable Independent Research and Development projects
would be a reasonable approach.

3
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology
Washington. D.C. ~0230

I

~.

I,;

December 31, 1975

E. Tenney Johnson
General Counsel
U.S. Energy Research and Development

Administration
20 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Johnson:

In the course of the appearance of Ms. Irene Till
before the ERDA Patent Policy Hearing on Tuesday,
November 18, 1975, a question arose regarding the
percentage of challenged patents ultimately held
invalid by the courts.

I solicit your acceptance of the attached Patent
Office study, dated April 3, 1974, for inclusion
in the official record of the referenced hearing.
I believe that the addition of this material will
serve to d~spel the erroneous notion that 72 percent
of challenged patents are declared invalid by the
courts.

v~ry tru11 yours,

\, '\c;:W, . I, -bll-rtt( : ~
David J\.Eden
Special~ssistant to the

Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology

Attachment
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In Graham v. John Deere, 383 U.S. 1, 18 (1966),

the Supreme Court stated:

"While we have focused attention
on the appropriate standard to be
applied by the courts, it must be
remembered that the primary respon
sibility for sifting out unpatent
able material lies in the Patent
Office. To await litigation is -
for all practical purposes -- to
debilitate the patent system. We
have observed a notorious difference
betr-Jeen the standards applied by
the Patent Office and by the courts.
While many reasons can be adduced
to explain the discrepancy, one
may well be the free rein often
exercised by examiners in their
use of the concept of 'invention.
A * * [There is] a compelling reason
for the Commissioner to strictly
adhere to the 1952 Act as inter
preted here. This wouln we
believe, not only expedite dispos
ition but bring about a closer
concurrence be twe en administrative
and judicial precedent. II [Emphas is
added. ]
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1 (Cont.)

litigated patents are upheld as
valid and infringed. l This repre
sents an increase from a rate of
57 per cent invalidity for the
period of 1953-63. Such a high
rate of invalidity means that many
more patents issue than are warranted.
Simply put, this means that the
Patent Office has not been doing its
job of weeding out bad and unjusti
fied patents.

"This high rate of invalidity arises,
because the standards applied by and
techniques available to the Patent
Office are inadequate. The Supreme
Court itself has pointed out there
exists 'a notorious difference
between the standards applied by
the Pat~nt Office and by the
courts'."

Footnote 1, supra, to Congressman Owens' remarks reads:

"On May 2, 1969, the Honorable John
L. McClellan, Chairman of Patents,
Trademarks, and Copyrights Subcom
mittee, stated during the Nomination
Hearings for William E. Schuyler, Jr.,
to be Commissioner of Patents, that:
'The staff has informed me that on
a national basis, 72 percent of the
patents litigated in the courts of
appeals have been found invalid. I

Professor Irving Kayton, in The
Crisis of Law in Patents, (1970),
reported that for a recent time
period, 19.9% of the patents liti
gated in the courts of appeals had
been upheld as valid and infringed."

157
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Support of Proposed Amendment to Section 103, Title 35,

Patents, U.S. Code," a copy of which is published in 51

JPOS 290 (May 1969). This study covered 179 patent validity

adjudications by the Circuit Courts of Appeal decided after

February 21, 1,966 (Graham v. John Deere) and reported in

the U.S. Patent Quarterly before December 1, 1968, a time

frame of less than three years. We have no reason to doubt

the essential accuracy of that statistic of 72% invalidity

considered over that time frame.

Nor can it be said, in final analysis, that Gausewitz'

72% invalidity figure is not fairly or reasonably represen

tative of Courts of Appeal adjudications considered over a

longer period of time. Figure I, attached, is a graphical

display of the results of eight patent invalidity studies,

based on Courts of Appeal decisions, which were made

at varying times and cover varying periods between 1925

and 1972. The source of the invalidity statistics between

1925 and 1954 is Federico, "Adjudicated Patents 1948-54,"

38 JPOS 233, 244. 2 As can be seen, Federico ( (1) )

2 Reprinted from "American Patent System, Hearings be
fore the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights
of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 84th
Congress, first session, pursuant to S. Res. 92, October 10,
II, and 12, 1955," pages 176 to 185. This report was pre
pared at the request of the Subcommittee by P. J. Federico.
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shows an increase in invalidity, based on five-year averages,

from 33% (1925-29) to 61% (1950-54) with an interim high

average of 64.5% (1945-49). See Federico's Table 11,

appendix 1, for numbers of patents litigated over the years

1925-54 and other relevant information.

Seven other studies3 are plotted on Figure I in the fOTm

of line and bar graphs which cover various portions of the

3 @)Koenig, dissertation submitted in partial fulfill
ment of requirements for S. J. D. degree, New York Univer
sity Law School, December 1971. She studied adjudications of
854 patents from 1953-1967.

~Moxon, Patent Invalidity Study, unpublished,
January 17, 1973, examined 284 adjudicated patents in the
period 1967-1971.

~ Gausewitz, supra, studied 179 adjudicated patents
from February 1966 to December 1968.

~Senate Report No. 167, 90th Congress, 1st SessIon
examined validity of 46 patents before Graham and 38 patents
subsequent to Graham.

~Dearborn et a1., Encyclopedia of Patent Practice
and Invention Management (Calvert), page 22, et seq.,
examined 734 adjudicated patents in the circuit courts
from 1953 to 1963.

(Z) Tegtmeyer, "For Greater Patent Validity," American
University Law Review, Vol. 19, No. 1 (December 1969)
studied 869 adjudicated patents from 1953 to 1968.

€)Horn, et al., "The Federal Courts' Vic." of Patents -
A Different Viel'l," 55 JPOS 134 (March 1973) studied 597
adjudicated patents from January 1961 through December 1970.
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than they were 30 or more years ago. The rate of invalidity

appears to have stabilized within the 60-70% range.

(2) The commonly cited 72% invalidity figure of

Gausewitz is biased upward of the results reported by the

other authors, no doubt due to the short time period covered

by his analysis and the smallness of his sample. In all
,

candor, however, it must be recognized that there is not

much difference between 72% invalidity on the one hand, and

64% or 66% or 68% on the other -- to say otherwise would

be a mere quibble over quillets.

Finally, it should be noted that the Senate Subcommittee

had earlier voiced concern when it received information in

1956 that more than 60% of patents litigated in the circuit

courts had been held invalid since 1947. 5 From that, it

can be seen that the patent system is not now facing any

essentially new criticism, but rather is confronted again

with old ones, particularly with respect to the percentage

of pa~ents held invalid in the Courts of Appeal.

5 Senate Report No. 1464, 84th Congress, 2nd Session,
i'~Q, reprinted at 38 JPOS 75, 80. Many of the ideas
expressed therein have been echoed in the recent cOlnments
of Senator Hart and Congressman Owens.
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CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEAL

%of %of
No. Rev-. Total No. Rev. Total
Prevo Rev. Prevo Rev.

No. No. % Held As To Held As To
Circuit Totals Valid % Valid Invalid Invalid Valid Val. Inval.i!L Inval.

1 12 4 33.33 8 66.67 2 16.65 1 8.34
2 35 6 17.15 29 82..85 6 17.15 3 8.58
3 20 5 25.00 15 75.00 3 15.00 4 20.00
4 22 4 18.20 18 81.80 4 18.20 1. 4.55
5 40 20 50.00 20 50.00 3 7.50 t, 10.00,
6 23 10 43.50 13 56.50 1 "4.35 3 13.30
7 56 21 37.50 35 62.50 6 10.70 5 8.93
8 11 1 9.10 10 90.90 1 9.10 1 9.10
9 38 5 13.20 33 86.80 4 10.05 0 0

10 12 5 41. 70 7 58.30 0 0 2 16.70
D.C. 2 0 0 2 100.00 0 0' 0 0

Totals 271 81 30.00 190 70.00 30 11.10 24 8.85
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III. Are the Statistics of 60-70% Patent

Invalidity in the Courts of Appeal Representative

of the Patent Universe as a Whole?

For consideration of this question, some background

information is needed. Between 1953-1971, the Patent

Office issued slightly over one million utility and reissue

patents. During the same period, approximately 1,080 patents

were adjudicated as to validity by the Courts of Appeal.

Whereas the patents adjudicated represent about 0.1% of

the utility and reissue patents actually issued during this

period, the actual number or universe of patents available

for adjudication was much larger, inasmuch as many of the

adjudicated patentes were issued before 1953. The patents

issued up to 17 years before 1953, in other words, enlarge

the patent base or universe from which the adjudications

were drawn.

Similarly, for the period 1948-1954, Federico6 reported

that the proportion of patents adjudicated in the Courts

of Appeal to those issued was 1 in 677, or 0.15%. It

6 Footnote 2, supra.
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many patents certainly cxist which are
not litigatcd becausc the owner considcrs
them too weak to stand a reasonable
chance of being upheld in court. It does
not seem posvible to establish that the
percentage of validity is much different
for all patents than for the adjudicated
patents. yet any conclusion that the
percentages are ~he same must rest on a
?OO-fold extrapolation from the data."
[Emphasis added]

.Dearborn et aI., footnote 3 supra, reached a similar

conclusion:

"Statistics of the type presented here
are of limited quantitative value only.
In the first place. during the entire
period from 1953 to 1963 only ?34 patents
were adjudicated by the United States
Circuit Courts of Appeals. During that
same period. hundreds of thousands of
patents were in effect. Secondly,
there is probably some truth in the proposi
tion that it is mostly patents of doubtful
validity that are litigated. A patentee
who has a weak patent is unlikely to risk
the costs 6f litigation. . The patentee
with a strong patent, on the other hand,
may not have to go into litigation since
the industry is likely to respect his
patent without recourse to litigation.
Therefore. any attempt tJ extrapolate
from the statistics presented here to alZ
issued patents is to a large extent
unwarrante4." [Emphasis added.]
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Cooch,8 in commenting on similar statistics offcred in

a paper presented by Reyno1ds,9 stated (p. 48):

8 Cooch, "The Standard of Invention.in the Courts," printed in
Dynamics of the Patent System. Central Book Co., N. Y. (1960), pp. 34-73.

9 Reynolds, Edwin L., "The Standard of Invention in the Patent
Office," op, cit., supra, Ln. 7, pp. 1-34.
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and, naturally, he avoided litigating doubt
ful patents; while now the accused infringer
rushes to court to challenge them."

It is to be noted that each of the above commentators

have for all intents and purposes discarded the statistics

of 60-70% invalidity in the Courts of Appeal as representative

of the validity of all patents issued by the Patent Office

for the principal reason that the adjudications are "too

meager to justify such an inference" (Dann), or are "of

limited quantitative value only" (Dearborn), or simply

"the s amp'Le is too small" (Cooch).

While we agree in general with their reasons and

ultimate conclusions, we would add the following qualifi

cations and additions. The smallness of the sample size

mayor may not be considered a valid reason for discarding

the statistics. The sample size mayor may not be adequate,

depending on the homogeneity or heterogeneity, the similiarities

and differences (in technical terms, the "variance") among

members of the total population. A sample size of 1080

adjudicated patents in the Courts of Appeal over the period

1953-1971, or a sample size of 2149 adjudicated patents in
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study of which we are presently aware ~sserts that the

adjudicated patents reach the courts in a random. unbiased

manner. A proven unbiased, perferably random, sample is a

necessary condition for any inference to be dra\Vll that,

because 60-70% of the patents adjudicated in the Courts of

Appeal are invalid or because 50% of adjudicated patents in

the court system are found invalid, a similar percentage of

all patents issuing from the Patent Office are invalid. 13

We think the above reasons effectively dispose of any

misleading statistical inference or conclusion that 60-

70%. or even 50%. of all patents issued by the Patent Office

are invalid. Three statisticians14 were consulted independ

ently on this matter. and each has confirmed the conclusion

that the adjudicated patents can not represent an unbiased,

random sample of the patent universe.

13 Extrapolation of data from one population to a seemingly
similar population can easily bring about deceiving results. As a
hypothetical example, 'One tmfamiliar with statistics as well as with
the characteristics of a certain total population might well erroneously
conclude that, because 60~70% of all persons tried in courts are males,
60-70% of the entire population are males.

14 They are: (1) Donald W. King, presently Technical Director of
Infonnatics, Inc •• Rockvil l,e, ~kL, (2) Professor J. c. II'hit\'o'ell, Depart
ment of Chemical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.,
and (3) Harold \'I. Sager, a mathematical statistician on the l-lanagement
Staff of the Patent Office.
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It ~ould surprise no one if 50 percent of the
land titles ~hich are tried in court in contested
proceedings ~ere found to be invalid. or if
50 percent of marriage annulment proceedings
~ould end in a decree that the marriage ~as

void ab initio. This ~ould not mean that half
the land titles and half the marriages in this
country are defective. Nor ~ould anyone get
upset if it ~ere determined that only half
the indictments resulted in convictions.
Pate~t causes are no different from other

legal causes. There are good cases which are
settled. There are bad cases which are never
tried. And there are the doubtful ones, the
marginal ones, the ones the outcome of which
is very difficult to predict; these are the cases
that are litigated. It is a tribute to the judges.
the Patent Office and the patent la~yers that
the actual results of litigation come so close
to a 50-50 split. [Emphasis added.]
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The first set contained each petitioner's recommended development
program, while the second set contained each petitioner's conments
on the other petitioner's development program.

The Department's final decision can be synopized as follows:

1) Marquardt, the ultimate recipient of the exclusive license,
promised to br-ing the invention to the marketplace within
six months of the grant of the exclusive license while
Travenol, the petitioner for the nonexclusive license,
scheduled delivery of the invention for four years and
nine months after the grant of the nonexclusive license.
(Travenol's indication of delivery was not in the form
of a guarantee or best effort, but only a indication
that if their preliminary evaluation justified continued
development, the invention would be delivered to the
public at the earliest in four years and nine months from
the grant of the nonexclusive license.)

2) It was clear that if the five-year exclusive license
contemplated was given to Marquardt, Travenel could
still start developing immediately after the grant of
the exclusive license without fear of infringing, and
still enter into competition at the end of the-approx
imately four years and nine months they indicated was
needed for development.

3) Marquardt had already made a large investment of private
risk capital towards the development of the invention while
Travenol had made no commitment of capital and might never 
if they deemed preliminary evaluations were negative.

4) It appeared to the Department that the evasiveness of the
Travenol offer could well have been based on the fact
that Travenol already had a dominent market position in
the area of artificial kidney devices and that the request
for the nonexclusive license was an attempt to undermine
Marquardt's initial involvement in this market. The
Department believed that the grant of vthe exclusive °

license would bring competition into the artifical kidney
device area as opposed to creating a monopoly position.
Conversely; the Department felt .that the grant of the
nonexclusive license to Travenol would probably enhance
the.Lrial.ready dominent market position especially if
Marquardt withdrew.
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 20201

OFFICE OF THE
GENERA~ COUNSE~

February 22, 1974

Chainnan Morris K. Udall
Subcorrnnittee on the Environment
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
House of Representatives
Room 1324, Longworth Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear COngressman Udall:

It is my understanding that in Mrs. Irene Till's testimony before
your Subconmi.ttce on the patent clauses to be included in the Udall
Bill creating a Department of Energy, she made reference to the grant
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare of an exclusive
license to a Department contractor, notwithstand.lng a reqnes t from
a third part)' for a nonexclusive License , I unders tand fhat the
example 'vas cited to illustrate an abuse of the agency's discretion
ary powers left to the head of the agency under ~le President's
Statement on Patent Policy.

I am attaching herewith copy of the original IS-page briefing memo
randum supporting the grant of such License , which was in Mrs , Till's
hands prior to her testimony before your Subcorrnnittee. I am making
this avail abIo to the Subcommittee so that they might make their O'Nl1

decision an the validity of Mrs. Till's criticisms.

I understand that the proposed patent clauses of the Energy Bill do
not contain a provision that would provide for waivers of exclusive
rights to contractors such as that made in the above situation. (TIle
provision in ~le B~ll for exclusive licensing of agency-rnvned inven
tiOl~ after a period of attempting to license nonexclusively and
after a hearing is not tile full equivalent of a waiver procedure.)

I further understand that the Department of Comncrce , speaking for
tho Administration, has made. or will make reconmendat'ions that such
provisions be included in the Energy Bill's patent clauses. It has
been the long experience of the Department of Health, Education, and
Wolfnre that inclusion of such lV'aivcr clauses is all essential part
of a research and development agency's ability to afford rapid public
utilization of inventions first conceived with Government funding,
but which require additional pr-ivate risk capital to complete
dovclopmont for public usc.
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February 19, 1971
Norman J. Latker
Chief, Patent Branch, OGC/BAL

Marquardt Corporation's request for an exclusive license under
Marantz/Greenbaum Application, Serial No. 680,417 and Baxter
Laboratories' request for a nonexclusive license under the
same application.

TO: Dr. Roger O. Egeberg
Assistant Secretary for Health

and Scientific Affairs

-, THROUGH: Manuel B. Hiller
Assistant General Counsel, OGC/BAL

Precedent Case

This case involves the first request by a commercial concern for
an exclusive license under a Department-owned invention pursuant
to our newly instituted licensing program. (See paragraph 6.3
of Department Patent Regulations, copy enclosed as Exhibit A.)

Review of Actions to Date

The invention under which Marquardt Corporation seeks to be licensed
was made by this co~poration under a contract with the Artificial
Kidney Program of the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic
Diseases (NIAMD). The invention involves treatment of a dialysate
solution for removal of excess urea in the bloodstream resulting
from impaired renal function. It was estimated at the time of the
original request by Marquardt for such license that $800,000
would be required to bring the invention to the point of practical
application. Since the NIAMD did not intend to further fund the
development and Marquardt Corporation indicated their willingness
to do so under an exclusive license, we began, with NIAMD and
your consent, to negotiate such a license as a necessary incentive
toward completion of the invention.

On May 26, 1970, DHEW published 'a notice, enclosed as Exhibit B,
in the Federal Register, Page 8246, Volume 35, Number 102, indicating
its intent to issue a limited, revocable, exclusive patent license under
subject patent application. The notice provided a 3D-day period
within which objections to the granting of the license could be
made.

During the 3D-day period afforded by the May 26 notice, Travenol
Laboratories, a subsidiary of Baxter Laboratories, objected to
the granting of the exclusive license and indicated a willingness
to develop the invention under a nonexclusive license.
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4. Since the end of Government funding, Marquardt will
have invested in the modification and perfection of the initial
chemical concept by April 30, 1971, approximately $985,000, which
is approximately four times the original Government-funded contract.
This expenditure is divided into the following broad categories:

$350,000
575,000

60,000

for clinical testing
for research and development on
sorbents, mechanical components,
and systems integration
for construction of 12 prototype machines

~''''
The Marquardt brief discusses more specifically the steps taken
by Marquardt to develop the invention. They particularly note that
there are aspects of calcium, ammonium, and sodium handling in the
system which have been perfected by Marquardt's funding and which
are essential to the effective and safe clinical application of
the techniques and not known to any potential manufacturer of
the device. Marquardt contends that it would take substantial
time for anyone else to develop these techniques, and it would
also take substantial time to pursue the necessary clinical testing
on an independently developed device. It is emphasized that it
would take any other company at least two years to achieve the
same level of accomplishment that Marquardt has reached through
their own efforts. The evident success of the prototype machine
was established by the fact that to date 15 persons have been
dialyzed over 125 times for a total of over 900 hours of dialysis
time.

5. Marquardt estimates that in addition to the $985,000
to be expended by the end of April 1971, development of its machine
and its establishment as a commercial product will require the
expenditure of approximately $4,000,000.

In view of the requirement for additional, substantial investment,
Marquardt indicates that it will not be feasible to continue their
program if the request for exclusive license is denied or not
granted within a reasonable time. The chronological plan for taking
the device to market is as follows:

a. Complete clinical testing. This is now scheduled
for May 1, 1971.

b. Complete production of prototype design.

c. Establish a source for production of zirconium
phosphate.
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and promote production of better devices from all manufacturers
at lower prices .. Because Travenol already dominates the arti
ficial kidney device market, it does' not have the same incentive
on Marquardt to develop a new machine using the zirconium phosphate
absorption principle. There can be no assurance that in view of
the development effort, the investment required, and the risks
involved, Travenol would develop such a machine at all. Even if it
did, the result could only be to enhance Travenol's already superior
market position, reduce the ability of the other existing firms to
compete with Travenol, and discourage the entry of any new
competitors. Thus, according to Marquardt, if a nonexclusive
license is granted to Travenol, it would not leave the competition
in the artificial kidney machine market "as-is", but, in fact,
significantly reduce competition. Finally, if Travenol did develop
a device using the zirconium phosphate absorption principle, it
would be in competition with existing Travenol machines. With
Travenol in control of both types of machines, the price competition
between the two types that would otherwise develop would be lost,
as would competition with respect to other machine features.

Synopsis of Travenol Brief Requesting a Nonexclusive License

The Travenol brief in support of their request for a nonexclusive
license is enclosed as Exhibit E. After introductory language
setting forth Travenol's credentials as a manufacturer of devices
for medical use, the brief discloses a proposed experimental
program to bring the Marantz/Greenbaum invention to the market
place. This program will be instituted by Travenol nine months
after issuance of a nonexclusive license to Travenol by the
Department.

The program comprises four major phases covering an estimated
period of 48 months, and costing approximately $585,000. The
four phases are as follows:

Project Period and Cost

Phase I

Zirconium phosphate study
Urinase immobilization study
Charcoal and zirconium

oxide assessment

I - 6.5 mos.
1.5- 9.5 mos.
6.5- 13 mos.

$45,000
54,500
15,200
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3. Travenol's proposal is considered to be technically
insufficient. Marquardt contends that the proposal indicates
less knowledge of the Marantz/Greenbaum invention and of the
work needed to develop it into an effective clinical device than
Marquardt already imparted to TravenoI in briefings conducted
to educate the artificial kidney machine industry in the Marquardt
process. In this regard the proposal underestimates the work to
be done and the cost for which it can be done. Travenol suggests
that a total cost for the development phase, including clinical
testing, will amount to approximately $585,000. As Marquardt has
previously shown in its brief, it will have expended approximately

$985, 000 by the same point.

4. Travenol has indicated that even after it starts develop
ment, it will take Travenol four years to reach the same point in the
development program that Marquardt has reached in two years.
At the rate Travenol proposes to proceed, even the four years may
be an understatement, for Travenol has made no allowance for
the actual design and development of the artificial kidney machine
utilizing the absorption cartridge, which is likely to take
another six months to a year, and, in addition, it is likely it
will take Travenol further time to establish production and marketing,
even with its existing position in the field. Thus, the total
time to the availability, even on a limited basis, of a
production device under Traven6l's extended program could be
anywhere from five to about seven years from now.

Synopsis of ·Travenol's Reply to Marquardt's Brief

Travenol's reply brief, enclosed as Exhibit C, is 20 pages long.
Here again, for the sake of brevity, only the more salient arguments
supporting their request ,for a nonexclusive license are synopsized
below:

1. It is contended that since Marquardt indicates their
development program will be discontinued if they are not assured
exclusivity in the market, and since other circumstances may well
deny Marquardt an exclusive market and subject it to the threat
of competition -- i.e., failure of the Marantz/Greenbaum patent
application to issue as a patent, or a competitor's development
of a competing sorbent system -- it is concluded that the happening
of any of these circumstances will cause Marquardt to discontinue
their program. Travenol does not have such reservations concerning
patent protection and market exclusivity, and is willing and eager
to operate in a competitive market.
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6. It is noted that Marquardt would be required to make
arrangements with a company in the ~edical supply field in order
to arrange for distribution and servicing of the invention.
Travenol implies that these arrangements should be firm prior
to the granting of any exclusive license. It further notes that
such arrangements are unnecessary as relating to Travenol, since
they have an established marketing system already committed to
distribution and servicing of new artificial kidney products.

7. Travenol does not at present see significant advantage
in incorporating the zirconium phosphate sorbent system into its
existing coil kidney system. Rather, Travenol views the most attrac
tive possibility as being one which incorporates, one of a new
generation of miniature, parallel flow dialysis units with the sorbent
system. It is contended that Marquardt intends to utilize existing
dialyzer elements available from other manufacturers, and probably
not initiate a new program to develop a dialyzer element for use
in their system.

8. Travenol argues that Marquardt may obtain an exclusive
position through the retention of proprietory rights in develop
ments that occurred after Government funding ended, and therefore
an exclusive position in that portion of the program funded by the
Government is unnecessary.

9. It is submitted that even through Travenol is the largest
manufacturer of dialyzing equipment, its position has not proven
to be a significant deterrent to entrance of new competition.
Travenol provides a list of a number of companies who have chosen
to compete in the various product areas of its line, and suggests
that these companies might also be interested in actively pursuing
development of sorbent systems on a nonexclusive basis.

10. While Travenol has not contacted its competition in the
artificial kidney field to make a factual determination, it is
of the opinion that the majority of such firms do not pursue
substantial Government Rand D business. Rather, they, as Travenol,
usually prefer to undertake independent development as dictated
by market demand. Thus, it can be expected that a Government
patent policy that favors exclusive licensing would most benefit
those organizations that already hold strong positions as Rand
D contractors, while depriving the smaller firms that service the
artificial kidney field of access to inventions made under Federal
contract.
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granting of limited, exclusive licenses in cases where it appeared
that the public interest would be better served. The case at
hand seems to justify the above concern. It is apparent that the
Marantz/Greenbaum invention was available for nonexclusive licensing
from at least July 1968, the date of Marquardt's final report to
the Government, to May 26, 1970, the date that the Department
announced its intent to grant a limited, exclusive license.
(The date could be brought back to. January 23-24, 1968, if Marquardt's
presentation to the Annual Contractors' Conference is considered.)
During the period of nearly two years, the details of the
Marantz/Greenbaum invention were available to all of the medical
device industry through the final report and thrOugh Marquardt's
own efforts to interest major producers and distributors of kidney
dialysis machines. Both Marquardt and Travenol have advised that
Marquardt had contacted Traveno1 to enlist their aid in developing
the invention. During this period there was no evidence of interest
on the part of any manufacturer other than Marquardt in bringing
the invention to the marketplace. After the May 26, 1970, notice
of intent to grant a limited, exclusive license, we received
five inquiries in regard to the invention. After disclosure of
the invention to those concernS making inquiry, the Department
received only Travenol Laboratories' request for the granting
of a nonexclusive license to further develop the invention.

These facts lead us to conclude that Traveno1's basic argument
as it relates to encouraging further development of the invention
by the rest of industry is without merit. The facts further
refute Travenol's argument that they would have involved themselves
in development of the invention if the results of Marquardt's
Government-funded research had been available to them. It is
clear from our records that these results were available to Traveno1
and Traveno1 made no effort to capitalize on them until after
the May 26, 1970, notice of intent to grant an exclusive license.

It should be further noted that the granting of an exclusive
license to Marquardt or any other corporation should not deter
competitors from researching and developing the Marantz/Greenbaum
invention, or the sorbent system area, if they so chose. The
case of Chesterfield v. U. S. 116 USPQ 445 makes it clear that
experimental use of a patented invention does not infringe.
Infringement would only occur upon commercial sale of the invention.
Accordingly, under the Chesterfield case, Traveno1 Laboratories
can implement the development program which they have suggested
to the Department without fear that they might be enjoined by
Marquardt under an exclusive lic.ense. Infringement would occur
only if Travenol commercially introduced the Marantz/Greenbaum
invention while Marquardt was in possession of an exclusive license.
Presuming that the period of development presented by Travenol is
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in bringing the invention to the marketplace. It seems quite
possible that Marquardt would be unable to obtain the services
required if they were unable to show an exclusive market position.
The fact that Travenol would not have to make these arrangements
does not add to their attractiveness as a prospective nonexclusive
licensee, since they are still years behind Marquardt's effort in
bringing the invention to the public.

4. Travenol's argument that Marquardt may obtain an exclusive
position through the retention af proprietary rights developed after
Government funding ended has no foundation in fact. We
have no evidence that would indicate that Marqaurdt could maintain
an exclusive market position through ownership of developments
subsequent to the Marantz/Greenbaum invention. In fact, if Marquardt
could establish such an exclusivity position, our granting of an
exclusive license should make no difference to Travenol, since
they would be faced with the exclusivity established through Marquardt's
subsequent developments.

5. Travenol states that a Government patent policy that
favors exclusive licensing would most benefit those organizations
that already hold strong positions as DREW research and development
contractors, while depriving the smaller firms that service the
artificial kidney field without DREW contracts access to an invention
made under a Department contract. First, it should be noted that
there is no guarantee that a DREW contractor will receive any
exclusivity in an invention made in performance of an DREW contract.
If the contractor makes a request for an exclusive license in an
invention made in performance of his contract, a determination as
to whether such license will be granted will be made on the basis of',
the facts as they relate to that invention. Further, it should be
noted that those firms not having Government contracts are not
estopped from requesting nonexclusive or exclusive licenses under
inve~tions made by Government contractors. Accordingly, we find
no validity to Travenol's contention that DREW contractors will
most benefit from our exclusive licensing program. It is also
noted that if Travenol's contention were correct, no firm,is
estopped from attempting to obtain contracts from DREW and gaining
whatever fruits the results of these contracts might yield. It
is assumed that a number of firms, including Travenol, have never
contracted with DREW due to the fact the Department will not guarantee,
at the time of contracting, exclusive positions in inventions that
derive from such Government-supported Work and, accordingly, remain
outside Government-funded work so that they may establish proprie-
tary positions in research funded through their own resources.
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It is also believed by both the Patent Branch and NIAMD that.
Marquardt's contention that the granting of an exclusive license
to them would actually bring competition into the artificial
kidney device area is probably correct, and should be weighted
in favor of granting Marquardt's request. 'l'he grant of a
nonexclusive license to Travenol will probably enhance their
already dominant market position, especially if Marquardt withdraws
and no other concern develops a kidney device utilizing the
Marantz/Greenbamn sorbent system.

Travenol's proposed schedule of four years and nine months after
the granting of a nonexclusive license to bring the invention to
the marketplace also supports the granting of Marquardt's request
for an exclusive license. Since the granting of an exclusive license
to Marquardt need not preclude Travenol's development program
(as explained above), and such license would be for a period which
would possibly end prior to any Travenol introduction of an
artificial kidney device incorporating the Marantz/Greenbaum system,
we are unable to determine how the public interest could be damaged
by the granting of Marquardt's request. In fact, in our opinion,
the public would benefit through the availability of the Marquardt
device during the period prior ~o any introduction of a competing
device by Travenol.

As noted above, we are not in agreement with Travenol's basic
contention that nonexclusive licensing of this invention will
result in further development of the invention and ultimate com
petition from other manufacturers. We believe the facts are
clear that no manufacturer other than Ma~quardthas taken any
steps towardlbringing the invention to the marketplace. Travenol's
interest in possible future development has occurred only after
an indication that an.exclusive license might be granted to a
competitor and comes too late to outweigh Marquardt's contentions.

No attempt has been made to determine the accuracy of Marquardt's
$4,000,000 estimate to complete the development and marketing of the
Marantz/Greenbamn sorbent system. However, we believe that the
amount of risk capital necessary to accomplish the remaining
steps enumerated by Marquardt to bring the system to the marketplace
reasonably supports granting the request for a period of limited
market exclusivity.

Norman J. Lather
Chief, Patent Branch

Attachments:
2 proposed letters
8 Exhibits

cc: Dr. Benjamin Burton - NIAMD



Thi3 i3 nQ longer fa3hion~ble ~nd getting ~~ch

more diffic~lt.

The poo~er co~ntries ~re le~rning f~st, ~nd

they don't like it.

I think the United St~te3 sort of h~s given up
on this. Most countries h~ve given up on this.

Exploit~tion of the ,poor is ~130 done by lOc~ls

~s well ~s by outside~s.
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The 3econd good w~y i3 to find ~ se~ of oil under
yo~ or ~ great deal of gOld or something you can export, ~nd

do nothing e13e.

This i3 not p03sible for the United St~tes fo~

many reason3. It i3 not even p03sible for many of the
Arab countrie3 now.

Perhap3 ~uwait is ~n exception.

The third and only way that is left is to improve
the productivity of the country itself, to provide more ser
vice3, more goOd3 for the same effort.

I am not talking about doubling the working
hours because that is not improving a standard of living.

I am talking ~bout working less or working the
3ame amount and producing more good3 and 3ervice3.

Thi3 :!,sonlyp03sible with liIcientific advance.
It is al30 p03sible, in 3mall ways, by improving health,
for example, 30 if we don't have many cold3, we can work
the full amount of time we are supposed to.

Or perhap3 better rationalization of production
or services could improve efficiency.

Our factorie3, however, are sO efficient today
that without big scientific ~dvancements I doqbt that they
could produce very much more.

Certainly in distribution there could be
improvement, but these are minor things.

The re~l w~y to improve the st~nd~rd of living ~

and I speak with 30me experience; I have 3pent ~ good p~rt
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The t~ansistox was done at aellLabs, and I have
some q~est~on whethex the Bell Lab is a pxivate company.

TV was done at RCA beca~se Pavid Saxnoff and
sevexal other peoPle at RCA wexepersonally interested.

If yo~ .w~t sUCh great technology to be developed,
yo~ have to make or keep the system such that people who do
th~s w~ll be encouraged.

For this purpose, the patent system was invented
in l~74, ~n Venice.

It is rathex intexesting that since that day
roughly 500 years ago, eVe~ majox country in the world
adopted it, including communist countxies, and including
France, who didn't have it until xecently. They had a
registration ·system.

The Only exception to this is China. I am
quite sure when they Qecome more technically advanced,
they, too, will prO!:laply gO the way of Russia and the
xeSt of.the Comrnunistworld.

Yet when I talked to some friends· and axgued
a!:lout whether patent systems axe needed, I have heaxd them
say, "No."

I say, "B~t 500 years and evexycountry in the
world? ,. and they SliY, "TheY are all crazy."

This is a lack of modesty which I have trouble
~n defining in.language which is not profane.

aow can one disregard the expexience of Russia
where everybody works fox.'I;hegovernment, whexe,the goverI:\
ment is practicallY., the only user of technology, ana where
all themachine~ is owned by the government? They, too,
found itnecessa~ to set up a patent system and xeward
invento~s with royalties even though the govexnment is
the employer and the usex.

While some of the rOYalties are limited, perhaps
25,000 ~ublesper invention, with ten inventions, whiCh is
easilY possible, a man becomes a quarter of a millionaire.
Even in Russia! 250,000 rubles is riot hay.

The thing that is interesting is that people
who talk a!:loutthe patent system simply don't know what


